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�---------•------------------------------------------------------------To the Editors:
I thoroughly enjoyed an<l wa most
impressed with the cwo papers written by
scudent and published in the pring
i sue of the Magazine. An aging arc history major myself (
lass of '76), I
cook every cla s
Ra h (then
Fabbri) caught, and as many of chose
caught by harle Price a I had curricu
lum time left over for. I even went co
Wellesley for a eme cer and rudied the
history of prints ( o I wa me merized by
Kathryn Batley' piece on Baldung'
work) and rerurned ro 01111 with a new
appre iarion for rhe quality of ir faculty
and cour e . After reading rhese two
papers, I am reminded char rhe mosr
important rhing I learned as an art hisro
ry major wa how ro look ac a work of
arc, and I ee chat i still being caught
very well. Thank you for haring chis
work with chose who follow rhe College
from a di ranee.
Kacey Ratterree '76
avannah Ga.

l know you published the recipe for chi
de ere year ago in the alumni magazine.
I don't have ic, of cour c. Any chance you
have it in archives and J can gee my hands
• 011 it?

•
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umber I

Martha Williams '65
Bridgeport,

onn.

Editor: The following dessert served in CC
dining hall.s 111as popular with chocolate
loving students ofthe '50s and '60s:
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My rery Mocha

Al)Ml'11 rMI l\'f ASSISTANT Knr,11 L,,s/try

Barrer
1 /2 cup plu 1 rb p. Aour
I /2 cup plu J tbsp. ugar
I t p. baking powder
5 r p. cocoa
I 1/2 t p. burrer
5 tbsp. milk
1/2 t p. vanilla

< OLLF!,I Pt1tridn M. Carey

Topping
3 I /2 tbsp. light brown sugar, loo ely
packed
2 1/2 cb p. cocoa, ifted
2 3/4 rb p. ugar
1/2 cup strong coffee
Batter: Mix first three ingredient in a
bowl. Blend cocoa and burrer 1n
saucepan; melt over low hear. Blend with
dry ingredient on low peed. Gradually
add milk and vanilla unril mooth. Pour
batter inco baking di h.
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Bnlxtn Shanuck Kohn 72, Chair. Jean C. ·1,mrd '65 and Frank M.
·turner, Vitt Ch.Urs, Judich Ammem1an '60, Alcundr-J Band '02,
lvrd W. llcll 1''02. James . llcrricn 74, Jerrold ll. C..mng,on "'9,
n,rodol"C' S. Chapin '72, r·o1. O,riscophcr Ooun. Onniln
hunstc:in, President Carolyn Jl Holler.an '60, Ann \\:'crncr Johnson
68, Andre-- K1:1u:m 71. Cham W. Ki1chinp Jr.. Eugene B. K"!?n
'03. IUe Downa Koshm. '67. Linda J. Int 61, Virginia SlauJ;t.tucr
Loeb '48. P..,7. Jon>1h,n D. McBdde 92, Philip R. �1cLoughITn
0
1''02 & "05. ',ncy S. ,-.�omb '67. John F. 'ibl>ek 1' 98. Aus1in r.
Olney 1''04, Joan R,dmund Pbu '67. bry uke l'ol•n '65. P'02.
Rcnfidd-Millcr '75. James r. l\oi:er> "04. TI,codon: M.
Dougl;,s
Romanow 76 , lltom.is A. rgttnt '82, W. Caner Sull1v.tn 79. �Uy
Su.sm,1n '84, hanklm A. lllin Ed.O ·s1, D.ilc O,akiriiln Turu 71.
Rufw R. Win1on '82
0
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Topping: Mix brown sugar, cocoa and
sugar. prinkle evenly over rop of batter.
Pour coffee evenly over cop of pan. Bake
30 min. at 350 degrees. erves 6.
A LUSH CROP OF MUSHROOMS GROWS ON THE COL
LEGE GREEN WHERE AN ELM TREE ONCE STOOD
GROUNDS SUPERVISOR JIM LUCE SAID THE FUNGI
CONTINUE TO FEED ON THE BURIED STUMP YEARS
AFTER DUTCH ELM DISEASE KILLED THE TREE.

: ·onnec1icu1 College Mngnzine welcomes lerccrs from readers. Co111nc111s by:
Voice Mail: 86(HW-'iU5
Write:

E-mail: ccmag@'COnncoll.edu
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Dick.on 78, P.mici, Dingle '76, Br,dford "Br.id" Dolan °97. Ryan
l:.sch:1U1.icr '97. Sue (Schwarn) ,orhllm '56, P;aul Grttlcy 7?.
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fir tcolumn
Got ink?
For 80 years, CC· Magazine has connected people to the College and to each other
f you're like mo c of che 25,000-plu
readers of rhis magazine, you've
already checked out che Clas Nore
before rurning to th front of che
issue. Ir's a fact that all editor of
alumni magazines cheerfully accept,
no matter how hard they and their
sraffs have worked on ch torie , photo
graph and graphic design. If anyching, ic
reminds us rhac people are mosc inceresr
ed in ocher people. Noc ju c any people
but rhose who have couched rheir lives.
cheherezade, who saved her own life
by weaving her tale for 1,001 nights,
would have found perfe r material in the
lass ore . Ir i all there: marriag ,
birch , deaths travel hopes, dreams and
succes es. And whereas the las
or ,
which will soon be offered to alumni
online, are che never-ending tory of alum
ni lives, CC Mngnzine is rhc story of che
life of the allege. From a modesc mono
graph in 1924 co a glo sy, full-color maga
zine, ic chronicles the institution from ir
yourh in the Roaring 20 to its maturity as
it draw closer ro its centennial.
ova eals, archivi r in che harles .
hain Library, frequently come co the aid
of chose who call or e-mail her office
looking for information on past events
and people in the ollege communi ty. As
he told me recently, "Often rhe magazine
i che only documencarion of event chat
occurred here."
Her word gave me a new per pecrive
on d1e role of an ediror. In addition to
reporting news and evencs on rhe hill, the
magazine contents mirror che larger
world and ocie ty through rhe decade ,
chronicling life and arcirudes during rhe
Depre sion, World War II, rhe '60 , and
beyond. In its page , for example, you can
find heated exchange in letters ro the edi
tor enc in by reader divided on Berry
Friedan s newly publi hed Feminine
Mystique or a Vietnam-era letter as ailing

rhe magazine for providing a forum to
"attack Unired races policy abroad." One
lcccer began: 'I found your pring is ue
ab olurely abhorrent in scope and pur
po ," though ir wa outnumbered by let
ters of prai e from cho e who found
omeching relevant in irs pages. uperb
editors of the pa r
reered the magazine
deftly through rhe
re ent decade : Allen T.
arroll '73, Vivian
egall '73,
aroline
rosson Gilpin '82,
Kristi Vaughan- ody
75 and che lace Helen
Haa e John on '66, were
among diem.
I had been a frequent
r ader of onnecricur
ollege' magazine ince
1979 when my mother,
Marilyn Brownell, a
11
rerurn-to-college
ru
•••
dent, proudly accepted
her diploma on rhe
ollege green. Twelve
year
later I joined
harles Luce, Jr., now
editor of Arches, che mag
azine of che Univer ity of
Puget ound, as co- di
tor of che newly renamed

Connecticut College
Magazine. Although the

rhree-ring circus," he said, explaining
char there should be mulriple center of
arcencion for che reader. Certainly char
is a common rheme among che evcral
hundred college and university ediror l
meet at an annual onference. That
same group of ediror , hardly rhe "inkrained wretches" of
ye reryear, frequently
exhort one another co
rake more ri k with
content and alway ro
put the reader fir r.
As the edi rorial
raff of rhe magazine,
we wane ro be re ponive co readers' ideas.
Everything in the mag
azine comes ro u by
way of direct feedback
from alumni, parents,
faculty, raff and even
srudenrs. A clipping
service and "Google"
searches al o alert u to
alumni who are making
news anywhere in the
country. Mosr impor
tant, a imple e-mail ro
ccmag@conncoll.edu i
all ir rakes to lee u know
whar you are chinking.
Ar Reunion, the sraff
of CC Magazine delight
ed in hosting a recep
tion for a pecial exhibit
in rhe hain Library
chac will ray on display
rhroughour che sum
mer. We cicled our archival l ok ar chis
publicacion " or Ink?: 80 Year of CC
Magazine." Because, ink cain aside, ir's a
privilege ro be helping ro write even a
brief chapcer in chis never-ending rory.

the magazine
contents mirror the
larger world and
society through the
decades, chronicling
life and attitudes
during the Depression,
World War 11, the '60s
and beyond."

mi ion of the magazine
expanded ac char rime for the fir r time ir was
mailed ro parencs of current srudenc a well as alumni - ir role
as a forum for an exchange of new and
ideas continued.
Allen arroll '73, now chief cartogra
pher of National Geographic, and one
time ediror of this magazine, once gave
me ome advice. "A magazine hould be a

- Lisa Brownell
Editor
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On the alert:

''

Students ofProfessor of Government William Rose took part in the Coast
Guard Academy's war threat exercise for the third year in a row

T

he oa r uard did what?"
exclaimed one of my fellow
reporters.We had ju r been
informed that a man
aboard a boar in the ew
London harbor had just had a stroke and
rhac the oasc Guard did nor race ro his
aid. le had called for emergency medical
personnel instead.
This did not happen in real life bur as
pare of the U. . oasr Guard Academy'
Annual ew War Threat Exerci e. By the
end of the day-long simulation, I experi
enced firsthand che way the Coast Guard,
state and local government, non-govern
ment group and the media might

respond in the event of a terrorise arrack.
Following the attacks of epcember
11, the U. . oast Guard Academy want
ed co prepare irs graduates for the new
types of terrorist threats they may face in
the future. The result was the ew War
Threat Exerci e, a imulation of a pecific
cerrori r arrack and che oasr Guard's
response. AJl fir c class cadecs and officer
candidate take part in the annual exerci e
and are joined by a handful of
Connecticut College and Mitchell
College srudencs. C
tudents Erica
Berlingohof '04, Elizabeth Mardola '05
and I participated. To prepare for the im
ulacion, we were each assigned a specific

ERICA BERLING0H0F '04 (CENTER) AND ELIZABETH MARD0LA '05 (RIGHT>. CONFER WITH A COLLEAGUE
FROM THE COAST GUARD.
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role. We attended aaining essions with
the oa c uard and other representing
the roles of media, che U..
Environmental Protection Agency and
the FBI. oasc Guard student roles var
ied, from incident commander to dive
ream members and boar operator to
public relations officer .
I was as igned the role of edicor-in
chief of the media. Three first class cadets
and cwo officer candidates made up my
media raff. We were re pon ible for writ
ing article informing member of the
public of the day' events and how their
safety may have been affected. While the
Incident Command Post and che governor' office publi hed pres relea e
throughout che day, we received only a
small part of the information that was
available, so we resorted to different
avenues co further inform our elves.
The Incident Command Pose was in
charge of the Coast Guard' response
to the attack and the use of oa r
Guard re ources, while the governor's
office was in charge of how the scare
government re ponded co the arrack. le
was understood that both group could
nor release all information regarding
an event a it could cause a panic or
leak confidential information.
The imulation began with new of
a cerrori c attack that occurred in
orfolk, Ya., the previous day, raising
the security level to orange in the ew
London area.Early in the imulated
day, a container holding a pos ibly haz
ardous liquid pilled on the ew

London pier. Ar the rune rime, a stroke
victim needed medical evacuation and
there was a po ible bomb threat to rhe
old tar Bridge.
I ent my raff to look for information
at the waterfront and dive ir where
much of the action was caking place.
Another raff member and I pent cime at
rhe Incident
ommand Po r and
overnment ffice, talking co people
who went in and our crying to get more
information from the public relation offi
cer of both group . The new coming
from rhe command center was often only
partial and late in confirmation. We
received our be r information by talking
ro individual directly involved with pe
cific incident . Ar rime our article were
critical of the ommand Po r' de ision
nor to inform us fully of what was going
on or the action they decided ro rake. Ar
other rim we explained what actions
were being taken in r pon e to the variou chrears in che ew London area and
how officials were protecting the public.
che afternoon progre ed, more siruarion developed, including a bomb
rhreac to che oasr uard Academy, che
do ing of Route 32 and increased securiold car Bridge. The simularty at the
ed day culminated in a rerrori r arrack on
heavy industry along che waterfront in
roton. Although event like rhe conrainer spill and rerrori c arrack never really occurred, the u e of real dive reams
and a virtual boar imularor gave the
event a feeling of near reality for rho e of
u raking part.
I mentioned ac che beginning of rhi
article chat the oasr uard did nor
immediately respond co the rroke victim.
Tho e who were patrolling that area were
in charge of protecting the entire water
and waterfront area from any ecurity concern , including rertori r attacks. mailer
emergencies mu r be handed over to che
appropriate authorities o char the oasr
uard can remain focu ed on larger ecurity concern . Although my raff, whicll
included Coast uard member , was originally hocked by the decision co nor
immediately board tl1e ves el of che uoke
victim, the imulation caught u char rhe

right deci ion was, in face, made and chat
the oasr uard' focu on the larger area's
se urity cannot be compromi ed when
there are ocher means of aid available.
The imulacion was a learning opportu
nity for rho e who may be involved in
r ponding to a future war threat as well as
for chose who may nor be as directly
involved. The cadets and officer candidates
were challenged ro respond to a multitude
of distractions char tried to pull tl1em away
from their e urity fo u . The imulacion

t

did nor require chem to deal wich ju r one
incident of rerrori m. Jc asked char they do
their daily job of monitoring security while
al o having ro r pond ro the increased
chreac of a rerrori t arrack.
As a rudenc, I lacer aw chat che exer
ci e gave me per peccive on the difficulcie
involved in proceccing our nation from
cerrori m. Al o, ic allowed rudent to par
ticipate in a sicuacion chat could noc be
planned, forcing u co react co a changing
iruacion. - Rysin Murphy '07

Watson winner to research community radio

A

2005 graduate i one of 50 college graduates to be awarded a
Watson Fellow hip of tl1e nearly
1,000 who applied. ujara
Tuladhar '05, che eighth
student to win a Warson Fellow hip in
rhe pa r even year , will travel ro ourh
Africa, ri Lanka and ew Zealand,
where he will research the
univer al applicability of
community radio as a way to
empower underprivileged
communities.
Marc Zimmer, Barbara i
Zaccheo Kohn '72 Profi or j
of hemi try who coordi!
nar the War on applica- ::,
rion ar the ollege, aid
Tuladhar' marurity and professionali m
will en ure her ucc in the project. " he
has che intellectual abili ty, experience,
commitment and work ethic required to
sue es fully complete chi project," he aid.
Her project is citied, "Communi ty
Radio as a Vehicle for ocial hange. '
The award will provide Tuladhar 22,000
for a year of independent exploration and
travel. Additionally, he plans to explore
how conAicc-ridden communirie u e
their re pective communi ty radio cation
a a tool for voicing their opinions, how
community radio i being u ed ro engen-

der ocial awarenes /movement and how
the radio program are d igned to best
achieve rho e goal . Pare of her project
will al o include as i ring in che produc
tion and pr entation of radio how on
che communi ty cations.
Tuladhar, a native of Kacmandu,
epal, received a degree in interna
tional relation 111
May. he i already
pur uing her Wac on
Fellow hip and plans
to cay in each coun
try for four month .
Before coming to
, Tuladhar worked
a a new paper corre
pondent and radio
producer in Kacmandu. After her opho
more year of college, he was elected by
acional Public Radio to be pare of a fiveperson ream char was profe ionally
trained in radio journali m.
La r summer, as a I LA cholar,
Tuladhar interned wich the Briri h
Broadcasting orp. in Belfa c, Ireland,
while re earching her enior honor chei on rhe pro pecc of reconciliation in
orrhern Ireland.
"le fascinates me co see how one medi
um can remain effective in uch a wide
range of cultural context " he aid. - E
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Vandana Shiva urges students to start small, think big
Indian activist brings hope for environmentaljustice
egin where you are.
Thar was the advice of
Indian accivi c Vandana hiva,
who vi ired che campus in
April, when a scudenc asked
what one per on can do to
change the world.
"You begin with what i doable in the
context where you are," hiva aid.
"What you do today creates more po si
bilities tomorrow."
hiva, one of che world's foremost
acrivi rs in che fields of environmental
i m feminism and o ial justice, poke
during che Goodwin- iering
enter's
annual Jean Thomas Lambert Lecture on
April 13.
This year's event wa arranged in col
laboration with the department of gender
and women' rudie in order to bring
hiva co campu .
hiva urged her audience of 300 co
chink of what they houJd do rather chan
how difficult ic i . he aid she gave her
elf the name "Vandana, ' which mean
"offering," ac che age of 12.
"That what it' all abouc," hiva aid,
"to be able to offer one' life to issues big
ger than oneself."
he was introduced by ynchia Fuller
Davi '66, who e upport endowed the
ollege' Fuller-Maarhai Profe or hip
in
ender and Women's
rudies.
Pre ident orman Fainsrein announced
at rhe lecture chat Davi ha also agreed
to e tabli h a econd professorship, the
Vandana hiva Chair in Gender and
Women's cudie and conom1c , 111
honor of hiva.
Fainsrein introduced Davi , saying
her dedication to a' broad and progre
sive vision of tran national feminism"
helping a new generation of
onnecticu t ollege student understand the complexities of inequality
across rhe globe.

I 9th-century femini t and one of
ynthia Fuller Davi ' ancestor .
hiva hold a ma rer' degree 111
physic and a Ph.D. in the philosophy of
cience. In 1982 she starred rhe Research
Foundation for cience, Technology and
Ecology with the aim of making high-

Boch hiva and Maachai advocate a
pad, of ustainabili cy, ju rice and peace they under rand the relation hip between
environmental reward hip, equality for
worn n, the need for parti ipatory
democracies and cl,e need for economic
that operate on principles of ju rice, said
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CYNTHIA FULLER DAVIS '66

VANDANA SHIVA

"You begin with what is
doable in the context where
you are," Shiva said. "What
you do today creates more
possibilities tomorrow."
grest, who hold rhe
Profes or Mab
Fuller-Maacl,ai post.
Davis establi hed that profe sor hip
in 1997 and a ked the
ollege to
choo e a name. A commicree suggested
it honor African activi t Wangari
Maarhai, who won rhe obel Peace
Prize in 2004, and Margaret Fuller, a

quali ty, independent research on ecological
and so ial i sues widely available in [ndia.
Nine year later she founded avdanya, a
national movement ro proce t the diver icy
and integrity of India' re ources. hiva
believes ecological destruction is a form of
social. injustice, and she is a leader in a
growing global movement chat links envi
ronmental cau es with movement for jus
tice. Like andhi, she sees peaceful resi C
ance as part of a on trucrive effort to
find berrer alternative to th raru quo.
hiva believe char in a true demo racy
citizen are responsible for and account
able to those around chem.
hiva was awarded an honorary degree
before her lecture. - B

notebook

Professor puts faith in 'santos populares'
Research focuses on folk saints

A

Web ire devoted ro rhe cul
ture of folk aints ha been
launched by Frank Graziano,
John D. MacArthur Professor
of Hispanic rudie , in con
junction wirh rhe upcoming publica
of his
tion by Oxford Univer iry Pr
book, Cultures ofDevotion: Folk nints of

Spnnish America.
The Web sire, www.culrure of
devotion.corn, provide an mnrnare,
in ider' view of folk devotions in
Argentina, Bolivia, Mexico, Peru and che
Unired races. The photographic galleries,

which serve as a vi ual complement ro
raziano's book, feature six prominent
folk aim : Difunra Correa, Gaucho Gil,
and an La Muerce from Argentina; arira
olonia and
iiio Cornpadriro from
Peru; and Nino Fidencio from Mexico.
Graziano' year of research in five coun
tries reveal folk- aim devotion as expres
ions of profound dis arisfaccion with
both religious and political institutions.
"The devotee are atholic," he aid.
" o why do they prefer folk aim ro can
onized aims?" Thar question guided hi
rudy, which discovered char folk saints

are typically our iders, outlaw and v1c
rims of corrupt authorities.
" uch aims regi rer a prorc r while
providing miracles for people who have no
recour e or r ource within the sy rem,"
Graziano said. W hen there are villain in
folk- ainc myths, he added, they are u ual
ly representatives of abu ive authorities.
Known in pani h a santos pop11lares,
folk saints play a crucial role in the piricu
aliry of many Larin Americans. The major
folk aims have huge national or interna
tional cult , while hundred of ocher have
smaller, local followings. Although nor
officially recognized by the Catholic
hurch - tl1e dominant church in Larin
America - folk aims are venerated pre
dominantly by Catholics. The devocions
are al o popular among Hispanic
acholics in the United tare , particular
ly along che U . .-Mexico border.
"Folk- ainr devotion emerge at the
inter eccion of faith and poverty,"
Graziano aid. 'They are creative respon es ro hardship and de pair. uc of noth
ing, out of the daily scruggle for econom
ic urvival, these devotees per evere in
hope and in joy, in the miracle of everyday
life. Being among chem, wearing and
drinking and laughing with chem, is one
of my mo r valued experience . They
restored my faith in faith." - E
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Three long-time professors bid farewell to students
Peter Leibert, Sara Silberman and Melvin Woody retire

T

he reaching careers of an arci c,·
a historian and a philo opher,
all of whom caught generation
of CC students, have drawn co
a do e.
Professor of Arc Peter Leibert,
Associate Profes or of History ara Lee
ilberman and Profes or of Philo ophy
Melvin Woody were recognized for their
dedicated cead1ing and service co C at a
dinner on Commencement weekend.
Leiberc, an accomplished ceramics craft
man, joined the C facul ry in 1968 as an
instructor of both ceramics and photog
raphy. He has hared his arciscic work in
numerous solo and group ex.hibicions
throughout the United cares and Japan
and was promoted co the rank of profes
sor in 1985. Throughout his career,
Leibert has served several terms as chair
of the arc department and on
various college commircees.
In 2003, Leibert was select
ed co be a master reaching
arci c for the Connecticut
Commi sion on the Arts and
was also chosen by his faculry
colleagues co receive the
onnecticut College John King
Facul ry Teaching Award for
teaching excellence.
Leibert brought more chan
hi talents in the visual arc co
the CC classroom. A master
musician, he plays the buccon
accordion, concertina and
pipe and tabor for che
Westerly Morris Men, a group he found
ed chat specializes in traditional English
Morris Dancing.
Leibert cold The Day in a recent inter
view chat he hope co continue teaching
pare-time in retirement.
"I may teach privately. I have the
facilicie ," he says. "Ideally, I'll bring

together clay, mu ic, dance and ong
somehow. That' how you get a well
rounded individual."
ilberman, who came co che College in
I 966, specializes in che hi cory of che
United cares in che lace 19th and
20th cencurie.
he i motivated by the personal pride
he cakes in her work and by her genuine
interest in the material she teaches. Bue
ilberman is quick co add char she is also
in pired by her students.
Their openness, their interest in the
material and their often incere ting ques
tions "made the classroom experience a
happy and cimulacing one for me for
nearly 40 years," she said.
ilberman is completing a biography of
Dr. Edith Banfield Jackson (1895- I 977), a
professor of pediatrics and psychiatry ac

the Yale chool of Medicine &om 1936 co
1959. he has published several arcicles on
Jackson, who won prescigious awards for
pioneering work in parent-infunc bonding,
in Bulletin of the History of Medicine,
Biography: An Interdisciplinary Q}lllrterly, The
Psychoanalytic Review, American National
Biography and Notable American \.%men.

Woody starred reaching at che ollege 42
years ago, in 1963. He had been che
longe t- erving member of rhe faculry.
Woody lectured on many subject
throughout his tenure - exi tentialism,
social and cultural theory, and the philo ophy of mind, p ychiacry, law and history.
Freedom's Embrace, his 1998 book, is the
culmination of three decades of discus
sions wich C students, facul ry, and col
leagues from around the United Scares. Ic
is from these di cussion chat C's inter
di ciplinary Freshman Focus program and
studies in cognitive science were created.
Woody has conuibuced co the Berkeley
ummer Research eminar and al o co
"Mind, elf and Psychopathology" ar
Cornell Universiry for che
acional
Endowment for the Humanities. He has
served as a liaison between the Execucive
Council of che Association for che
Advancement of Philosophy
and Psychiatry and ocher
philosophical associations. He
al o served as program chair
man ac che annual meeting of
the Metaphysical ocie ry of
America in 2000.
In a speech ac che
Commencement weekend din
ner, Professor of Philosophy
Larry Vogel said of his depart
mental colleague: 'Mel has
nourished generations of our
students and colleagues by
passing on co us what he
received from his own teachers: a sense chat the Western
philosophical tradition, in spice of its
failures, can help u realize the best in
ourselves."
You can read the entire speech online
ar h ccp://www.conncoll.edu/evencs/
faculryspeeches/vogel.html

notebook
Princeton Review:
CC is 'College With
a Conscience'
CC is one of the nation's best
colleges for fostering social
responsibility and public serv
ice, according to The Princeton
Review and its partner, Campus
Compact, a national organiza
tion committed to the civic pur
poses of higher education. The
College is one of 81 institutions
in 33 states commended and
featured in Colleges With a
Conscience: 81 Great Schools
with Outstanding Community
Involvement," which will be in

Selectivity is 2nd highest in CC history
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bookstores June 21.
The Class of 2009 is the second most selective class in the College's history with
"A college with a conscience
just 33 percent of the 4,182 high school seniors who applied having been accept
has both an administration
ed for 490 places. Domestic students of color represent 15 percent of the accept
committed to social responsibil
ed class, and 191 students - or 14 percent- have an international background.
ity and a student body actively
Ten percent are among the first generation in their families to attend college. The
engaged in serving society,"
students come from 41 U.S. states, D.C. and 43 nations, including Turkey,
said Robert Franek, Princeton
Ecuador, Madagascar, Namibia, Spain, Vietnam and Venezuela.
Review vice president of admis
sion services. "Education
at these schools isn't only
about private gain: it's
CC STUDENTS
about the public good."
CONTRIBUTE
APPROXIMATELY
The 81 schools were
28.000 HOURS OF
selected from a list of
COMMUNITY
, ... SERVICE ANNUALLY
more than 900 colleges.
.._,
Editors collected exten
sive data about schools'
service programs and
policies, surveying their
students and faculty/staff.
The schools are both pub1 ic and private, urban and
rural and come in all
sizes from all regions of
the country.
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A year in Lima, Peru
Fulbright Scholar to focus on slavery in colonial Americas
eo arofalo, assistant profes:
sor ofhi rory, has been named
a Fulbright Scholar for the
next academic year. He will
conduct research and lecture
in the hi rory department at
acholic Univer iry
rhe
(PUCP) or the Univer idad acional
Mayor an Marcos in Lima, Peru, through
July 2006.
Garofalo will reach the current
methodologies and comparative approach
es co the rudy of lavery, creolization and
African de cent populations in Peru and
the colonial America .
His new research focus
es on rhe impact
of enslaved and
free people

of West and Central African descent on
the colonization of Peru a11d on the
southern Iberian culture brought co the
America.
Garofalo i working on a book
about Afro-Iberians in early modern
pain and colonial Peru. His research
and teaching in Peru will provide the
basis for an interdisciplinary hi rory
seminar he plans ro teach ar C and
will contribute ro the formation of rhe
Center for che Comparative rudy of
Race and Erhniciry. ( ee page 11.)
"Teaching at PU P will enable me ro
e rablish an in titutionaJ relation hip that
would enrich educational and cholarly
opporrunirie in both countries," he aid.
Prior ro hi appoinrmenc in Peru,
Garofalo plan to undertake re earch in
pain and Portugal, working in the
archives of the Inquisition and the
panish colonial adminisrrarion in
eville and Madrid. He hopes ro learn
more about the size and impact of
the Afro-Iberian population living
in 16th- and 17th-century pain
and Portugal and ics movement

berween Iberia and che America .
Each year, che traditional Fulbright
cholar program end 800 U .. faculry
and profe ional in a wide variery of
academic and profes ional fields to 140
countries ro lecture, conduce re earch or
participate in seminar , and 800 foreign
faculty come to che United rare .
Other
faculty have received
Fulbright grants to re earch and reach in
everal counrrie .
arofalo has a B.A. in history and a
B.A. Hispanic srudie from Brown
liege
Univer i cy, an M.A. from Boston
and a P h.D. from the University of
Wiscon in at Madison. - L

WORDS INTO ACTION
Trustee Frank Tuitt '87 addressed students , staff and
faculty on "Activism on College Campuses and Life
Beyond." Tuitt, a participant in the Fanning takeover
while he was a student at CC, spoke from experience as
part of Activism Month at CC. Other events in April
included a speak-out on student activism by President
Norman Fainstein and Ronald Crutcher, president of
Wheaton College; a lecture by activist Vandana Shiva,
and a two-day conference, "Activism Now! Dissent and
Change on the College Campus."
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Green building a
"go" at CC
New and renovated campus build
ings will feature recycled building
materials, systems that use alterna
tive energy sources and oversight by
a "green team," thanks to a newly
approved green building policy. The
College's Environmental Model
Committee (EMC) drafted the policy,
which was approved this year by the
Board of Trustees.
The green building policy's goals
are to reduce the College's environ
mental impact; improve the quality
of the residential and work environ
ment; and maintain the College's
position as a model for environmen
tal stewardship and as a resource
for environmental education.
Vice President for Administration
Ulysses Hammond said this policy,
which was developed by students
and the administration, strengthens
the College's position as one of the
most environmentally committed
campuses in the country.
"This policy gives us some very
doable and realistic guidelines that
will require the College to consider
the environmental impacts and pos
sible green alternatives in future
major construction and renovations
on campus," Hammond said. "This
policy reaffirms the College's com
mitment to be a model for environ
mental sustainability."
The policy mandates that, in the
building or renovation process, the
College use a recognized set of
green building guidelines, such as
the rating system developed by the
U.S. Green Building Council, which
provides a definitive standard for
what constitutes a "green" building.

New academic center will focus on study
of diversity and pluralism
onneccicuc ollege has created
its ixth academic center - the
enter for che omparacive
cudy of Ra e and Ethnicity
(
RE) - which will be the
ollege' intellectual home for
che di cu ion and cudy of diversi ty and
plurali m i u across hi cory and cultures.
The college' Board of Tru tees approved
the center at it May 21 meeting.
Primarily,
RE will provide leaderhip for development of curricular initia
tive and teaching technique co integrate
cholarship on race, ethnicity, sexual ori
entation, gender/gender identity and reli
gion throughout the academic program.
The center will ho c analy e on uch cop
i a power, cruccural inequality and
ocial justice by diver ifying curricular
offering , pon oring guest leccure , coor
dinating special eminar and erving as a
re ource and chink rank for i ue related
co the study of race and ethnici ty.
Additionally,
RE will provide
additional over ighc of College effort co
en ure chat tudent are prepared co be
citizen of the global world they will
enter, according to France Hoffmann,
dean of the faculty.
"
RE will help en ure chat
onnecticuc oUege cudenc understand
d1e complexities of our increasingly multi
culcural and global o iecy," Hoffmann
aid. "[ look forward co
RE being at
the core of piriced campu learning and
di cu ion of all i ues related co diver icy."
Like the
ollege' ocher center ,
RE would erve as a ice for cudent
learning a well as for raff and fa ul cy
development. However, unlike the ocher
center ic will noc offer a certificate;
rather, it will develop partner hip with
other center program , department and
admini cracive unit co enhance academic
and co-curricular programming aero
d1e ollege.

RE wa derived from the
Presidential ommi ion on a Plurali tic
ommunicy, which summarized the state
of diver icy at che college and provided a
comprehen ive et of recommendations
for creating a more genuinely plurali tic
campu communi ty.
C RE will offer a new course,
'Theorizing Race and Ethnici ty," which
will focu on the political, economic and
cultural proce e d1ac have shaped defini
tion and hierarchies of race and ethnici
ty in the Uniced caces and the rest of the
world. Fucure initiatives will include
po cdoccoral fellow program, arcisc-in
residence program, faculty residency pro
gram, colloquium eries, curricular workhops and ummer in cicutes.

.. I look forward to CCSRE being
at the core of spirited campus
learning and discussion of all
issues related to diversity."
As with the other center on campu ,
RE will be directed by a enior facul
member
and governed by a four- to six
ty
member ceering committee comprised of
facul ty, raff and students. An a ociate
direccor will be hired to oversee and man
age the day-to-day work of the center as
well a provide general upporc to the
direccor. Any facul ty member with a ve c
ed intere c in the comparative scudy of
race and ethnicity may choo e co be an
RE will
affiliated faculty member.
also e cabli h an external advi ory board
that will con i c primarily of prominent
national and international scholar from
ouc ide of the ollege community co help
inform che a rivicie of the center as well
a bring national and international recognmon to
RE. - E
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Flashback: 25 years ago today
What do faculty hired circa 1980 have in common?
They are all teaching students who were born after they were hired at CC

H

ow are the tudent in your class
room today different from those
you taught when you first
arrived?

Barbara Zabel, professor of arc history:

The most conspicuous difference is chat
over the lase 25 years or so, students
seem co have gotten younger and
younger (or i ir that I'm getting older?).
Seriously, while students were very
sharp in 1980, they didn't rend to work
as hard. J think my expectations have
gorcen higher; I have been pleasantly
surprised that most students respond
with greater effort, better writing and
clearer thinking. This is also a resulc, I
tbink, of campus-wide, indeed, nation
wide transformations in reaching meth
ods, which have resulted in more fre-

quent and varied wrmng a ignments
and more discussion in the classroom.

Michael Monce, professor of phy ics:
They're ju r as smart and just as moti
vated. However, they have much less
understanding of the physical world.
There's much le s interaction in term
of their experience growing up. They
haven't played with magnifying gla ses,
cops, yo-yo , magnet , batteries and
light bulbs, and so on. They've never
used a crewdriver or ocher cools, so
they have no intuitive connection to
forces and torques. The computer has
become a substitute for actual real
world interaction.
Steve Loomis, Jean C. Tempel '65
Profes or of Biology: I see little change in

biology students in the 25 years char l
have been here. C biology rudents have
always been very bright, energetic and
excited about what they are doing. I feel
privileged co be able to work with chem
becau e they keep me on my toe and
keep me young. If anything, student of
roday are more focused on a career and
are interested in traregies co help them
advance. Thar was less rrue 25 years ago.

Bridget Baird, Judith Ammerman '60
Direcror of the Ammerman Center for
Arts and Technology and Professor of
Mathematics and Computer cience: The
student are somewhat different now much more bound at the hip with par
ents. Cell phones have made a big differ
ence. There's less free time, more scheduled
events and lives packed with activities.

JAZZ WITH MARSALIS
BRENNA MULLER '07 PLAYS
FOR JAZZ GREAT ELLIS
MARSALIS DURING A
MASTER CLASS IN FORTUNE
HALL. MARSALIS WAS ON
CAMPUS APRIL 18 AND 19
TO LECTURE, TEACH AND
PERFORM. HIS SON,
WYNTON, WAS THE 2001
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
AND HOLDS AN HONORARY
DOCTORATE IN FINE ARTS
FROM CC.

'
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New music professor strikes an original note
Dale Wilson is both jazz musician and ethnomusicologist

ames Dale Wil on is CC' newest
music professor, buc he has a more
pecific cide co describe hi field of
research and ic's a mouthful.
Echnomu icologisc.
"I study music in a social and
cultural context and place special empha
is on anthropological fieldwork and par
ticipant ob ervacion," he explains.
Wilson, who has a finger on the pulse
of ritual music heard deep in the rural
village of China, i also a jazz composer
and piano player. He joined che facul ty
chi past spring and ceache courses on
world mu ic and a seminar on music hi cory, adding an ed111ic flair co the CC
mu ic department.
" ome of my courses addr needs that
are pecific ro music majors. ther courses
have cro -di ciplinary relevance," he said,
citing next year' " hina: Music and Policies
in the Twentieth Century" as an example.
"Ir' nice co reach a diver e sec of classes."
Becoming part of a "welcoming and
supportive" faculty ceam and having
che opportunity ro teach a variety of
cour e were pare of rhe attraction chat
led Wil on co ceach ac C.
Born and raised in Hong Kong- his
parent were Baptise mi ionaries there Wil on was encouraged co peak che
native language.
"I poke ancone e before I spoke
English," Wilson aid.
Hi musical interests al o cook root

early. Wil on learned co play the piano,
the hinese Auce and the European Auce
as a child before cudying the piano. He
continued his musical training in the
United States ac the Universi ty of orth
Texas because of ic exceptional jazz pro
gram and received hi doctorate in ethno
musicology from olumbia Univer i cy.
Wilson fir t came co teach at CC in
the fall semester of 2003 while fini hing
his dissertation at Columbia. The follow
ing year he was a postdoctoral a ociace in
Chinese studie at Yale Univer ity's
Council on Ease Asian tudie . Upon
returning co CC, Wilson wa impressed
by the student in the mu ic department.
"They struck me as being erious and
committed. le continues co be a pleasure
co work with them."
When he i not reaching or research
ing, Wilson is compo ing. He has
arranged mu ic for a plethora of sering
orchestras and ensembles and sering
orchestras and many of his compositions
have been performed in venues world
wide. He was awarded first prize in che
Gil Evans Fellowship ompericion pon-

sored by che Internacional Association of
Jazz Educators. Evans, a jazz arranger and
one of Wilson's idols, is known for his
work with trumpeter Miles Davis.
This summer Wilson plans to revisit
China co arrange and orchestrate a set of
Chinese folk songs for a recording proj
ect. He will also visit Taishan in a rural
part of Guangdong Province in southern
China co work on an ongoing research
project that deals with issues of cransna
tionalism and globalization.
"It uses ritual performances as a lens
on forms of cransnacionalism char are
unique co Taishanese villagers," Wilson
said of his research. "My project offers a
narrative of globalization thac is outside
the Western academic perspective."
With his wife now and 8-year-old
daughter Chloe, Wilson will also visit his
in-laws in Taichung, Taiwan.
Although he has accomplished much
thus far in his career, Wilson still has a
few goals left co cackle while at CC.
''I'd like co become a better teacher,
a better musician and a better scholar,"
he said. -JN

For summer reading, it's 'Enough'

C

onnecticuc ollege's incoming
freshmen aren't yec on campus,
buc they've already received a
reading assignment. Over the
summer, the class i expected co

read Enough: Staying Human in an
Engjneered Age by Bill McKibben or
Democracy Matters: Winning the Fight
Agaimt Imperialism by ornel Wesc.
Facul ty, raff and current students are
also encouraged co read the books. Dean of
Freshmen and Interim Dean of the College
Community Theresa Ammirati said the

ummer Reading Program Committee comprised of faculty and staff - chose
the books because "we thought they
would most appeal to students."
According co Ammirati, when
incoming students arrive, there will be
time sec aside for them to discuss the
book with their facul ty adviser and ocher
scudencs in an advising group. There will
also be a "Summer Reading Week," dur
ing which there will be activicie organ
ized around the books for the enme
campus community co enjoy.
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Kudos for a champion
of education
nvesunenc manager and philai1thro
pi t AJphon e "Buddy" Fletcher Jr.
was honored by the College May 5
with an honorary degree.
Flercher, who grew up in ew
London and Waterford, heads
Fletcher Asset Mat1agement Inc. in ew
York. He is passionate in hi support of
education, che environment and com
munity-building. To honor the 50th
anniver ary of che upreme ourt's
Brown v. Board of Edu ation decision, in
2004 he pledged $50 million to individ
uals and in rirutions working to improve
race relation .
1n addition to the honorary degre ,
Fletcher was presented with proclamation
from the Connecticut General Assembly
and che office of Gov. M. Jodi Rell.
President orman Fainstein call d
Fletcher "an inspiration to anyone who
wonders how one per on Cat1 make a dif
ference in chi world. '
In his remarks, Fletcher aid he had
been in pired by his parents, who valued
education and encouraged him be "bet
ter than the best." He was also inspired
by Marcin Luther King Jr. and his dream
of equality.
On May 5 the ollege also honored
Fletcher' mother, Bettye Fletcher Comer,
who caught and was an admini trator in
ew London schools for 25 years.
President orman Fainstein presented
her with the President's Award of Merir.
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"Dinner with 12 strangers" revives a tradition

A

knock ac the door brought
Manuel Lizzaralde out from the
kitchen where che a sociace
profe or of bocany and hi wife,
Anne-Marie Lizzaralde '91, a
research a ociace in that department, were
readying a "Dinner With 12 tranger ."
Marc Zimmer, professor of chemi cry;
ina Lentini, as ociace director of media
relation ; Jake tolar '08, Rachel hase
'05, an environmental cudies major; and
Brendan chwarcz '07, an international
relations major arrived, eager to gee out
of the cold February weather.
imilar cene were repeated through
out ouchea cern onneccicuc as three
alumni and cwo staff hoses welcomed
about 40 faculty, raff, alumni and stu
dent to their home .
"Dinner With 12 cranger ," organ
ized by che ffice of Alumni Relations,
ha been around for many years. Anne
Marie Lizzaralde remembered attending
rather formal affair
when she was a
student, although
the program wa

ALUMNI
IN THE NEWS

suspended brieAy in the lace '90s and
early '00s.
At the Lizzaralde home, guests eagerly
dug into guacamole, refried beans, rice,
al a and enchiladas. Mu ic played sofcly
in che background. Manuel Lizzaralde
brought our handmade baskets. His
wood-working skill and hi Venezuelan
heritage were evident in every nook and
cranny of their allows Lane home.
Anne-Marie o enjoyed ho ting che
dinner that she is considering inviting
other rudent over for informal dinner .
"The students seem so grateful for a
home-cooked meal," she aid.
If you live in outheastern onneccicuc
and would like co hose or attend a
"Dinner With 12 crangers, contact
Bech Kaechele '00 in the Alumni office at
(860) 439-230 I.
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Awards for student athletes crown the spring season
he athletic department celebrated
irs graduating class with a
luncheon on rhe Sarur_day
before Commencement. 1x
student-athletes were honored
with special awards.
Established by the Class of 1984, the
Brown/Brooks Award is given co rhe our
sranding male and female student-ath
letes who best represent rhe graduating
class in scholarship, leadership and
sportsmanship. The award is named after
irs first recipients, Tammy Brown '84 and
Jim Brooks '84. The Class of 2005 had
rwo exceptional award winners, Christa
Thoeresz and Ben Courchesne.
■ Christa Thoeresz '05
proved co be one of the most
prolific players co wear a Camel
soccer uniform. This maven of
the mid.field invoked fear in the
opposition wbiJe elevating the
play of her teammates with her
unselfish playmaking abilities
and execution. Her parenred
head and leg fakes would fre
quently keep opponents a srep
behind the action. Thoeresz was
named tl1e New England mall
College Athletic Conferenec
(NESCAC) Rookie of the Year
in 2001.
In 2002, Thoeresz led her
ream co the semifinal of the
NESCAC Championship and
was named rhe NESCAC Player
of the Year. Thoeresz has been a
First Team All-NESCAC selec
tion in each of her four years
with the program. She has been
named ro the National Soccer
Coaches Association of America's
All-Region Team in each of her
four years of competition. he
completed her career with 24
goals, 10 assists and 58 points.
Thoeresz is a rwo-cime District l
Academic AJJ-America and a rwo-
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time member of the NESCAC All
Academic Team. he graduated with a
degree in sociology-based human relation
and American studies.
Ben Courchesne '05 has been one
of the sreadiesr and most consisrenr
defenders ro rake tl1e field for the lacrosse
program. Serving as a captain of rhe 2005
squad, He played a key role in the
Camels' drive ro the postseason, anchor
ing the defensive corps. Courchesne has
excelled in the classroom where he has
been a high honors dean's list student in
every semester.
He has received numerous honors for
his scholarship as an English major. He

■

was awarded th.e James Baird Prize, rhe
arah Ensign Cady Award and the John
Edwin Wells Prize. A Mar hall cholar
nominee and a Rhodes cholar finalist,
Courchesne was recendy named ro the
Phi Bera Kappa Honors ociery.
The Anita L. DeFranrz Award was
established in I 995 by Kathryn Smid, '84.
Ir is given annually ro the male and female
members of the graduating class whose
athletic ability, leadership and sportsman
ship best exemplify the qualirie of
Olympic meda1isr Anita L. DeFranrz '74.
This spring, the women's award was hared
between rwo national champions, Amanda
Clark (sailing) and Kate Kovenock (swim
ming). Topher Grossman, an all
conference goaltender for the
lacrosse ream, won the men's
award.
■ Amanda Clark '05 has
asserted her sraru as one of
rhe rop amateur sailors in rhe
world. In 2001, lark won the
inglehanded North American
Championship by coming
from behind in dramatic
fashion. Clark is a rwo-rime
All-America selection and is a
rwo-time New England
inglehanded Champion .
The senior skipper recently
completed an Olympic Trial
for the 470 division, a rwo-per
on boar. he will challenge for
a spot at the 2008 Olympics in
Beijing. A dean's list student,
lark graduated with an arr
history degree. Bur her colle
giate sailing career is nor over.
ext month, Clark will join the
women' ailing ream at the
orth American hampionship
in Austin, Texas.
■ Kare Kovenock '05 has
made quire a splash in her col
legiate swimming career. In
March 2004, she made hi rory

notebook
by capturing a
ational
ollegiate
Arhlecic As ociarion ( CAA) national
champion hip in the 50-yard free ryle,
the fir t
AA ride in the history of the
amel athletic program. Kovenock i an
I I -time
AA All-America.
The senior from Orono Maine, holds
chool, conference and conference cham
pion hip record in the 50-, I 00- and
200-yard freesryle events. he was voted
wimmer of the Meet in
the E
2004. In 2005, Kovenock was named the
E AC enior wimmer of the Meet
for coring the mo t at a conference
championship. A 2004 Academic All
America, she graduated with a philoso
phy degree.
• For the past three year , Topher
ro man '05 has been one of the most
dominacing goaltenders in the nation.
ro man has led his team co three con
ecurive post- eason appearances. A first
team election co the 2005 ESCA Allonference team, Gro sman has been
named the oalie of the Week in the
Eastern allege Athlecic Conference on
rwo occasion
ro man has stopped 652 shoes in hi
career and ranks third on the school's all
time ave leader list. He has been a team
captain and a hou efellow and graduated
with a biology degree.
The Andrew hair Award was estab
li hed in 1986 by Andrew H. hair '82 to
honor a member of the College communi
ty who has hown oucscanding ervice and
commitment to the Connecticut College
Department of Athletics. This year's Chait
award was presented co Alli on Read.
■ For the pa t four year , Allison
Read '05 ha per onified the role of a
CA
tudent-athlete. In the clas room, Read maintained one of the high
e t grade point average' in the chool
and wa named a Winthrop cholar.
Read erved as the captain of the
quash team chi winter. he worked as an
as i ram coach and ream manager of the
women' tenni program for the previous
rwo eason . Read also erved as the lead
rudent-assi rant in the office of pores
information for the past three year . he
frequently went above and beyond what

was asked of her and made a ignificant
impact on che program.
The Class of 2005 will be remembered
for its accompli hments in che clas room
and in the field of competicion. Thi year,
80 junior and enior cudent-achleces
were named co the ESCA team for
maintaining a minimum of a 3.35 grade
point average.
The men' lacros e and men's cross
country program each finished fourth in
the conference. The women' occer ream

made hi tory as the fir t #7 eed to knock
off a #2 in championship competition.
Men' cro country coach Jim Butler and
women' tenni coach Paul Huch were
named ESCA Coache of the Year in
their re peccive pore . The program had
CAA individual qualifier in women'
wimming and tenni . The women' ail
ing program maintained a ranking in the
cop IO and competed in a
orrh
American Champion hip in Austin,
Texas. -WT
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''Lead beautiful lives
you don't quite recall who
gave the keynote addr ac
your own ommencement, ic
may be chat the peaker neg
lected co give a p_oc-on rendi
tion of jazz inger ophie
Tucker' gravelly voiced
cheme ong, " ome of T he e
Day " ("you're gonna mi me, honey ... ").
T he las of 2005 i not likely co forget che
poi e and pre ence of celle Parson '49, who e
commanding voi e captured their accencion with
dire cne . " ociery wane you co be pa ive, ic
back, be quiet," he aid. "Don't do it. Find your
way. You have only one life and nothing but your
own creativiry to call your own."
T he 77-year-old tar of cage and creen
quoted John Donne, Lang ton Hughe and
hake peare in her addre on May 22. he
urged the 424 graduat to be creative in all their
endeavor - in nurturing family life, in caring for
the environment, in conducting busin , in
demanding chat che government upport the art .
"There i not a per on in the world who i not
fus inating if you find che right question to ask or
the right ob ervation to make," Par on said.
Parson , who won an Academy Award for her
performan e in che 1967 film "Bonnie and lyde"
and who i till performing, directing, produ ing
and reaching ( he caught a workshop for advanced
cheater tudents on May 12), received an honorary
doctorate of fine arts degree.
Two ocher awards were made at mmencement:
■ Peter Merrow Luthy '05 wa awarded rhe
pre cigiou ake and Loui e me Prize for hi
enior honor che i ricled, "Functional Analy i
and le Application ."
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■ Phillip J. edeon '05 was awarded the
prestigious Anna Lord craus Medal for hi ig
nificant contribution to rhe ollege, che com
munity and the race.
U ing the campus as a metaphor for value ,
practice and life que rion , Pre ident orman
Fain rein urged the graduates to "lead b auciful
lives" by con idering how to balance che desire co
create an "enclave for your elves and your loved
one " with obligation co ochers.
"Ir i now up co you co decide for yourselves and
for future generacion in our global socieci where
we hould trike che balances between religious
commicmenr and r ligious tolerance, between reli
gious belief and human reason," he said.
hri topher ivali, pre ident of che la of
2005, reminded his colleague chat they were
all fre hmen on che day rwo plane were flown
into che World Trade enter. "I remember
chinking how eerie ir wa chat ic wa an orher
wi e gorgeou day. I remember chat we walked
aero chi green into che Jane Addam com
mon room and watched in horror as che Twin
Tower fell, wondering if anything would ever
be the ame again."
Emily hamberlin, ele red by her cla co
peak at ommencement, poke about the vari
ous way co define diversi ry. "In my fir c cla ac
onn I met Erin, an average-looking white girl
from Texas," he aid. "I learned char Erin had
pent much of her life ... in Morocco and in
Malay ia. he consiscencly enriched clas di u ion with her global per peccive on gender,
identiry and life.
"While today has 'ending' written all over ic,
we can cake che e ence and the be c pare of
onn with u ," he aid.

---

commencement address
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��:d�:cing
from college .
Take a
J
minute to let
that sink in. You have accomplished
omeching extraordinary. Made a deci
sion to develop your elve more than
mo c people in the world - intelleccual
ly, ocially,experientially. You've followed
through and gotten your degree. Know
how important chat i ? You are special.
I'd like co go on and say chat now you
have the re pon ibility to be leader of
your communities,of the world, but I
would be sounding coo much like a
mother if I talked char way.
Now chat it's over, you have rwo
things to spend your life with: you and
the world. It's a very different world from
rhe one we women entered in 1949.
People didn't have television yet. There
was clean air and clean water and no
bands of mog on the horizon. o excess
plastic packaging and no UVs. Even
though, in 1859,the Briti h phy ici t
John Tyndall had identified the phenom
enon now referred to as the "natural
greenhou e effect" and in 1894,a
wedi h chemist,Svante Arrhenius,
became convinced chat humans were
altering the earth's energy balance, it was
nor common knowledge in 1949. I rook
the environment for granted. ow,the
air is polluted,the water is pollmed and
we are cold the polar ice cap will be gone
by 2080. The sun is coo hot. The winds
are too violent. The rain i too heavy. As
my 22-year-old on ays: "My generation
may be all right,but our children will
nor be." The planec need help and each
one of you must decide how you will
help it. You mu t help.
" o man is an i land, entire of it elf;
Every man is a piece of the continent,a
part of the main. If a clod be washed
away by th e ea, Europe i the less, as
well as if a promontory were, as well as if

k
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a manor of thy friend's or of chine own
were: any man's death dimini hes me,
becau e I am involved in all mankind,
and therefore never send to know for
whom the bell coll · it toll for thee ."
That's John Donne writing 400 year
ago. I do not find it urprising char
frightened people are rurning to religiou
extremism. Don'c we all want to deny
what i happening co our little planet?
Bur if od created the Heaven and the
Earth and all living things, then it is
immoral and irreligiou for us to de troy
chi Creation - to foul our own nesc.
You entered college in the eptember
now known as 9/11 o you have pent
your colleg e year processing thoughts
and feeling about tragic terrorist aces on
American oil plus the entrance of the
United rates of America into preemp
tive war. l hear peopl saying with
increasing frequency,"We used to be
great but now we're just far." You can
probably accept that condemnation easi
er than I can becau e I gre w up in
Marblehead,Mas achusercs, where one
of the igners of the Declaration of
Independe nce had lived. Tho e of u or,
at least,those of us living in ew York
City who were nor killed on 9/ 1 l won
dered when our time would come; bur
now here we all are and together haring
a day of joy and fulfillment- a day we
will all rem ember as special. There is a
pas age in " ext Time I'll ing to You"
by Jame aunder char po sibly peaks of
our feelings:
"There lies behind eve ryrhing, and
you can believe chi or nor a you wish, a
certain quality which we may call grief.
It's always th ere, ju t under the surface,
just behind the fas:ade,sometimes very
nearly expo ed,so that you can ee
dimly che shape of it a you can see
ometimes through the urface of an
ornamental pond on a till day,the dark,
gross, inhuman outline of a carp gliding
lowly past; when you uddenly realize
chat the carp were always there,below
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the surface,even while the water
sparkled in the unshine, and while you
patronized the quaint ducks and the
supercilious swan the carp were down
there, un een. It bide its time, chi qual
ity. And if you do cacch a glimpse of it,
you may pretend not to notice or you
may cum suddenly away and romp with
your children on the gra s, laughing for
no reason. The name of chis quality i
grief. ri ef. The word is grief; the dark
center of life,th e incommunicable, the
deaf-mure who ir behind the mind,
watching it pretend,nor even bothering
co mock; biding ics rime."
Bur there i more co chink about than
the de truccion of our planet and rerrori m. There are igns of people coming
together. There is the European Union.
At the rime of my graduation, nobody
was imagining a European Union after rwo World War had ju r devoured
Europe. But we did dream of One World
- a One World Federation. Einstein
talked of ic. Wendell Wilkie wrote a
book. And on a relevi ion how moderat
ed by Barbara Walters, I wa booed when
I broughc up the idea of one world. Bue
now,busines ,where the brighte r mind
seem to be going these day in read of
into politic ,busine s has caught on to it

Head
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and the dream chat political entitie will
finally come 'round hould be kept alive.
Lang con Hughe aid:
'Hold fa t co dreams, for if dream
die, life i a broken-winged bird unable
co Ay. Hold fast to dreams, for if
dream go, life is a barren field covered
with now."
While the condition of the planet
today demands onerou choices, your
inner world i bopping along in its own
reacive way. Life i a creative proces .
The human being is a miracle like the
growth of a Aowering plant. There i not
a per on in the world who i not fascinat
ing if you find the right que cion to ask
or che right ob ervation co make. There i
no difference between your creativi ty and
the creacivi ty of the arri t. The arri t i
ju t intere red in haring hi or her cre
ativity while civilian , as we call d1e re t
of che world, are u ing d1eir creativity to
get through d1e day and make omething
of d1em elve .
Do not allow o ie ty, which i a force
on each human spirit as powerful as the
o ean on our bodie - do not allow
ocie ty to devour you. Do not uccumb
to it d ire rather than your own. And
do nor withdraw from it for fear ir will
over.vhelm you. Accept the challenge.
ocie ty i not as mart as you. The indi
vidual i alway marcer than the group
- but the group is persua i e. ocie ty
wane you co be pa ive, ir back, be
quiet. D n t do it. Find your way. You
have only one life and nothing but your
own creativity to call your own. You can
explore many field , many ontinents,
hange route . The adaptabili ty of che
human being i phenomenal. Ask any
woman abour char. And life eem long
until you gee near che end. Don't wa re it.
Be rearive.
nd then there are arri c . The effect
of art on our Ii e i more profound than
we u ually realize. Ian M Ewan, in hi
novel, aturdny, peaking of mu ician ,
ay , "They giv u a glimp e of what we
might be, of our b t selves, and of an
impo ible world in which you give
everything you have co ocher bur lo e
nothing of your elf." iving co ocher

and nor lo ing your elf i what cheater i
about. Ir i what all human endeavor
should be about. You can ee it working
in theater becau e, a hake peare aysit hold the mirror up to nature.
lf everyone in the world would join a
communi ty d1earer, would experience the
giving co ocher and not lo ing oneself,
the world would be a better place because
theater is about love and beau ty. Thar'
what arr is about. There is no room at all
for hate. That is why dictators kill off
anises right away- co get rid of the
impediment ro fomenting hare.
My friend Richard Mor e, i ju r pur
ring fini hing rou h co a book about
the power of theater. He cell a story of
an Afghan village where the children
were full of hare for An1erican . They had
never een one, and he and rhe actors
wid1 him tarred ro create ome theater
with the children doing some imitations,
ome mime; and the hare turned ro par
ticipation and laughter and communi ty.
The ame d1ing happen with gang in
inner cities and wherever people full of
learned hate are found. Think about it.
Think about the profound pleasure of arc
- and try co gee our government which
is at the very bottom of the world list in
upporr of che arcs, to understand its
importance co a healthy life.
If anyone had cold me what my life
would be, I wouldn't have believed chem.
I've raised two familie . I never even
thought of one. I've done all kinds of

thing - harve red crop with the
British Land Army when I got out of col
lege, spent lot of time in the wood acted a lot all over the we tern world,
sung and danced.
When I quit law chool after one
year people asked me why? obody
like quitter . There was no answer ... or
mine was wor e d1an none. "Well, I'm
inging with a dance band, at conven
tions, once in a while." I rhoughr, early
on, that my life would be a rraighr line
of singing in nightclub until I wa old
and fac wich arthritic knees like ophie
Tucker whom I aw ac che Larin Quarter
in Boston when he wa very old and I
was very young - with her old-lady
shoes and old-lady dre s wirh beads ewn
on ir bur inging great" ome of the e
day you're gonna mi me, Honey.
ome of che e day -." I wa n'r deter
mined ro be an actress or a director or a
producer. Or happy. I wa determined
co find me and determined not ro do
what didn't eem right co me. Ir
worked our okay. Here I am.
ome people flower early. ome late.
Don't even d1ink about the flowering.
hakespeare's sonnet number 94:
"The ummer's flow'r i ro che um
mer weer, though co it elf it only live
and die."
The Aowers are for ocher people co
enjoy. Your life i for you co endure and
to fulfill. Ir's an effort co live creatively. Ir
will not be easy, bur it will be noble.

Rae Downes Koshetz '67:
It's my job as president of the Alumni Association to welcome you
to your new status as alumni of Connecticut College and give you
a rousing pep talk. To that end, I've borrowed a few lines from
media advertising:
Tickets to Reunion for you and your partner: $300.
Connecticut College sweatshirts for both of you: $150.
Contribution to the Annual Fund: All you can comfortably afford,
and then some.
Staying connected with the one place on earth where you'll always
be 21 years old: Priceless!
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THE TREASURES
by Brian Rogers
photography by Vinum cnrnno

PRE ERVJ NG RARITIE
OF LITERATURE. ART
AND THE BIO

PHICAL
,,.

RECORD

/ THE

LEARNING.
very college library ha ome irreplace
able item kept in a secure place for
upervi ed u e. The collection may
have begun with che per onal library
of a benefactor, a few old letter , and
perhap ome exotic memorabilia chat
che original owner didn't know what
to do with: a piece of ancient
cuneiform, ay, or a chip of wood from the
Mayflower, or a lock of ir Walter con' hair. If
encouraged, che e random collection have a way of
expanding to embrace not only rare books, letter ,
and a cabinet of curio ities, but much more: l 8ch
cenrury almana and broad ide , I 9th-century
pamphlet , historic new paper and po tcard fine
printing, works of art, topical archives, and ocher
pieces of che hi torical record that don't lend chem
elves to torage in che open stacks. Thi i preci ely
what has happened at onnecticut ollege ince its
door opened in 1915. A vi it to che pecial collec
tion in the harles . hain Library' Palmer Room
bring one to a place where pa rand pr em meet in
a microco m of che larger library. And as ch e collec
tions have grown, attaining cricical mas in cope and
u efulnes , informacion technology has bur c upon
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the cene wich cools co harpen eheir profile even more by allowing image ,
.
rexes and archival finding aid to be viewed on laptops and workstations
anywhere, night or day, on campu or off.
To be ure, looking ar an illuminated I 5th-century manu cripr on a pix
.
eled screen I not the same as holding ir in your hand noting its rexcure
and the glint of it gold leaf. As Director of pecial Collections and
�chi�es Laurie Derediea put ie, "The Internee is great, bur when doing
historical re earch chere is no subscicuce for the real thing." And who isn't
fascinated by a rare book room with it hand ome cabinetry, ranks of beau
tiful bindings, exhibics from the inner ancrum, all under the silent gaze of
a bronze b�1sc or cwo: onnecricuc allege has recognized the value of pe
.
c1al collecnon ever smce che magnificent personal libraries of George .
Palmer and his brother Eli ha were in called in Palmer Library in che
1930s. In che decade ince, the Friend of the Library and ocher concribu
cors have continued ro provide che main support for che collection , and
endowed acqui icion funds have been designated for this purpo e by their
donor . The prevailing view of faculty, rudenrs, and alumni that special
collections �nrich un�ergraduare scudie and lend discinccion co che ollege
�onrr�scs with che claim once pue forth by a nationally known college
librarian char they should be restriaed co rhe big research libraries.
In 2005 chere are ae lea r 38 di rincr special collections at che allege.
Books are still the main cay, bur collection of papers are running a do e
secon�. The i:nosc hiscorica.lly re onanc primed book, and the largest phy i
.
cally, 1 a facsimile of rhe Gutenberg Bible given by Mr . arl Wies of ew
London as part of her lace husband's collection on priming and typography.
.
With ch e also came the mo r minu cule volumes,
a ser of Germa.i1 miniature measuring five by
ix millimeters (about a quarter inch quare)
char reproduce four fa.inou horc text (e.g. ,
"lch liebe Dich") in even languages. Each of
the everal thou and books in the Palmer
Room and ocher reposicories has a story
behind ic, sometime revealed in a book
plate - char of harle Dickens, ay, or
Eugene and Carlotta O'Neill - or by per onal
in criprion such as chose penned by Anne

Which is ehe mmt bcaucili.il hook in spc<..ial
c llcctions? le dcpcnds upon one's ca.sec,
whccht:r fur che elaborate, the ultra
restmincd, or omcthing in herwcen.
William Morris' monumental edition o
haucer, printed at hi Kelmscoll Press in
1896. is 1.:crtainlr a camlid,ue, bur those who
eschew ics dense typography and Horid deco
ration will find much tO admire in the relatively spare typography of 1hc equally
monumental Ashcndcne Press edition of
Edmund Spenser's riterie Quane, for exam
ple. I hese two pre cs and a chird, the
DoYcs Press, formed the great triunwirace of
English p1ivace presses at the turn of the
19th century. Lcccerform design i a compo
nent of Meredith A sociace Professor of Arr
Andrea \X'ollen ak's design scudie classes:
her students visit the Palmer Room co
examine rhe \\Ork of typographers past and
present as part of .m innovaciYe exerc.:isc in
sensibility .1warencss - learning r really
ee - th.n challenge them co discern
shapes common to letcedorms and random
non-typographic images chey have collected
ouc of doors.
The .m of cyp graph}' and printing
chriYes coday at hundreds of pri,·ace presses,
where the craft invented in the 15th century
hy Johann Gutenberg is rendered ever new
by the artists of t0day. mong che recent
acquisitions of fine printing, five and a half
centuries lacer, is Barry loser's own impos
ing HolJ, Bible (shown ahove left), illustrated
with Jramari w o<l engravings, 400 copie
of which were printed ar the Pennyroyal
Press in rural 1 1assachusctts on the eve of the
millennium. hum fr. and lrs. Kenm:ch
csheim, friend of the lace Leonard Baskin,
1mc their colln:cion of hi arr along with
books .md ephemera from his idiosyncratic
Gehenna Press. And in 2004, from the estate
of harb Price, the late professor emeritus
of art history, came exquisite letterpress
books filled with wood engraYings by John
DePol, Juan Hassall, and Reynolds Stone , .1
well as a poetry portfolio from che legendary
C,regynog Press in \Vales.
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Owen Jones' 1856
Grammar of
rnamenc, a land
mark in Victorian
color printing, was
used this year by senior
Lecturer Ann Robertson
and her students in
Math 115,
Mathematics From a
Cultural Perspective.
Together they analyzed
the various symmetries
found in the decora
tion ofthe Alhambra,
the great remnant of
Moorish culture in
Granada, Spain.
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Morrow Lindbergh in the copies of her books char he gave co her friends
Amyas and Evelyn Ames, lace parent of former ollege pre idenc Oake
Ames. The magic of books can be felt here as nowhere else, calling to mind
the quotation from Emily Dickinson chosen by the late Helen Haase
John on '66 to be used on the bookplate for the acquisition fund she
established wirh her hu band: 'There is no frigate like a book to take u
lands away."
Becau e paper and manuscripts require special care and handling,
libraries equester them with rare books and art works. " on-book" collec
tion came early to rhe ollege when history professor hescer De cler rook
ic upon him elf in the 1940s to olicir donations of paper relating ro
American women of public achievement, perhaps ro provide inspiration to
the young women of the College as well as to increase opporruniries for
library research. The effort paid off. In cooperation with College Librarian
Hazel Johnson, Professor Descler brought in papers relating ro Prudence
randaU, the pioneering 19th-century onnecticur educator who defied the
authorities by admitting black girl ro her Canterbury chool; Belle
Mo kowitz, the prominent ew York race Democrat who was overnor Al
mich's indi pen able political parmer; Anna Hemp read Branch, active in
the poetry guild ar hri cadora House, a ew York Ciry serclement house,
and the lase of her family to live in ew London' 17th-century Hemp read
House; Alice Hamilton, the phy ician and toxicologist who fought to elimi
nate chemical hazard from the workplace (as Rachel arson would do for
the natural world cwo generations lacer) and had a residence hall named
after her and her sister Edith, the clas ics cholar; and Frances Perkins,
Franklin D. Roosevelt's ecrecary of Labor and the first woman co be named
to a cabinet post. Collection of women's papers acquired in more recent
rimes include documents of the performing career of
Roberta Bicgood '28 the first woman elected
co the presidency of the American Guild of
Organises; the paper -in-progre of
English profe or, novelise and
e ayisc Blanche Mc rary
Boyd; publi her's proof: of
novelise Luanne Rice '77;
and manu cripcs of several of
the historical novel of
Cecelia Holland '65.
With an eye on the e
precedents, but caking mat
ters a srep further, hain
Library has accepted responibilicy for some extraordi
nary biographical archives
that more fully document
the lives and achievements of
four individuals who have
put their scamp on facets of
American scientific, ocial
At left: A one-shilling note
printed by Timothy Green in
19th-cent:11ry New London.

Jo
HN MA EFIELD'
IRI H CONNECTION
John Masefield i, remernbi:red by oldt:r gen
erations a� h1gbnd's mid-century Poet
Laureate, .1 position he held umil hi death
in 1967, and author of "Sea re, er." the most
famous poem in [nglish on a m;1ritimc
theme. \X'illiam Butler Year, invited che
young John Ma,cfidd inco his irde, .1nd
this Irish c.:onnc<.:eion i hand omcly r�Accted
in che Simmons ...olkction by a series of
poetry broadsides. Ther were edited by W.
B. until 1939, contained hand-colored illu crations hr his brmha Ja k Butler Yeats, and
many ·were printed by hi sister Eli,.abeth
Corbet Yeat .u her Cuala Press near Dublin.
fasdidd poem was included from time
ru time. Ar
fasefield��
burial in

(,raves said
that in him
"the fierce
flame of poet
ry had truly
burned."
agrees or nor,
, 1a dield was
a prominent
and prolilil: figurt· in English literature for
more dun half cbe 20th century. his work
rcHccring the history of his times a., well as
it more conventional sensibilirics. Like his
near contemporary, Eugene O' cill,
, 1asefidd went C(J ,e-a as a young man and
wrote about it. O' eill's poem about his
hilaration aboard a square-rigger under
full ii is imitative of "Sea rcver." An
AmeriL<�n admirer was harlc, Herbert
Simmon , who formed an epistolary friend
ship with che poet in th� 1930 and assem
bled a upcrb colh.:ction of hook!,
manu cripts and poetry broadsides. I he
Masefield collection was given to the
College by che immons familr in 1938.

Top: The Es ex House ong Book and Prayer Book of King Edward

VI I were designed by Masefield'sfriend C. R. Ashbee, a kading light ofthe

Arts and Crafts Movement. In their spart! simplicity, the books ofthe CuaIn
Press (see photo on page 26) could 1101 be more unlike the selfco11scious
Arts and Crafts style ofAshbee a11d William Morris.
Bottom: A collection ofartists books was begun by special colkctio11s direc
tor Laurie Deredira in 2002,followi11g a 1998 exhibition .from New York
City's enterfor Book Arts, arranged as part ofa design studies course by
associate professor Pamela Marks, and an artists book symposium in 2002,
both held i11 'hain Library. A hybrid genre, artists books are inspired by
the idea ofrhe book bur convey their message in imaginative, ofim sculp
tural, combi11atio11s oftext,form and color. They are meam to be "read" as
a work ofart. Highly regarded California book artist Julie Chen is repre
se111ed by The Veil (Flying Fish Press, 2002.) The .free-standing part,
shown in its open, cirC11!nr position, comains the text ofthe UN Charter
surrounded by overlapping cur-paper designs and other texts, andfolds
accordion-like to lie in the recess ofits exquisitely crafted clothbound box.
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EAMINING LIVE
When Linda I c..-ar '62 fini hed Ri,rhel
Carson. \\"i111essfor Nature, published in

The charming photograph ofRachel Carson as a child is from the Lear-Carson
Collection, shown with first editions ofLinda Lear's Carson biography The late
Lois and Louis Darling, accomplished illwtratorla11thors in Old Lyme,
Connecticut, drew the chapter heading illustrationsfor the first edition of ilcnt
pring {1962.)

and cu.lrural history. The e archives have come from Linda Lear '62, biogra
pher of Rachel Car on; Louis heaffer, biographer of Eugene O'Neill; and
eorge W. Marrin, biographer of Frances Perkin . The group al o includes
rhe per onal papers of Pulitzer Prize-winning poet William Meredith, Henry
B. Plant Professor Emeritus of Engli h. [ndexes for much of rhi material are
yet to be created, but progress is being made, and rhe hea.ffer-O' eill
paper , which have been on the premises the longe r, are regularly used by
tudencs in Theater 339d, Eugene O'Neill and Hi America, ream-raughr
rhis year by Linda Herr and J Ranelli, and by many visitor .
These special collections, and most of the orhers that have found their
way ro thi library randing at the highe r point in the city of ew London,
inter ecr more often than nor with d1e hi tory and life of onnecticur
College. They reflect the a pirarions of early benefactor faculty and librar
ian , and have enjoyed the upporr of, and been u ed by, generation of stu
dent and educators who have come co chi campu . Indeed, chis account
would not be complete without nocing some of rhe ways in which they
illuminate the hi rory of the ollege's home town, ome material predating
rhe ollege by a much a rwo centuries. A good tarting point would be
the fir r book primed in onnecricur in 1710, hordy after the colony's
fir r printing press was er up in ew London, ar char rime rhe residence of

'
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1997, he r.:alizcd 1har her carefully arranged
research files contaim.:d a wealth of informa
tion that never found it5 w..J} irnu the pages
uf rhe book. 'I he: Lear .mhi,·e includes reams
of research material given to her by
hocanim. wildlife ciemists , n<l ecologists
who supported ar on's fight against the
misuse of ch�mical pcstic..ide . Sap Professor
I ·ar. ""I hen: ,ire heroes here who risked their
l:,lr ers to Mand with · rson and who han:
never becn writccn about. The ,trchive n
tains much u eful m,Herial for che srud} of
1he poli1ics of pcstici<lc an<l che develop
ment of comcr.ation biologr in the Lire
20th u�ncury." 11 is also ,t resource for the
srudy of pionccr c..:ologim who c,tme of age
aftc1 World \X'ar II, including former farnlty
member Rid1ard Goodwin and \X'illi.1111
iering. Ir support fcminisr srudit: of the
role of women .1s reformers, women in science, and the politic of crnccr - the dis
ease chat took 'arson's lifc in 19(,4, only nvo
year ,1fter the publica1ion of ,/em fring.
Similar claims may be made for the va t
archive accumulated b} I ouis Sheaffer over
the year he worked on hi magis1erial life of
Eugene
cill, a projen chat began in
e\\ I ondon, o· eill's first home. He \\:lS
fond of aying thcr� were "two or three
more boob ,rnd any number of arridc ,"
embedded there .• ,1p retired history profes
sor and I incoln biographer Michael
Burling:imc, "I ha,c brneficcd cnorn1ouslr
from reK-an.h materi.1ls accumuLued by pre
vious biographers of 1he 16th prcsi<lenr,
documcnrs \\ hich often include pricele s
imerv1cw \\ ich people: who knew Lincoln.
l·or smdcms of Eugene O' eill the Sh�"aller
colh.tiun is J simiL1r goldmine from whi..:h
anyone inrercsred 1 11 the lift: and \\ork of
Amcric.1\ grcatest playwright can extract
rich ore" Stephen i\. Black, who drc,\ heav
ily upon thc5c paper for his 1999 p yd10logical biography, ti,gme O'Nt·i/1- Bryond
A1011mi11g 111uf Tragedy. s.1y "anyone who
wants to rudr or writc .1bou1 ()' eill .1s a
man and as .1 wrircr will find nc,, material
here, unlVailable eVl'll in Sheaffer\ extensive
mo-volume biograph),''
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I he I kl 11 0. ,il<lersleeve ( ollcccion was
gin:n h) ics name akc, a recirnl bookseller
who wa onc of rhe fir t to pcci.ili,e in anci
qu.uian d1il<lrcn's hooh. She \\3ntc<l hcr
pl nJiJ inv ncory to be .wailahli: for com11l
ca1ion .111J rl· car h .11 the �ollcgc which one
of her husband' rdacin:,, Oliver
C,ildcr ken:, haJ hdpcd f1unJ. 1-illi:J with
p ta ul.ir limiti:J nliciom orlmoks illu,
trated bv rchur Rackham, all the Beatrix
Pottcr ,u;d A.A. 1ilnc t.1ks in first or early
d111ons cl.1 ,iLs hy :onnectirnt arth1-author
Rob n IAI" 011, Ed".ml rJiuone, Ilolling
I n > Holling (l'addlr-ro-the-\'r11), i\Llud
ind 11 k Pett:r l1.1m, and many mhcrs, the
!rnnd ch of\ olumcs of chc Gildersleeve kgaofli r, \ idc-.111glc vit·w of I ht: culmrc of
ch1I lh d from the c. rly 191h century into
our o n time. I he colkLtion lw, bi: n aug
m nc I b) purLh.t,i:s of modcrn inccrprc1.1s11d1 cl,1 si..:s as Alice in \V'ondcrlmul
and IZ1r V:'iYAml a[O...

the governor. A famou dynasty of princer founded by Timochy reen
labored in ew London for nearly a hundred year , priming new paper
pro lamation of the governor , law enacted by the colonial (lacer the
care) as embly, books, ermons, almanacs and even currency. A Yale
ollege examination broad ide, typeset in Larin, .lists the rudenrs in a
Profe or aphrali Daggerr's class and the que rion they wer co answer a differenc one for each rudenc: An plus argumentn n posteriori, qunm fl
priori, De11m esse demonstrent? was as igned co one athan Hale. Dozen of
I 8rh-cencury irem printed by the reen are here, along with 19th- and
20th- encury books, maps, and princs that record the lacer evolution of the
ci ty. A large crapbook documents rhe srruggle in the 1960 , led by the lace
laire Dale, ro ave Union Railroad tarion the city landmark designed by
Henry Hob on Richard on. A po ccard collection given by th lace Muriel
Harri on asde '39 provide olorful vignette of ew London in day
gone by, many of them daring co the earlie t year of onneccicur ollege
and before. The ollege Archiv in the John Meyer Room, a uniquely
" p cial" collection, hronicle d1e scory of this instirurion that has affecred
the cour e of the ci ty' hi cory in many ways. When Dayton As ociare
Profe or of Arr Hi cory Abigail Van lyck offered a enior arr hi rory semi
nar in 2004 called ew London: A ulrural Land cape ir mer regularly in
the Palmer Room o char local hi cory marerials would be ar hand during
class ses ion . "We rook full advancage of Laurie Deredita' ho pirali ty," ay
Van lyck, "con ulring maps, hiscoric po rcards city direccorie and other
ource a we needed chem. Ir was a reacher's dream co be able co pur pri
mary materials inco cudencs' hands ac exactly the momenc they were ready
and eager co grapple with rhem." •
Author's Note: Brian Rogers wns College Librarian from 1975 to 1993, when
he succeeded Mary Kent ns 'f}ecinl Collections Libmrian. He retired in 1999.

Director of 'f}ecial
Collections and
Archives la11rie
Dereditn behind
the scenes.

011 ofthe treasures ofthe Gildersleeve
Collecrion is a first edition ojThe Wizard of
0, that was used by host Burt Lahr (the
"Cowardly lion") when he presented the Judy
G,1rland film on television for the first time
in 1956.
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2000 and 2001, ew York icy
based photographer Zandy Mangold '96
photographed Ray harle in Arlanra
while rhe mu i ian was filming com
mercial for rhe eorgia rare Lorrery.
"My experience hooting mu ician
helped me ger rhe gig," ay Mangold,
who pecialize in mu ic, fa hion and
celebrity photography.
T he release of the morion picture
"Ray" - which won multiple Academy
Award , including Be r Picrure - has
only enhanced the legend of rhe great
inger- ongwriter who died in June
2004. Mangold' photo how a Ray
harles "full of po icive life."
Mangold recall , "Ever ready with a
quick joke or a Airratiou remark, he was
as charming in per on as he was gifted
mu ically. When I met Ray, he nor only
hook my hand, but al o grabbed my
entire forearm. Ir was one way for him to
check people out. He could cell I was a
lighrweighr and jokingly asked me if l
was earing enough.
"He al o wondered how the photo
were turning our, and I cold him that he
needed co cooperate with the photogra
pher. He laughed!" say Mangold. "Ray
did not eek arcenrion, though he did
command ic. [During che photo hooc),
he was ju t mes ing around on the key
and went into a ver ion of' eorgia,'
m merizing all present."
Has Mangold seen che movie, "Ray"?
"I am a linle apprehen ive, as I heri h
the unclouded memori I have," he ay .
An international relation major and a
graduate of the Toor ummings enter
for Internacional tudi and the iberal
Arcs, Mangold al o captained che cro
country team and was a hou efellow as an
undergraduate at
. After working as a
journali t, writing for the ouncil on
Hemi pheric Affair and The Wnshington
Times, he decided co cudy photography
ac the Portfolio enter in Atlanta,
eorgia. When he i not pur uing hi
photography career, Mangold play
drums with hi rock band, Balthu
(www.balthu nyc.com).
Zandy Mangold may be rea hed at
zandy@zandymangold.com.
by Mary Howard
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ice
by Stan DeCoster

Six-year-old Caitlin Zimmer wept.

The entire family mourned. They placed the body in a container and, on a gloomy day in
lace March, buried ic in the hill cop backyard of their Groton home, with a panoramic view
of the Thames River and, in che distance, the onneccicuc College campus.
The death of lowy Glimmer Zimmer also known as Glowy Nibble Zimmer, didn c
require a casket. A simple tea cin sufficed because, you see, Glowy was a mou e - although
certainly not your run-of-the-mill rodent. She was without hair and iridescent, glowing
neon green in the dark.
Glowy doubled as the family pee and a symbol of work conducted by Marc Zimmer, a
professor of chemistry at Connecticut ollege, and researchers elsewhere. His popular ci
ence book, Glowing Genes: A Revolution in Biotechnology, explains a field rhac promi es co
fight cancer and ocher di eases, enhance agriculrural production and even combat cerrori m.
Bueche research has received canepublic attention, and Zimmer, with hi book, is incenc
upon changing chat. Zimmer is soft-spoken but passionate when discus ing the potential of
work being done in a field of cience chat is called bioluminescence.
"The best analogy I can think of is the microscope " he says. "The microscope allow us
co see things chat aren't visible co the naked eye. And chis is the microscope of the 21 t cen
rury. It allows us to see things no one has ever seen before."
The glowing material is akin co what makes fireflies brighten the sky on a hot summer
night. It also is how one species of jellyfi h has added light to che oceans for million of
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Marc Zimmer is the Barbara Zaccheo Kohn '72
�rofessor of Chemistry.

years. o, when some of chis jellyfish material (known as
green Aourescenc protein, or GFP) is infused inco ani
mals - uch as Glowy- they literally glow in the dark
when placed under ulcraviolec light. imply scared, sci
entists have isolated the gene char creates the glow,
removed it from jellyfish, and then replicated ic. They
have cloned ic.
Pocentially, one day GFP will be used co dececc and
trace the spread of cancer cells and bacterial infections,
among ocher things, in humans. Ethical questions exist,
as might be expected in any discussion of cloning, bur co
dace the public seems oblivious co ic all. "I would wel
come a public debate," says Zimmer, who has caught at
CC since 1990. "There are issues co be considered. Bue
ic hasn't scarred yec."

Coming of age
i South Africa
Glowy is gone, bur there are two new mice from

AnciCancer Inc.- both of the glowing variety - in the
Zimmer household. Caitlin, who is now seven, and her
I I -year-old brother, Matthew, are now watching over
hine and Shimmer.
On a lace April day, the sun was still high in the sky
when the children carried their pees co a hallway that
turned pitch-black when connecting doors were shut.
The mice scampered about on the carper as, above
them, Marc Zimmer hovered with a black Light. They
shimmered and shined a bright green.
Zimmer smiles as his children get down on all fours
with hine and Shimmer. He is an adoring father. He is
rail and thin, and walks with a slight slouch. He has
longish, Aoppy hair reminiscent of the early Beatles of
the I 960s. The 43-year-old professor speaks with a
native ouch African accent, as does Dianne, his wife of
19 years. He has an easy smile, and his students consider
him laid-back and approachable.
Zimmer was born July 26, 1961 in racist ouch
Africa where apartheid ruled uncil 1990, the year elson
Mandela was released from prison. His parents were lib
eral and didn't buy into the governmenc-mandaced policy
of white supremacy. Marc Zimmer, an only child, reAecr
ed his parents' values. He was raised in a middle-class
household in asolburg, an isolated coal-mining commu
nity. His father was a chemical engineer, and his mother
a housewife. The town of about 15,000 whites {the black
population wasn't counted then) was so off the beaten
path chat it didn't have a restaurant or movie cheater.
During his youth, Zimmer and his friends played,
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Zimmer very well may
hold the recordfor the
Sasolburg schools. In just
one term, a quarter ofthe
school year, teachers
caned him 104 times.
mostly barefoot in rhe wild, and he displayed character
istics char lacer in life would benefit him as a scientist
and reacher. He was curious about rhe world about
him; he was a risk-raker, and he was a free spirit- ro
rhe point of being rebellious. These were dangerous
personali ty traits in fascist ouch Africa. There, studencs
were caned - truck aero s the backside with a bam
boo stick- for even minor transgressions. Zimmer
very well may hold the record for the Sasolburg schools.
In just one term, a quarter of the school year, teachers
caned him I 04 rimes.
"Jc could be for your hair being coo long, talking dur
ing prayers, or nor standing straight enough during the
national anthem," he say . "I gor mostly bruises, bur a
few rimes they actually drew some blood."
Racism was all around him. Blacks lived in outlying
areas. Black men were allowed inco che white communi
ty only co work, and women spent much of their rime
separated from their husband as maids, living in sepa
rate quarters in the homes of their white bosses. "One of
the first things I remember i the police raid ," Zimmer
says. "They would march inco the rooms occupied by
the women ro make sure no men were pre enc. Ir was
part of the government enforcement co make sure there
was no mixing of the races."
Zimmer's career goal was co be a game warden, pre
sumably watching over herds of elephants, zebras and
giraffes. That plan was quickly dashed, however, when
he Aunked an incroducrory botany course. He immedi
ately turned his attention co molecules and became
enthralled with chemistry. He received his bachelor's and
master's degrees at che University of Witwatersrand in
ouch Africa. Later, he earned his Ph.D. at Worcester
Polytechnic Institute in Massachusetts and did post-doc
torate work ar Yale Universi ty.
He mer his future wife, Dianne, while attend
ing Wirwarersrand. For Dianne, daring Marc was
culture-shock.
"I grew up in rhe ci ty, in a very straight-laced socie
ty," she says now, irring in the living room of their
home. "And here comes this guy who s like nobody I'd

ever mer before. He was rebelliou , orr of a 'bad boy.'
Bue [ loved ir. He opened a whole n w life to me."
he recalls the time they climbed ouch Africa's high
e c mountain, ru1d he asked what he had brought for
food. Easter egg , he had replied, ju r chocolate Easter
egg . he laughs remembering the moment.
Then there was the day they went into the black townhip of oweto, outside of Johann burg, ro attend a con
cert. The government prohibited whir traveling into
black areas, and violators were ubjecr to arrest. Marc and
DiaJ1ne drove past a ign,"
WHIT· BEY
D
THI P I T."Marc Zimmer recall a crowd of about
20,000 ar the concert, and only 10 or o were whire.
Then potential di aster struck. Zimmer broke their car
key while crying ro pry open a oda can. o they were
ruck in a forbidden area, and they couldn't drive away.
They couldn't call police; the government would have
them arre red. Police al o would find them if they
remained in the town hip for much longer. Fortunately,
they befriended a man who happened to be a perry chief,
and he cheerfully agreed to hot-wire their car. Thanks to
his offer Marc and Dianne drove afely away.
"What impre ed me wa Dianne,"Zimmer ay .
" he never panicked. he kept an even keel through
ouc it all."
Zimmer decided to go to graduate hool to avoid
the ouch African military draft. If he were drafted, he
would have been ordered to enforce the oppre ive
apartheid policies. Lacer, he came to WPI in Worcester.
Hi purpo e in coming to rhe United race was, again,
to avoid the draft. He rerumed co hi native country in
1986 to marry Dianne. ouch Africa' raci r leader des
perately were crying to maintain control then, amid
prote cs, turmoil and international call for reform.
"It was the height of apartheid,"he ay now. "I
could have been arrested as a draft dodger when I went
back. Fortunately, thi_ngs were so crazy then that nobody
(in government) noticed I had returned."

i hi
h
. g ! ng t e way
1 science
The fin:fljsflame ls something/or 111hich science has no name
I can think ofnothing eerier
Than flying around 111ith an unidentifiedglow on a
person's posteerier.

These lyrics, written by Ogden ash in 1937 are
among Zimmer's favorites, and he includes them in hi
" lowing ene "book.
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Zimmer came co onneccicuc College in 1990, and
planted his family's roocs in soucheascern onneccicuc.
He specializes in compucacional chemiscry, molecular
science and environmencal chemistry and immediacely
embraced the ew London campus and the idea of
ceaching ac a mall liberal arc college.
He especially likes che ea y inceraccion wich cu
dencs. He ays chey make him feel young. He also
appreciace the way he is able co scruccure hi profes
sional life. The college encourages him co cake ri ks
and launch iniciacives, as when he incroduced an envi
ronmental chemiscry major.
"If I had gone co Yale I would have spenc 90 percenc of
my time doing research," he ays. "Here, I penc about 40
percenc of my time doing research. o I have plenty of
time co work wich tudencs and accomplish ocher things."
Zimmer has accompanied scudenc co ouch Africa
as part of the ollege' tudy Away/Teach Away eme cer. He leads chem on trips to national science meet
ings. And he and Dianne welcome scudencs into their
home for dinner.
"Everybody love Marc Zimmer," ays Becky Reeve
'05, who graduated from Connecticut in May. "He
makes it fun. He brings demonstrations to class. And he
asks questions chat keep you inceresred, like how many
beers can a per on have before passing out."
Flavia Fideles '03 worked in Zimmer's computer lab
for more than three years. he now is taking po r-gradu
ate cour es ar che Univer icy of Connecticut, and she
looks back ar her Connecticut experience, especially whar
she learned from Zimmer, wich a ense of satisfaction.
"I wanr co ceach and have a lab, just like he does," she
says. " o he's an amazing role model for me. He's very
passionate abouc his work and his research, and he pas es
chat along to his students. In chac respect, he's in piring."

"Clearly putting [GFPJ into
a human is not acceptable,
but putting it into a mouse
is perfectly OK, " he says.
"So where do we draw the
line between what is OK
and what isn't?"

Seeing the invisible
Zimmer first heard of GFP, the Aoure cent
protein taken from jellyfi h, in 1995, about a year after
scienci ts had learned to clone it.
He instancly became curiou . Whac promi e did che
di covery hold? What are its ciencific application ?
What are the echical boundarie ?
He decided that hi kills a a computational ci
ence could play a role. And he wa intrigued by what
he calls che " cience fiction a pect to ir all" - it
amazes him that cienrist now can ee omerhing chat
always had been invisible, even under che probing lens
of a micro cope.
Zimmer cell hi tudenc that no one per on i going
co cure cancer. Rather, he ees sciencific experimencation
as being similar to piecing together a jigsaw puzzle. "If a
puzzle has 2,000 piece ," he ay , "ic's importanc co ere
ace one crucial piece co it." In che research of biolumi
ne cence, Zimmer already has added several important
pieces co che calculacion thac can be u ed as building
blocks by ocher researcher .
And Zimmer, in addition co making concribucions
in ide his computer laboratory, sees hi role as lecting che
public hare whac cienti cs already know: thac biolumi
ne cence hold great promi e for both current and
fucure generation .
The from jacker of his book how two pigs, one of
chem your typical barnyard animal, and a econd one
chat - thanks co FP - has a yellow snout and yellow
hooves chat glow in the dark. The book also di cu e
how che glowing gene ha been incroduced inco zebra
fish, a rabbic and a monkey. Glowing zebra fi h have
become a marketable icem, a trendy addicion co aquari
ums in people's homes. Alba, che Aourescenc rabbic, has
been used in whac i de cribed as "transgenic arc."
Zimmer di cu es FP' applicacions, from che illy
to che very eriou . n the erious ide, FP holds
promi e of being a sub cance that cracks che pread of,
ay, cancer cell and baccerial infection . le may 0011 be
po sible for agricultural crops co how dryne by glow
ing. In the fight again c terrorism, genes have been creac
ed char glow in the pre ence of anthrax spore , chemical
warfare agencs and landmine . An added bonus of the
new technology i thac ir allow for the cracing of cancer
and other cell in a humane way; no longer mu r animal
lives be acrificed in laboratories ro understand how di eases work.
The public mu r be ome involved in the di cus ion,
according co Zimmer, o thac ethical boundaries can be
et as scienci t go about their work.
' learly putting [ FP] inco a human i not a cept-

able, bur putting ic inco a mou e i perfeccly K," he
ay . " o where do we draw the line between what is OK
and whac isn'c?"
Zimmer was di appoinced afcer The Day of ew
ndon publi hed a from-page cory on hi biolumines
cence r earch and the lace lowy, che Aour cenc
mou e. The ilence was deafening. "There wa n'r one
leccer co rhe editor. obody cared," he ay . "I didn't
wane people co come down on me, buc in a way I
thought they hould."

•

1n uiring m·nd
Then there i

the marcer of cow Aaculence.
assy cow may eem an unlikely area for cientific
cudy, buc ic i one rhac intrigue Marc Zimmer.
It eem thac cow , when chey Aarulace, create large
amounc of methane. "As for the cow ," he ays, "I'm
incere red in the lasr rep of methane production. Ir may
produce information char can be used in che ce hnology
co produce narural gas in a controlled ercing.'
lowing gen have drawn Zimmer inco rhe media
lighr, bur h i about much more than chac. In face, he
esrimace chac only abouc one-third of hi research con
cern biolumine cence.

He has received re earch gram cocaling more chan
2.7 million. He ha given calks in uba, India, ouch
Africa and ix European counrrie . He ha publi hed
more chan 50 re earch paper on ow Aaculence, com
pucarional chemistry and glowing gene and they
have appeared in leading cienrific journal . cher
author have ciced his work in their own writing
more chan 200 rime .
In 200 I he received che John . King Memorial
Award, which recognize excellence in teaching. This
year he was appointed co a prescigiou new profi or hip
endowed by che chair of the board of cru cees: he was
named the Barbara Zaccheo Kohn '72 Profe or of
hemi cry.
uc ide his laboratory and cla room, he devotes
much of hi cime and energy co hi family. He play
qua h, and rho e who work with him ay he omerimes
can b porced canning a computer for the lacesr cricket
score from ouch Africa.
Hi curiosity reaches beyond cience. He has written
a my cery, as yer unpubli hed, featuring murder by
rhino horn, actempced murder u ing a wind urfer, and a
unique form of erectile dy function. Zimmer ays he has
calenc in cory organization and providing creative
scruccure, buc he needs co refine his writing skills. Wich
chi in mind, he cook a cour e during the pring eme cer on campus with profes or Blanche Boyd, whose writ
ing are incernacionally acclaimed.
As he moves from challenge co challenge he main
tain a life char i in balance. The per onal and profes
ional me h well cogecher.
Bruce Branchini, who chairs the chemi cry deparr
menc, ay Zimmer has the re peer of fellow faculty
member , a well as cudenc . He prai ed Zimmer for
hi teaching abilirie and for accraccing re earch gram
co rhe college. Branchini says he and Zimmer have col
laborated in re earch, accomplishing con iderably more
working cogecher than either of them would have
working alone.
"He welcomes challenge and works well with och
er ," Bra.nchini ay . "He looks co explore new incerescs
and hi mind is alway working."
Zimmer holds something in common with all succe fut ciemi c and, as ir cum ouc, with small children.
He i alway asking, "Why?"
For in cance he talks about the cloning on Dolly rhe
heep in cocland, and the worldwide headlin char
controversy generated. Then he con ider the jacket of
hi " lowing enes'' publication, the one with pictures
of rwo pigs.
"Why i ic," he asks, "rhac people know all about
Dolly the heep, buc they don't know about the pig with
a yellow nouc?" •
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1.GEOFFREY ATHERTON Associate Professor of German To work on project titled "The Genesis of the Modern Scholar: The Cas
of Christian Gottlob Heyne." 2.PHILLIP BARNES Associate Professor of Biology To complete data analysis on three research proj
eels and to transform projects as manuscripts for publication; attend and make presentations at domestic and international con
ferences. 3.TRISTAN BORER Associate Professor of Government To begin research of a new project titled, "The Truth Plus Ten:
The South African State and Civil Society's Responses to the TRC's Recommendations," which will describe and explain the
extent to which the recommendations of the TRC have been incorporated in South Africa. 4.MARYANNE BORRELLI Associate
Professor of Government To work on book-length manuscript titled, "The Office of the First Lady: Politics, Policy and Anonymity";
possible presentations of papers at conferences; environmental policy research. 5.BLANCHE MCCRARY BOYD Roman S. &
Tatiana Weller Professor of English and Writer in Residence To continue to work on completion of a trilogy of interconnected nov
els, the third book will be completed; to work on film about her children. &.ALAN BRADFORD Professor of English To work
on project relating Christopher Marlowe's life to his writing; contributing to new volume about Thomas Traherne; work on
Shakespeare project titled "Time in Shakespeare's Second Tetralogy." 7.JOHN BURTON Professor of Anthropology To complet
book-length manuscript titled, "Second Nature: Culture, Instinct and the Human Experience." a.ALEXIS DUDDEN Sue and Eugen
Mercy, Jr. Associate Professor of History To work on book titled "With Sorrow and Regret: Apology and Apologism Among Japan,
Korea, and the United States." 9.EUGENE V. GALLAGHER Rosemary Park Professor of Religious Studies To edit series of five vol
umes on New and Alternative Religions in the US; to contribute at least one chapter to Handbook on Millennialism; formulate
book-length manuscript on production and use of scriptural texts in new religious movements. 1O.RHONDA GARELICK Associate
Professor of French To work on book titled, "Antigone in Vogue: The Theatrical Work of Coco Chanel." 11.LEO GAROFALO Assistant
Professor of History To carry out archival research abroad in Peru and Spain for the future publication of a book on Peru's Afro
Iberian roots. 12.RUTH GRAHN Associate Professor of Psychology To focus on manuscripts; write a second grant to fund research
in the neuroscience lab; to spend time researching and visiting other laboratories. 13.SANDY GRANDE Associate Professor of
Education To complete second book manuscript titled, "The Unbearable Whiteness of Being: Negotiating the Wages of Whiteness
in Higher Education." 14.MARTHA GROSSEL George and Carol Milne Associate Professor of Biology To write new and/or revise pre
viously submitted proposals to fund research in my laboratory; to write and submit manuscript describing new role for cyclin
dependent kinase 6 in actin dynamics, and produce new data for future funding proposals and manuscripts. 15.CHARLES O.
HARTMAN Professor of English To produce a 10th book, or most of one, or complete one from the pile of uncollected work; to
make more progress on grasping advanced developments in Generative Phonology. 16.DIRK T DIECK HELD Elizabeth Kruidenier
'48 Professor of Classics To revise paper on the influence of Hellenism for publication; to work on longer term project about
Hellenism from the Enlightenment to Nietzsche; to research ancient texts of Plato. 17. WILLIAM LESSIG Adjunct Professor of
Physical Education To visit training facilities of major youth soccer club developmental program and support coaching staff
involved in the National Team selection process for the St. Martin Dept of Sport. 18.MANUEL LIZARRALDE Associate Professor
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of Ethf'obotany To complete a book for publication on the Bari relationship to their fauna titled, "The Nature of Knowledge in the
Tropical Rainforest: Ethnobiology of the Bari People of Venezuela.· 19.M. LEAH LOWE Assistant Professor of Theater To complete
evolution of my dissertation research into a book and to begin to look for a publisher for it. 2O.ARLAN W. MANTZ Oakes Ames
Professor of Physics, Astronomy and Geophysics To perform experiments at the University of Paris on methane and helium as well
as on selected transitions of carbon monoxide and helium. 2 1.MAUREEN MCCABE Joanne Toor Cummings 'SO Professor of Art To
develop an important new body of work that will be featured in a solo exhibition at Kouros Gallery, New York, together with an
accompanying printed catalogue. 22.EDWARD MCKENNA Professor of Economics To develop new course covering the area of
post-Keynesian economics; to research the role economics played in the debate over the constitutionally minimum wage laws
that played out over the period 1890-1937. 23.JASON NIER Associate Professor of Psychology To work on an edited book titled,
"Measuring Implicit Intergroup Attitudes." 24.TIMO OVASKA Hans and Ella McCol/um '21-Vahlteich Professor of Chemistry To fin
ish up a few critical experiments in the lab and to concentrate on writing manuscripts on the results obtained in previous
research concerning the synthesis of polychclic hydroazulene ring systems. 2 5.GARY PARKER Jean C. Tempel '65 Associate
Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science To concentrate on research in genetic algorithms and robotics; to attend confer
ences and other institutions doing learning in robotics. 26.FREDERICK S. PAXTON Brigida Pacchiani Ardenghi Professor of History
To translate the poetic dialogue that accompanies the life of Hathumoda and submit it for publication; to rework articles on the
Cluniac death ritual; to shop a volume of previously published and unpublished essays on sickness, death and dying in early
medieval Europe either at Cornell or BoydeII and Brewer. 27 .KRISTIN PFEFFERKORN Associate Professor of Philosophy To edit a
good deal of philosophical analysis and interpretation of the film "The Piano" and put it into publishable state. 28.SARAH QUEEN
Professor of History To make headway in the translation of a seminal early work of Han Confucianism titled, "Luxuriant Dew of
the Spring and Autumn." 29.JULIE RIVKIN Professor of English To work on a new book project titled, "Novel Commodities,"
Which will be a study of how commodities function in contemporary fiction. 30.MARGARET SHERIDAN '67 Martha A. Bennett '73
Prate sor of Child Development To continue to study issues related to community learning with particular emphasis on involving
students in community-based projects that impact learning environments. 31.PAOLA SICA Associate Professor of Italian To com
plete the research and writing relating to second book titled, "Florentine Futurist Women: Identity, Politics and Aesthetics.·
32 ARK SILVER Assistant Professor of East Asian Languages and Cultures To complete revisions on the manuscript for his book
titled. "Purloined Letters: Cultural Borrowing and Japanese Crime Literature, 1868-1941." 33.JOANN SILVERBERG Associate
Professor of Classics To further research questions of information processing, recall and memory retention as they apply to sec
ond-language acquisition. 34.MARGARET THOMAS Associate Professor of Music To continue and hopefully complete a book
Which examines the impact of the music-theoretical writings of Henry Cowell. 35.LISA H. WILSON Charles J. MacCurdy Professor
ot American History To continue work on book project titled, "Stepfamilies in Colonial New England." 36.BARBARA ZABEL
Prof ssor of Art History To complete project about the portraits of Alexander Calder as a book or an exhibition catalogue. •
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The New Religious
Movements Experience in
America
Rosemary Park Professor ofReligious Studies
Eugene Gallagher, 2004, Greenwood
Publishing Group, 320 pages, nonfiction
Wherever and whenever they appear, new
religious movements always produce con
Aicr. Even as they attract members who
enthusiastically embrace their teachings,
new religions often provoke strongly neg
ative reaction because rhey challenge
established nocions of proper religious
action, belief and morali ty.Opponents of
new religious movements often brand
them as 'culrs" and urge their fellow citi
zens, their own religious groups, and even
the government to rake action against
what they ee as uspicious and potential
ly dangerous movements. Members of
new religious groups often complain that
their mocives have been misconstrued
and argue that they are per ecured. The
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New Religious Movements Experience in
America ourline the conflict between
representatives of the sraru quo and new
religion and examine how these groups
appear to their members and co their cul
tural opponents.
ew religions have always been part of
the American religiou landscape, and
Gallagher's book moves beyond the con
temporary period to discu s examples of
new religions that have originated, ur
vived or died, and omerimes prospered,
throughout U .. history. Among the
group discus ed are the Mormons, the
Peoples Temple, the Branch Davidians,
piriruali m, T heo ophy, the Church
Universal and Triumphant, the lncemacional
ociety for Krishna Consciousness, the fol
lowers of Bhagwan hree Rajneesh, oka
Gakkai, the ation of Islam, Wiccans and
neo-Pagans, the Church of acan, the
Church of cienrology, Heaven's Gare and
the Raelians.
Library journal calls The New Religious
Movements Experience in America "an
excellent introduccion for anyone curious
about the scope and impact of alternative

religions in our country." T he book is
part of the erie , T he American Religiou
Experience published by Greenwood.
Gallagher has been on the facul ty ar
CC since 1978. He is a founding director
and a learning faculty fellow of the
College' Center for Teaching and
Learning. He i al o the author of Divine
Man or Magician? Celsus and Origen on
Jesus and Expectation and Experience:
Explaining Religious Conversion and co
author of Why Waco? Cults and the Battle
for Religious Freedom in America.

Where the Trail Grows Faint:
A Year in the Life of a
Therapy Dog Team
Lynne Hugo '69, 2005, University of
Nebraska Press, 142 pages, nonfiction

Winner of the River Teeth onficcion
Book Prize, W here the Trail Grows Faint is
not jusr a book about a woman and her
therapy dog, but a story of life, death,
hope and the joy and comfort thar ani
mals can bring.

\'V'hen writer Hugo finds her elf the
of a sweet and exuberant, bur
ner
ow
pletely
untrained, Labrador retriever,
com
he
immediately ee the ani
nnah,
Ha
mal' potential a a therapy dog. After
Hannah i certified with T herapy Dog
Internacional, the two volunteer at a
nur ing home, ea ing the live of re i
dents who have lose their independence
and struggle ro maintain their dignity.
What Hugo unexpectedly receive in
return is an outpouring of rorie a rhe
re idents re pond to Hannah's antics and
affection.
Where the Trail Grows Faint began
with a journal tarred while Hugo wa
working on another manu cripr.
Hugo's involvement deepen , she
begins ro ee her own life and her care for
her elderly parents in a new perspective.
Interweaving rhe elders' tale - of old
loves and ancient dream , abandonment
and lonelines , and the struggle for dig
'
- with her own family's tory, he
er ace a richly textured collective por
trait of the o r n-hidden world of the
aged. Ar che ame rime, h craft an elo
quent medication on che fundamental
human need to nurture and remain con
n cted co ocher people, ro animals and co
th natural world.
Hugo is the author of two poetry col
lection , The Time Change and A Progress
ofMiracles, and is the coauthor with Anna
Turrie Villegas of two novel , wimming
Lessons and Baby's Breath.

A Church Divided:
German Protestants
Confront the Nazi Past
Matthew Hockenos '88, 2004, Indiana

University Press, 269 pages, nonfiction
A Church Divided examines the turmoil
in the erman Proce cane churche in rhe
immediate po twar years as ermany
attempted to come to term with ir
recent pa r. Reeling from the impact of
war, che churche addres ed che con e
quences of cooperation with the regime
and the treatment of Jews.
Hockeno cracks the divergent and di cordanr paths taken by prominent pastor
church leader and theologian as they
ought to explain the church role in
azism. While nor an exhau rive rudy of
Protestantism during the azi year , A
Church Divided breaks new ground in the
di cu ion of re pon ibility, guile and che
a1.1 past.
Matthew Hockenos is an assistant pro
fessor of modern European hi tory at
kidmore ollege. Hi re earch interests
include German church hi tory, religion
and ethics and hri tian-Jewi h relations
after the Holocau t.

Women's Literary Feminism
in Twentieth Century China
Associate Professor ofChinese Amy
Dooling, 2005, Pa/grave MacMillnn, 273
pages, nonfiction
Dooling' lac c book examines the connec
tion between emergent femini t ideologies
in hina and the produ tion of women'
writing from the demise of the last imp ri
al dynasty co the founding of the People's
Republic of hina. With new research on
female author many of whom were
acclaimed in their day yet virrually forgot
ten now, the book asks rwo question : How
did the advent of enlightened view of gen
der relations and exuality inRuence literary
practices of "new women" in terms of nar
rative form and crategi , reader hip and
publication venu ? And, how do ch e
representations aCT c to the way these
female inrellecruals engaged and expanded
ocial and political concern from the peronal to the national?
Dorothy Ko, pron or of hi cory at
Barnard ollege, writes, "Like the hinese
women pioneer he rudies, Amy Dooling
has proven chat the pen - when sarurared
with passionate ideas - can till change the
world. Thank goodn char they are right."
A member of che
facul ty ince
1998 and coordinator of che ollege'

Chinese language program, Dooling is
al o the author of Writi ng \,%men in
Modem China (co-edited and co-translat
ed with Kristina Torgeson). he is com
pleting a new anthology of women's writ
ing, Writing Women in Modern China: The
Revolutionary Years, 1936-1976, char will
be published by olumbia Univer ity
Press later chis year.

Strength Training for Women
Joan Pekoe Pagano '68, 2005, DK
Publishing, 160 pages, nonfiction
Personal fitness trainer Joan Pagano '68
offers a en ible, strength-training pro
gram for all women. The book contains
options for working our ar home or the
gym. Pagano i certified by the American
ollege of pons Medicine in health and
fitness in truccion. he manages her own
staff of fitness pecialiscs, who work
together as Joan Pagano Fitnes roup in
NY , and i also director of the
Marymoum Manhanan ollege Personal
Fitness Trainer ertification Program.

Walking Through Pregnancy
and Beyond
Tracy Thomson Teare '87 with Mark

and Lisa Fenton, 2004, The Lyons Press,
225 pages, nonfiction
Walking through Pregnancy and Beyond
offers inspiration, advice and general infor
mation while answering expectant and
new mother ' fitness question . Teare has
wrinen for Fit Pregnancy, Health, Glamour,
Parents and C: Connecticut College
Magazine. Mark Fenton is ho c of the PB
series "America's Walking" and author of
The Complete Guide to Walking. His wife,
Lisa, has worked in produce design and
development for ike and Reebok.

New French Country:
A Style and Resource Book
Linda Dannenberg '68, 2004, Clarkson
Potter, 304 pages, nonfiction
In this sequel co Pierre Deux's French
Country, author Linda Dannenberg '68
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and photographer Guy Boucher return co
Provence co pre ent the region' lace t
design developments and trends. Wich
more than 400 photo , New French
Country rake the reader co 35 homes in
Provence, including a lavi h apartment in
Avignon, a lushly landscaped e race in the
Luberon, and a ranch in che Camargue.
Dannenberg i the author of 11 books
on French lifestyle and cuisine, including
Pierre Deux's Paris Country and Paris Bistro
Cooking. he al o contributes article on
travel, food and de ign to many maga
zines, including House Beautiful, Travel &
Leisure and Town & Country.

Best Bets for

Summer Fiction
From ew London co Lo Angeles sum
mer is the rime to kick back with a juicy
book, an iced tea and a pot in che shade.
Here are five alumni novel chat are sure to
keep you in your beach chair.

Summer's Child
Luanne Rice '77, 2005, Bantam, 432
pages, fiction
he looked like everyon 's favorite sister,
best friend and girl next door all rolled into
one. When you looked ac her photo now,
you saw her joy - as if you were right
there with her. You imagined how thrilled
she was to be having a baby, and you knew
char she would be a wonderful mother. Bue
nine long years ago, on the fir t day of
summer, adorable five-foot-
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one pregnant-as-could-be Mara Jameson
went out to water the garden - and was
never seen again.
The lacesc novel from celebrated
author Rice (Beach Girls, Dance With Me)
is a can't-put-down read with mystery a
love affair and the unbreakable bonds of
family all sec in a easide town.

Summer of Roses
Luanne Rice '77, 2005, Bantam, 322
pages, fiction
Their lives were a tapestry woven together
by love and lo , tragedy and hope. On the
wind wept coast of ova cotia, the
rugged community of ape Hawk has
been a ble ed refuge to cwo friend and
cheir young daughter . Bue afcer years of
searching, a man bearing ecrets from the
past and news of an uncertain future ha
made his way ro Cape Hawk. And in the
fuUness of ummer, each woman will face
choices char will irrevocably shape all the
eason to come.
Rice's ummer of Roses picks up where
Summer's Child leaves off and shows why
this New York Times bestseller-list author
has o many fans.

Point of Honor
Madeleine Robins '75, 2003, Forge, 349
pages, mystery

Petty Treason
Madeleine Robins 75, 2004, Forge, 319
pages, mystery
With Point of Honor and Petty Treason,
author Madeleine Robins '75 introduces

--arah
an unforgettable heroine, Mi
Tolerance agent of inquiry.
In early 19rh-cenrury London young
noble women who e reputation have
been ruined are known as "che Fallen."
oung arah Tolerance i one uch: a
daughter of the nobility who ran away
with her brother's fencing master. ow
chat rhe fencing master has died, every
one expect her ro earn her living as a
pro tirure. Instead he invent a new
role for her elf, and a new vocanon:
"inve rigarive agent." arah, with her
equivocal po irion in ociery, i able ro
float between social layer , unearth
secret and find thing too dangerou ro
be kept. Her cocks in trade are her wir ,
her di crerion and her experri e with rhe
mall word, for her fencing master has
caught her well.
Tropical Kiss
Coffey (Nikoo and Jim McGold.cick
' 7), 2005, Avon Books, 338 pages,

}, 11

romantic thriller (young adult)

A. story of "a girl, a guy and little inter
national intrigue" from the un roppable
hu band-and-wife ream of ikoo and
Jim Mc oldrick '77: Morgan Callahan
knew rhi would be che ummer from
hell. Why houldn'c ir be? Ir would fir in
perfectly with rhe rest of her life. Thi
spring alone, Morgan had broken her leg
on che way ro che prom, and her moth
er had married a boring engineering pro
fe or. ow, wirh her mother going off
on a honeymoon trip co some remote
illage in India, Morgan wa being
pawned off for che summer on a father
rhac he barely knew.
organ had no way of knowing rhac
her ummer in Aruba would be filled
tth ouch American drug lords, IA
perarives, che di covery of her real
facher, a lizard named Fred, and ... most
urprising of all ... romance.

Catching up with Luanne Rice
I have interviewed Luanne Rice for CC- Connecticut
College Magazine exactly twice, once for chi article. I
have poken co her maybe an additional two or three
rime . Bur whenever we talk, Rice makes me feel like a
long-lo c friend. ercainly nor like a writer looking for
a tory. This gift of pulling people in cran laces ro her
writing. Rice' books explore the do e bond of family, often i cer , and they carry che
intimacy of e recs whi pered over a gla s of good, red wine.
After more tl1an 20 year as a profes ional writer, and wich 20 besc- elling novel co
her credit, Rice i till urpri ed by her uccess. "I never thought of ir as leading ro a career.
le i ju c omerhing I need to do " he ay on writing. Rice carted writing as a child, bur
ic cook her year to find her voice. "There were many top and cares " he ay .
Ar
, where he was an art hi rory major, he found in piracion for her torycelling
in the classes of ancy Rash and harles Price. 'There was ometl1ing about irring in
che dark, caring at lide and lercing my imagination go wild." Rice i che proud aunc
of Molly oercsche '06.
Though u
has urpri ed Rice, there i no denying rhac he has arrived. This
ummer will ee the release of two novel , ummer's Child and ummer ofRoses, and two
of her books will be made into film . "Beach irl ' will be Lifetime' fir r mini eri , air
ing on JuJy 25 and earring Rob Lowe and JuJia rmond; and " ilver Bell "will be the
Hallmark Hall of Fame hri rma movie next December, earring Anne Heche.
ummer's Child and ummer of Roses are Rice' fir t linked novel . And while chey
deal, as many of her books, with che chem of family, love and lo , rh e corie al o
are haunted by the pecrer of domestic violence.
" ne of the joy of being a fiction writer," ay Rice, "i char you ger ro live o many
different live . If anything interescs me, I delve into ir." Ri e' novel have dealt wich
anthropology, oceanography and nautical cience. For her laresr work, he r earched
dom tic violence and was hocked ar what he found. "People alway imagine char che
women who ger into abusive ituacion are weak. Bue char i simply nor true. le can hap
pen ro women ar the rop of their game," he ay . in e writing rhe books, Rice has
become a upporter of program rhac as i r vi rims of domestic violence, including
Dom tic Violence Valley hore ervice in We rbrook, 01111.
he also upporc environmental concern and each umm r hold a writer ' work
hop for children in the neighborhood of her ouch Lyme, onn., ummer home.
"I bring chem to the library and have chem find the place on rhe book hel \ here
their b ok would be. And then 1 cell them rhac all they have ro do is wrire ir."
Rice spent summer in ouch Lyme as a child, in che ame hou e he own roday, and
her writer ' workshop are a way for her to give back ro a place char has o deeply
in pired her work. (The fictional town of Black Hall and Hubbard' Point char figure
largely in her novel are b ed on ouch Lyme.)
Though the onnecricuc hore i tl1e place do e r co her heart, on che May afternoon
when we poke, Rice was happily ne tied in her hel ea apartment. "As a girl, I alway
rhoughr of ew York iry as a pla e where writer hould be," he ay . " ew York i
an easy place co be anonymou and ro wacch and Ii cen." On chis particular afternoon,
as h looks our onto the Hudson, Rice is getting r dy co attend a Bruce pring teen
con err. ("The Bo "i one of her favorite arrisr , and she dedicated one of her books co
him.) " Jr' definitely a ew York kind of day," he ay .
f all of her a compli hment , rher i one chat make rhi New York Trmes be c- ell
ing author mo r proud: the honora ry degree he received from onne ticuc ollege in
200 I. Becau e of a family illne , Rice had co leave
before he graduated. "le was
amazing," he ay of her degree, " o powerful." - Mary Howard
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Vanessa Stock Bristow '81

Life on a struggling wildlife farm in Zimbabwe

EARLIER THIS YEAR, WE ASKED

Could you please describe your farm?

Vanessa rock Bristow '8 l co talk about My husband, Digby, and I live wirh our
her life on a farm in Zimbabwe. A a lib rwo on on a 460-heccare [approximately
eral, white landowner, who has pent 185 a re ] irrigation property known as
much of her life crying co improve Border Ridge on the northern bank of the
black-white relations in Zimbabwe, Limpopo River in the ourhwe tern cor
Brisrow finds herself in the middle of a ner of Zimbabwe. ouch Africa lie directpolitical controversy.
In the lase several year ,
the Zimbabwean govern
ment has been caking over
white-owned farm under
the Land Acquisition Act. To
dace, more than 2,500 com
mercial farmers have been
forced co vacate their prop
erties, many with only the
clothes on their backs. ome
have been murdered.
While many African ,
including Bristow, view land
reform as an essential part of
decolonization, the nature
of land reform led by
Zimbabwean President Robert
Mugabe (number 9 on
BRISTOW WITH HER DALMATIANS AND LION, SIMBA.
Parade magazine's World's
10 Worse Dictators Ii c) has
left che country deeply troubled. Zimbabwe suffer from widespread ly aero the river from our farmhou e,
food shortages, an inHation race of 600 and che Botswana border i I
than 15
percent and a bircer political rruggle kilometer away. We farm paprika, pota
turned violent berween che ruling coe and wheat, bur our real love i
ZANU-PF party and che oppo icion wildlife. Among che impala, kudu, eland,
bu hpigs, jackal , baboon , monkey ,
Movement for Democratic
hange
whose members have faced impri onment duiker, reenbok and bu hbuck chat live
here, we run breeding herd of 90 rein
and torture.
troduced, Fooc-and-Mouch-Di ea e-free
Following are excerpt from e-mail
Bristow sent co As ociace Editor Mary African Buffalo, wacerbuck, nyala, sable
and (three) lion !
Howard.
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ur property i urrounded on three
ide by entinel Ranch a 32,000-heccare
[approximately 13,000 acre ] expanse of
pri cine, privately owned (in law but not
according co the Zimbabwe government!)
African bu h. The property boasts 374
pecie of bird dino aur fo sil , numerous
ancient archaeological sires
(many as ociaced with che
13th-century Mapungubwe
Kingdom aero che river
recendy declared a World
Heritage ite) and an rock
arr helcers and carries abun
dant herd of elephants,
wildebeest and zebra as well
as hyena cheetah, leopard
and, omecime , the rare
African painted dog.
It i a harsh and arid land,
with en itive oils and low
rainfall bordered in the
ouch by the annually Row
ing Limpopo River with its
riparian woodlands and adja
cent, ancient and beautiful
sandstone hill . Beyond lie
vast tretches of avannah
plain caccered with majestic
baobab , acacia and mopane woodland .
The property has been in the Bri cow
family ince 1952, when Digby's father
bought ic from che Rhode ian govern
ment as "land un uicable for human habi
tation." Thirty-five year of attempting co
ranch carcle on the property failed, and
the family decided co lee the farm rerurn
co its narural state a a game and wildlife
paradj e. o uicable i che land for wildlife
conrinued 011 page 69

Jessica Haynes McDaniel '97
Photographer captures the fleeting moments ofchildhood
WITHIN MINUTES OF
walking
into
rhe
Pawcaruck, onn., home
ofTim '93 and Elizabeth
Lynch heney '92, pho
tographer J ica Hayne
McDaniel '97 i down on
rhe Aoor, triking up a
conver arion with the
heney' three-year-old
twin , I ab lie and Peter.
he laugh with chem.
he whi per ecrers. And
he even reache chem
how to make raspberrie .
"Jess was excellent at
gaining their rru r bur
then leering chem be
chem elve ,"
ay
Liz
heney, associate director
of alumni relation ar
"I abelle and Peter barely
noticed the camera equip
ment char he was u ing."
owns
McDaniel
Bo ton Baby Photo and
pend her day photo
graphing children, from
ISABELLE CHENEY, 3

----

newborn co chool-aged, in home in the
Bo ton area. A philo ophy major and
photography minor, he worked in digital
media, as a Web de igner and manager,
until friend convinced her to tare photo
graphing children profe sionalJy. "I would
make album of photographs for my
friend who had children and give chem as
pre ents," ay McDaniel.
McDaniel has been in business for her
elf for two year . W hen he decided to
hang out her hingle, he turned to her
former photography teacher Ted
Hendrickson as ociate professor of arc.
"He wa incr dibly helpful," says
McDaniel, who hoot with digital cam
eras and doe all of her own printing.
Bur ir i nor ju r her kill in the cre
ative and technical ide of the bu ines
char make McDaniel o succes ful. The
former onn hard has a narural ease
with children. "Jes developed an immedi
ate rapport with my child and didn't even
Ainch during the inevitable melt down!"
ay one client.
"My goal," ay McDaniel, "is for the
kid co nor really notice me." - MVH
For more information on Jessica
McDaniel and business, visit www.boston
babyphotos.com.
onnecricur
ollege
When
Magazine asked McDaniel to do a photo
shoot for this article, the "Cheney twins"
were the obvious choice for mbjects. Tim
Cheney '.93, associate director ofadmissions,
has been with the College for 11 years. Liz
has been on stafffor 13. A special thank you
goes out to Isabelle and Peter, who were very
cooperative during the shoot.

PETER CHENEY. 3
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Celebrating a friendship and an endowed chair
WHEN JOHN NIBLACK P'98 and

Profes or Emeritu harles hu mer in
che lace 1990 , chey knew chey boch had
a passion for Asian arc. Over che pasc
decade, chi shared incere c has blo omed into a deep friendship char has
included many long conver acions, week
ly le on in hinese and numerous trips
to arc previews and auccion . iblack
regards hu as hi reacher and a "wan
ren," hine e for a "compiece man."
The connections they forged are now
being honored in an endowed professor
ship chat is che gift of John and Heidi
iblack: che hu- iblack uraror and
Professor of Asian Art. The faculty mem
ber holding chi endowed profes or hip
will be respon ible for che care, enhance
ment and exhibition of the College's
hu- riffi collection. The colleccion
contains about 225 item , including
many notable examples of the work of
hinese painter of the 20th century. The
hu- iblack profes or also will screngch
en onnecricut ollege's arc hi tory
department and provide opportunitie for
collaboration with Ease Asian rudies and
other departments and programs.
The impact of chi gift will begin co
be felt when Qiang ing join the
onneccicuc ollege faculty chi fall as
the fir t hu- iblack profe or. Barbara
Zabel, professor of arc hi tory and
deparcment chair, de cribe ing'
breadth of knowledge, re earch and
reaching experti e as quire extraordinary.
"The implications ofQiang's joining che
faculty are huge: huge in cerm of che
global reach and diver icy of che deparc
ment, huge in term of che interdi cipli-

nary focu of our facul ty, and
huge in cerms of che cro -cul
tural curriculum ac Connecticut
College," aid Zabel. ing, a
spe iali c in hinese arc and reli
gion, i currencly an assistant
profe or of arc ac the Univer icy
of Michigan.
The iblacks' gift honor
hu, the founding curator of che
collection. The per on who
holds che new professor hip will
carry on Chu's work, which
began in 1965 when he arrived
at the College co establish a
Department of Chinese- one
of the first ac an American liberal
arcs college. Five year lacer the
ollege created an interdeparc
mencal Asian studies program.
The profound ocial, eco
nomic and political changes in
Asia during che past 40 year
continue to influence che evolu
tion of onnecricut ollege's
program. Thi en e of hi tory
and che abiii ty to adape have
given the College' Asian lan
TOP, QIANG NING, CHU-NIBLACK CURATOR AND PROFESSOR
guages and Asian art programs
OF ASIAN ART, BETTIE CHU AND CHARLES CHU, PROFESSOR
EMERITUS OF CHINESE
an out randing repuracion.
BOTTOM: CHARLES CHU WITH HEIDI AND JOHN NIBLACK
Ac a May 19 reception co
announce the iblacks' mo t
recent gifc, France Hoffmann, dean of
bled over the past five year ," Hoffman
che facul ty, poke about Asian studie at
aid. " ur tudent crave! routinely to
the College and how chis endowed pro
China, Japan, Vietnam and India for
study, re earch and incernship , and the
fes or hip will build on exi ring
Chu- iblack Profe or will end them to
screngchs. "Asian cudies are alive and
well on chis campu , wich a strong Ease
chi region of che world much better
equipped to appreciate what they experi
Asian languages and culture department
ence there."
in which che number of majors has dou-

Moving Connecticut College ahead

President Norman Fain cein echoed
che entiments as he recognized that
chi gift will add enormously to what the
· liege is able to offer. He praised Heidi
and John iblack for their consistent
abilit)' to "identify needs at the ollege
and quietly step forward co meet chem."
In 1997, che iblacks established the
J ·k iblack '98 Music cholarship and
lntt:rnship Fund in memory of John's
son, a member of the Class of 1998.
Sub equencly, they made a gift to estab
li ti the Jack iblack '98 Music Le ons
l·und co en ure that all Connecticut
C ollege students have access co free music
le ,ons. They also generously supported
th� Kresge Challenge for the ciences,
\\h1ch helped fund rhe purchase of
al. anced scientilic equipment and creat
ed an endowment to maintain and
replace equipment. And they were the
lc1<l donors and visionaries on the con
struction of the Charles Chu Asian An
R :tding Room, which houses the Chu
G iffi An Collection.
With their lace c gift, the Niblacks join
the Ad Astra ocie ty, which honors million-dollar donors to the College. Their
n mes have been engraved on a bench in
cl � d Astra Garden ac the cop of the
gr ·rn alongside the names of che College's
other greatest benefactors.
•

Hollerans announce a gift to inspire
AS A PARTING GIFT, retiring trustee

"Once again, arolyn and Jerry have
Carolyn Holleran '60 announced that she demonstrated rhe extraordinary generosi
and her husband Jerry will give $2 million ty and vision that exemplilies their rela
co the College, raising their lifetime giving tionship with rhe College," said Barbara
co C co $5 million. The announcement
harruck Kohn '72, chair of the Board.
"This gift supporcs two different but
came at a dinner in lace May honoring
retiring trustees and faculty.
equally critical aspects of the College In brief remarks, Carolyn Holleran
outstanding athletic programs and the
noted chat he and her hu band have
communi ty learning programs chat are a
served on three higher education boards
hallmark of the C experience.''
between chem, at three very different
Holleran joined the board in 1995
institutions.
and erved as vice
"Together we have
chair from 1999 co
learned through
2003. he has been a
experience chat the
member of che
College
most important
re ponsibility of a
Advancement,
trustee is co pre erve,
Trustee- rudent
maintain and
Liaison, Buildings
improve the quality
and Grounds and
of education delivExecutive commit
CAROLYN AND JERRY HOLLERAN
ered co students ac
tees. he has also
each institution cluough the growth of its served on and chaired che Committee on
linancial resources," he aid.
Tru tees and the Development and
Holleran, who will be vice chair of
Alumni Relations ommittee.
the upcoming comprehensive campaign,
In recapping Holleran's service co the
challenged her Board colleagues co rai e
College, Vice Chair Jean Tempel '65
signilicandy more money for the
prai ed her "extraordinary enthusiasm,
College. "Connecticut College is ac a
wise counsel and kind hearc. ... And she
crossroads. Jc can continue co be a highly brings a wonderful Pennsylvania pragma
tism co every discu sion," Tempel added.
rated liberal art college only by making
Although stepping down from the
a quantum leap in its resource accumula
tion," she aid.
Board, Holleran will continue co be
Part of the $2 million gift will support closely connected co the College through
installation of arrilicial rurf on the Lyn
her work on the comprehensive cam
and David ilfen Track and Field, laced
paign. In June, she returned co campus
for completion this summer.The majori
for her 45ch Reunion. And there is yet
of
the
funds
will
augment
the
endow
another connection, even closer co her
ty
ment of rhe Holleran enter for
heart: One of her IO grandchildren, Kacie
ommunity Action and Public Policy.
Williams, is a rising junior at CC.
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Celebrating professorships and professors
THE 2004-05 ACADEMIC YEAR
included che celebration of three faculty
members who hold endowed professor
ships at the College. The firsr rook place
in overnber as Maureen McCabe,
Joanne Toor Cummings '50 Professor of
Arr, gave a lecture on "A Touch of Fey."
Fred Pax.con, Brigida Pacchiani Ardenghi
Profes or of Hi rory, poke on "Living
with rhe Dead" in early March and coCT

Warren, Jean C. Tempel '65 Professor of
Botany, followed in April with his talk,
"Restoring Esruarine Wetlands on Long
Island ound: A Quarter entury of
Lessons in Restorarion Ecology."
Connecticut ollege currently has 43
endowed professor hip . These professor
ships honor facul ty members for ouc
sranding scholarship and research. They
can al o be u ed co recruit senior-level

facul ty co strengthen particular academic
areas.
Each endowed professorship bears the
name of the donor or someone the donor
wi hed to honor or memorialize. As rhe
chair-holders present their work around
the country and around the world, they
bring honor to the College and to the
people whose names are part of the distin
guished chairs which they hold.
FROM LEFT:
MAUREEN MCCABE, JOANNE TOOR
CUMMINGS '50 PROFESSOR OF ART
FRED PAXTON, BRIGIOA PACCHIANI
AROENGHI PROFESSOR OF HISTORY
SCOTT WARREN, JEAN C. TEMPEL '65
PROFESSOR OF BOTANY, WITH JEAN
TEMPEL, THE OONOR OF THE ENOOWEO
PROFESSORSHIP WHICH HE HOLOS.

•
Scholarship brings environmental studies students to CC
THE 1934 KOINE de cribe

Elizabeth
"Betry" Archer as orneone who has "the
clarity of mind to formulate high ideal
combined with che courage co maintain
chem." This de cripcion still fies.
Elizabeth Archer Patterson '34 cele
brated her 70th reunion lase year by mak
ing pos ible a gift that will encourage
countless generation of Connecticut
College rudencs to develop their own
high ideal .
Through che Archer/PaCTerson Family
Foundacion, she endowed a scholarship
fund for scudencs participating in the
College's environmental tudies program.
The Elizabeth Archer Patter on '34
Endowed cholar hip fund, made in
honor of her reunion, combines cwo of
rhe foundation's main inter cs - educa
tion and preservation of rhe environment.
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Jim Patter on, Elizabeth PaCTer on'
son, said he, his mother and his sister
decided together that a scholarship fund
was an ideal gift. "We wanred to do
something special for onnecricut
College becau e Morn spent four great
years there," he aid.
The decision co fund scholar hips was
simple from that point. "We believe
strongly in the need for all young people
co have the opportunity to further their
education," Patter on said. By adding a
designation for tudencs interested in
environmental tudies, the family will
help draw an even more diver e group of
scudents to scudy in che College's
acclaimed program.
Although many years have passed
since her carefree days as junior-year ong
leader and enior-year as i tam cheer

leader, Elizabeth Patterson holds onto her
convicrions. he views her family founda
tion and her support of the College as
ways for making sure those convictions
are carried out.
Elizabeth Patterson rill makes her res
idence in the state of !Uinois and contin
ues co live in cl1e home where she raised
her children. Her career as a travel con
sultant spanned many years and her vol
unteer cornrnicrnencs have included work
with the Mid-Western Antique Clubs,
Metropolitan Family ervices, Garden
Club of Evamcon, Visiting urse
As ociacion and the acional ociery of
Colonial Dame . he is the mother of
two, grandmother of four and great
grandmother of four.

OOK grant builds computer science collaboration
BOOSTED BY AN $800,000 GRANT

fr m The Andrew W. Mellon
I· undarion, rhe compurer cience deparc
mtnt at Conne cicut oil ge, Trini ty
liege and Wesleyan Univer i ty have
i iciaced a collaboracion rhar will er a
m:w example for haring co r and incel
k cual re ources, create a pipeline of
nt:wly trained and calented tea her/ chol
ar\ for the liberal arts campu e and
J �ise creative approaches to che recruic
mrnc and retention of rudents of all
h ckground . If ucce fut, the model
n1J) potentially be rran ferred co ocher
t•nerging field , uch as neuros ience or
h m rudies.
Pre ident orman Fain rein aid the
1 1 !Ion grant will further rrengrhen che
wllege 'abilirie co merge che rradirionaI
liheral art with evolving di cipline , uch
• computer cience. "We expect chi
f ·ojecr will ulcimarely erve as a model
for collaboracive partner hips ar liberal
a cs college char allow us ro stay in che
forefront of technology without acrific1 .g our commitment co greac reaching,"
I 11nscein said.
Under the new grant, four po r-doc1 Jr,11 fellow will be hired in computer
ltcnce co develop new cour e , reach
r · earch eminar and core computer ci
e•1ee cour es, and offer workshop and
i:,ecial eminar . While the fellow will
hive a "home" in cicucion, chey will reach
1l the ocher cwo colleges and interact wich
ti c facul ty, cudenc and ocher fellow ac
II chree in ticution .
ccording co Bridger Baird,
C �nnecci uc allege profe or of marhe
rnaci and computer cience and che
Judith Ammerman '60 Dire ror of che
A'llmerman encer for Arc and
Technology, che fellow program will
t pand the curricula of che chree in tiru
eion ' computer science programs. le will
al o entice new compucer cience profes1 1rs ro con ider teaching in a liberal arcs
s ·•ting, as many ·uch profe or are cradi-

cionally drawn coward po ition at large
re earch univer itie .
The grant al o allow for "trading" of
compucer cience facul ty members at che
three in cirurion . Facul ty member will
reach a cour e simultaneously ar rwo or
chree in cirurions through a combination
of video conferencing and on- ire in truc
cion. "Thi model will be the 'liberal arcs'
ver ion of remote reaching in char they

"We expect this project will
ultimately serve as a model
for collaborative partner
ships at liberal arts colleges
that allows us to stay in the
forefront of technology with
out sacrificing our commit
ment to great teaching,"
Fainstein said.
combine face-co-face student-faculty
inceracrion with videoconferen ing,"
Baird aid.
Additionally, the grant focu e on
improving internal recruirmenc of women
and underrepresented rudenc in che
three campu ' compucer cience pro
gram . Thi will be compleced through
faculcy training focu ed on working with
and mencoring diverse rudent conciruencie , peer mencoring, workshop
and program on career and re earch
opportunities, and funding for material
focused on rhe enrollmenc of nontradi
tional tudenc in incroduccory computer
cience course .
onneccicuc allege has a crong his
tory of incegracing technology chrough
ouc che curriculum. tudent involvement
in incerdi ciplinary activirie is exempli
fied by their participation in program

uch as che Ammerman encer for Arts
and Technology, which involves faculty
from aero the di cipline and include a
studenc certificate program, intern hips
and excen ive student research. Re earch
i al o a rrong emphasi of the computer
cience program through its incroducrion
in the classroom and direct involvement
by rudents; major are required co com
piece at lease one seme cer of re earch as
an independent rudy. The computer sci
ence space currendy include a virtual
realiry/ ound lab, Unix lab, hardware/net
works lab and robotics lab.
onneccicur College, Trini ty and
Wesleyan - which make up rhe "CTW
Con orcium" - have enjoyed a long col
laboration through library and in cruc
cional technology ervice .
In 2002 rhe Mellon Foundation
awarded a granc co rhe CTW Con ortium
co build on exisring hared re ource rhar
integrate literacy aero che curricula of
the three in rirurion . urrencly, the con
orrium i spon oring a computer cience
joint colloquium erie , al o upporred by
rhe Mellon Foundation, co idencify com
mon concern and conceive effective and
efficient approache to the e i ue .
L,sc July, Connecticut College
received a 250,000 gram from che
Mellon Foundation co enhance rhe
ollege' liberal arr curriculum by forg
ing tronger connecrions between stu
dent ' learning experience in ide and
our ide the clas room.
The Andrew W Mellon Foundation is
a privare foundarion char makes granr on
a elective basis ro inscicucion in higher
education; mu eum and arc con erva
cion; performing arcs; populacion; conser
vation and the environmenc; and public
affair . The foundation seeks co crengch
en in cicucion and their capacicie racher
chan encourage chem co cake on ancillary
accivicie , and it eeks co support pro
gram for extended period in order co
a hieve meaningful re ulc .
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New opportunities for study and travel in Asia
CONNECTICUT COLLEGE has

Over rhe past everal year , the
Asian rudie , further srrengrhening its
College' curricular focus on Ease and
dedication co education in the liberal arcs
received a $100,000 grant from che
tradition."
ourheasr Asia in rhe economics, govern
Freeman Foundation in upporc of ics
Among the effort recently realized in
ment, history, music and dance depart
Traveling Research and lmmer ion
ments has increased. Further, the College
char regard are:
Program (TRIP) iniciacive in Asia. The
has been ending rudents co Vietnam
■ A collaborative effort ro host an arc
grant will enable che College co send up
exchange from Yunnan, China, in
co four group of scudents and facul ty co
with faculty ince 1999; recently, rhe fac
2006 and contacts being made wirh
ul ty involved have expanded their inter
cudy in hina, Japan, Vietnam and
e c co include ambodia and Laos.
rhe mini cries of culture in the
ambodia over the next rwo years.
TRIP was conceived ro create trans
Mekong region in connection with a
The grant was secured by a marching
forming opportunities for faculty and
joint project with che mirhsonian
gift of $100,000 for a TRIP endowment
srudents by providing immersion experi
In rirure for Folklife and Culrural
fund from andra hahinian Leimer '74.
Heritage in 200 7.
ences at dome ric and international ires
andra, who made rhe gift with her hu
in order co deepen rhe intellec
band Jame through rhe
tual discussion on campus.
Leimer Family Fund, said che
Recent Asia TRlPs include one
couple is "delighted char che
co Aya e City, Japan led by
Freeman Foundation will
I � I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
Hisae Kobayashi, a senior
march chis grant co enable sru
in rruccor in Japane e, and one
dent co cake advantage of
lase summer ro Japan, China
opporcunirie co become
and ouch Korea, where Alex
engaged and make a difference
Hybel, usan Eckert Lynch '62
in che world beyond our bor
der . " he spent her junior
Professor of Government, and
his student studied chose coun
year in rhe chen- oviec
Republic of Armenia, an expe
rrie 'securi ty and economic
rience he called life-altering.
problem .
The College is working to
In 2000, the Freeman
establish an endowment fund
Foundation awarded
to keep the TRIP initiative
Connecticut College a $300,000
financially elf-supportive. The
grant ro implement several
CC STUDENTS SIGHTSEEING ON A SPRING BREAK TRIP TO JAPAN FUNDED
Leimers' gift provides a signifi
TRIP
co Asia. Through TRIP
BY THE FREEMAN FOUNDATION ANO THE COLLEGE IN MARCH 2005.
canc tare coward char goal.
courses, Connecticut College
student learn new way of pro
ince rhe Freeman
■ The expres ed intere r in developing
Foundation first awarded a TRIP grant
moting human under randing rhac break
co the College in 2000, enrollment in
rudent travel co and research oppor
language, culrural and national bound
arie . They also learn about globalization
runmes in hina by Dale Wilson, a
hinese, Japanese and East Asian cudies
ha grown nearly 40 percent; declared
and gain a berrer undemanding of
newly hired echnomusicologisc and
majors in chose sLUdies more chan dou
assistant profe or who e ethnograph
region char are key co the global eco
bled. "This generous grant from the
ic research i in rhe Gaishan region of
nomic, political and cultural develop
Freeman Foundation will allow the
Guangdong province.
ment of the 21 t century.
ollege co reaffirm its commirment ro
Recognition by rhe A [ANerwork of
The Freeman Foundation is an inde
rhe ollege's A ian collections, includ
pendent foundation char crives ro devel
rhe rudy of Asia and provide rudent
ing the hu-Griffis collection of
and fuculry wirh opporcunirie co experi
op a greater appreciation of Asian
ence directly char rich and complicated
hine e crolls and framed paintings
cultures, historic and economics in the
and che Lewi Black collection of
United care and a bener undemanding
region of the world," said Frances
Japane e prints, for inclusion in its
of rhe American people and of American
Hoffmann, dean of rhe facul ty. "Ir will
in rirurions and purposes by che peoples
help rhe ollege realize ics vi ion of
Asian Arc in che Undergraduate
urriculum project.
of East Asia.
becoming a model for innovation in

················
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Class of 2005 begins their tradition of giving back
SARAH FLEET '05, CHRIS MCDANIEL '94 AND JIM
FOLGER'OS

Senior Pledge
Program Committee
Committee Chairs
Sarah Fleet
Jim Folger

OURTEEN MEMBERS or rhe lass
of 2005 and a lot of determination have
csulred in more than 25,600 in gifts
• nd pledges to Connecticut ollege.
I he 14 are member of rhe enior
Pledge Program committee, and they are
continuing a tradition that began more
lhan 20 year ago.
Through rhe program, seniors make
,1fr co the ollege and ask their class
mate to join chem. The collective um
hccome che first gift of rhac graduating
(.155 and begins their tradition of giving
,ack to the ollege in honor of the edu
uion and opporrunitie they were
/forded as tudenr .
Member of the Class or 2005 kicked
u!T their enior Pledge Program with a
me and cheese reception in April.
lore than half the class turned our co
1e;;ar hris McDaniel '94 talk with them
1hour che importance of raying con1ected with the ollege and giving back
hrough the Annual Fund. McDaniel i
hair of the Horiwn ociety, which rec
>gnizes donors who have supported the
C.ollege consistently ince graduation.
He also assured rhe gathered enior char
hen chey leave onnecticuc ollege,
t 1ey are joining an extended network of

alumni who are there co support chem in
their endeavor . To show his inceriry in
chi statement, he closed with an o!Ter ro
help anyone interested in a career in
financial services - hi line of work - to
calk wirh him about job opporcunitie .
Building on char high note, member
of the committee cook the next few
months co personally concacr each mem
ber of the Clas or 2005 and ask for rheir
upport. With che do e or cla e in lace
May, more than 44 percent of seniors
agreed co make a gifr and pledged
8,547 collectively. Their gifts are being
marched on a 2: I basi by an anony
mous alumna, o rhe resulting gifr co
onnecricut College will be more than
$25,600.
Jim Folger, co-chair of the commit
tee, adds char che" ·enior Pledge pro
gram i about more than just the dollar
rai ed and the percentages achieved. Ir
begin rhe proce s of getting everyone ro
undemand why giving back co
onnecncur ollege i o important.
Our da s rallied behind chis program, o
I chink we have planted che eed for che
dass co give back co che ollege in che
future as well."

Committee Members
Rich Bergan
Chris Civali
Mike Colombino
Ben Courchesne
Paige Diamond
Betsy Ginn
Emily Goldberg
Kaili Goslant
Devin Kanabay
Cecily Mandi
Abigail Nintzel
Allison Read
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l'our clnssmaus would love to hear
from you. To sharryour news, write to
your class correspondent wing the
deadlines listed in the box 011 the left.
Iftherr is 110 cormpo11de11t listedfar
your clnss, please send your news to:
Class Notes Editor.
: onnecricuc
olleg Magazine, 270 Mohegan
Ave., New London, CT 06320.

31

lass ot Editor, CC:
Conn«fJOII Coll�, Magauru, 270
Mohega n Ave., cw London,
06320
mvhow@conn oll.edu

75TH REUNION June 2-4, 2006
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Cormpondmt: Ann (Andy)
rocker Wheeler, akonnet Bay, 1215
Main Road, Apt. 0 I, livenon, RI
02878

35

Cormpondmt: abrina ( ubb)')
Burr ande1>, 33 Mill t., nit L.
Wethmfield, CT 06109

poke with Dotty
chaub
and found her well,
srill singing in che church choir,
occasionally erving the commun
ion, and joining in a group ar the Y.
he now wear a hearing aid.
Daughter Erica liv in a handsome
apartmenr upstairs and i a great
help to her mother. Erica w rks with
rudents who needs pecial help and
vi it elderly people in 1criden.
Dorry' only complainc is char he
cir very easily. unds Familiar.
I'd fo rgotten char Joey Ferris
Ritter was in FL, where he and her
daughter will va acion through
March. Her grandson answered the
phone and aid all was well.
Loi mith MacGiehan i just
fine and us a walker in ide and an
electric coater for longer di ranc .
he givi piano I on to a raff
member ar her assi ced living Facili
ty (Bellaire Place in reenville, ),
who wanted co learn.
on arc
15 minutes on a lunch break and
are fun for Loi . One daughc r liv
do e and the other i in FL.
Mabel Spencer Porter was
returning from a fine lide how
when we poke. Mabel gets around
with a cane and chats o casionally
wich ylvia Dwor l<l, who i
afflicted with macular degenera
tion. Mabel g cs a life to church,
which he enjoy .
Mary avage Collins f, II and
lo r vi ion in on eye bur njoys TV.
he in i ts he i "alive and well,"
using a , alker or wheelchair when
necessary. Mary ee her di cane
family on pe ial ccasion and
keep in couch with letter .
Kay Jenks Morton i in great
chwan.kopf
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health. Her husband, Dick, who
liv in a ub-acuce ho pical area, i
alway cheerful and uncomplain
ing. Kay vi its him twice daily, driv
ing to avoid an uphill return to
their cottage. Kay' i cer, Lee, i
near Di k in ub-acuce, and her i cer-in-law lives nearby. Two on
live in OR, and one i a banker and
pare-time mini cer in VT.
In
ov., I ( ubby Burr
Sanders) had my 90th at a lovely
gee-together dinner with our chil
dren and grand hildren. le was
heart-warming co char about past
occasions and pr enc duties. Two
day lacer my right shoulder rotator
cuff brok coo widely co mend,
leaving me ro do a weird et of daily
exerci . Fortunately I am improv
ing the reach in my right arm and
developing a fin left-handed
approach to many casks. I continue
to volunreer at
T ommon
Cause, play bridge and enjoy my
nearby family.
Lou Ki ling, on of Janet
Paul on Kissling, nc a report of
Janee' death on 2/ l /05, describing
her la t day . he was fortunate in
chat her can er lasted on month,
and he was able to arcend her
daughter' funeral on ov. '04 and
vi it their former home , a trip
down m mory lane. I am quoting
Lou's memorial to hi mom at her
funeral: "My mom had done ir all,
had lived life co the hilt, and he
was ready to move on."
The class end it deepest sym
pathy co the family and friends of
our recently deceased classmac :

Janet Paul on Kissling, Mary
cover Curtiss, Jeanette Freeman
Campbell, ancy Walker Collin ,
Mary Jane Barton Shurts, Doris
Merchant Wiener and Alma
Clarke Wies.
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Corrrspondem: Mary rolin
(i\l. .) Jenks weet, 65 ntral Ave.,
pt. A 04, 'eedham, i\lA 02492
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Co,.,..,1po11dnm: Betsy Parcell
Arms, P.O. Box 118. Marion, 1A 02 ,8
and Be.itricc Dodd Foster, 3730 dbury
irclc, Apt. 0 , enic , FL 34293,
bcab2@'aol.com

writes, "Even
though a widow, my life i very
a civc. I drive elderly to do tor
appointment
in Tampa or

Jan Jones Diehl

Bradenton. I am treasurer of o
local uth hare To cmascers (
incernacional organization), work o
three chur h commirce and ha
my bridge and my rwo cats. I ch
od every day for giving me a
of humor! My brother, Bill, 93, is ·
Keene, Vf, and my i cer is now 91.
Libby Mulford deGroff writ
"I plan to vi it my daughter, Judi
de raff hoonmaker '69, in
where they just moved from
From there we plan to book a trip
Martha' Vineyard, ancuckec a
Block I land. ur three daughc
and two grandson and wives a
hu bands, all of us, were here f,
cer - a great treat for us. We sc
enjoy living h re in Palm I
where we vim every morning!"
Ginny

Taber

McCam

wrices, "Bea and Betsy, I read yo
column about R union 'O a
thought you covered our cory
well, there's lircle co add! For m
the yk Luncheon was pecial
it was my fir t. Ac past reunion ,
alway arrived coo lace on Frida}'.
keep busy with church accivici
The Aclanca unit of
hurc
Women United recognized m
hurch Woman of the Year! le ·
hard co believe my old c gran
daughter will be a teenager c ·
July! Pr idenc Fain cein came
Atlanta chi winter and mer wich
group of our young alum ."
Win Valentine Frederiks

writes, "We had a lovely we k ·
unny arefree, AZ. R need a vii
and explored from there. hop
and hiked a lied and enjoyed 1
outdoor , a lovely change aft
being incarcerated in cold AK. I
co che enior center here [i
An horage] for cards, bridge a
anasca. Quite a ho k co wake u
to four feet of now, but our cat!
fine. The liccle one goe out walki
in the big car' footprints! Lor
fun wac hing them."
Betsy

Parcells

Arms

and

huck are enjoying ch ir on' n
book, ervants of the Fish. M}'ro
Arm i a teacher, writer and prof.
ionaI ailor. He and wife Kay lu
voyaged over 130,000 nauti
miles, including rwo cro ing
the Atlantic. Thi book i a port
of the Ii hermen of ewfoundla
after the cod collap e. I c i
urgent call to all co care for o
planer. Betsy highly recommen
rwo books, The Kiu Runner a
trapless:jolm inger argent and
Fall ofMadame X.
Bea Dodd Fo ter writ , "(
sciII driving and help friends at ci
for errands. I make ugarl p
dings for two friends with diabe1

---

classnotes

Saturated with color.

haron Mc auley
'88 moved ro che Florida Key to reach marine biology at an out
door education facility. Eventually she and a friend opened the
Lemonade rand Arr rudio, where they worked at their easel in a
larg front room and di played their work in a white-walled gallery
in rhe back. They held regular how and event , be oming an active
and energetic pare of che Key West community.

found in collection all over the country and abroad. he now live
in Maui, wher he continue to work on the wacer. Her paincing
can be viewed at the Lemonade rand in Key We r, the W hite
allery in Lakeville, CT, and ac W\vw.sharonmcgauley.com. "l like
ro feel acurared in color, looking at the ea, ch ky, a painting," ay
che arri r. 'Tm drawn to big field of color and imple compo irion :
a reminder of the power and beauty of che world around u , a voice
for simplicity and on ervarion."

M auley - who i thankful to have cudied with Barkley
Hendricks, profe or of arr at
- lived and worked in Key W, r
for five year , rearing a large number of oil paintin char can be

onneccicur allege Magazine regularlyfeatures selected works
of alumni artists in the Class Notes section. To be considered, please
contact Associate Editor Mary Howard at mvhow@conncoll.edu.

a mall fun thing which chey enjoy. I
also greet people at che entrance
once or so a month. Water aerobics
in good weather keep me limber
along with mu h walking.Thoughts
of Reunion '04 and the great rime
we had scill ray in my head.
Daughter Wendy cam at hri rm
co visit, and I will go to CT to vi it
her chi ummer. Daughc r usan
came chi winter, and I will visit R
and
the
ran h
in
June.
randdaughccr J ica is busy in
Anchorage with her horses."
C.arol Prince Allen writ , "Jc'
hard to believe Lew and I have been
here at River Landing, che
Presbyterian Retirement ommuni
, for cwo years!
cy in High Point,
I'm on the library commircee and
enjoy my weekly duti . Anhritis in
my fingers keep me from knitting,
bur I make all the pompoms for the
baby cap ochers knit for the ho piral
newborn . I enjoy golf."
Barbara Myers HaJdt has been
having knee problem , but they do
nor keep her from many communi
ty activities. Bea is orry that Barbara
is nor oming co FL chi year.
M ary Slingerland Barberi
writ , "Marcy and I continue co
enjoy a fairly healthy life. My daily
mile walk keeps me moving." Their
granddaughter, Rose, is in graduate
school ar Princeton, tudying lassies
on an Andrew Mellon fellowship.
"Thank you and Betsy and Bea for
the newsy I
or . Look up the
cory of our rrawberries in Martha
tewnrt Living magazine."
The class ends ympachy co che
family and friends of Marion Veal
Wahl, who p ed away in ov.
'00. Bea was recently notified of
this deach by Marion' on ordon.

along the sad new d1ar h r r om
mare, Ruth Rusch heppe, died in
Jan. of leukemia. "Muffie" managed
a cruise to HI in ov. and jusr
"
returned from "nor unny
where he vi ired friends in an
Diego and
akland. Keeping
healthy cakes a lor of her rime and
energy, including aquatic ch rapy
chre rimes a week for a bad ba k.
Apphia wi hes he could m co
reunion , bur he i nor able.
QJiye Mdlwain Kerr and hus
band Bud spend four months in
ME every year. he has been there
for part or all of every sum mer for
87 year . The resr of the year they
live in Milton, MA. live ould nor
attend Reunion.
Jane Holcombe Dewey lives in
a continuing care reciremenr com
munity, and ir's rhe best move
they've made. They had ro hang up
rheir ki , a very traumatic deci ion.
They have 16 grandchildren and I 0
great-grandchildren. A grand
daughter, ara Dewey, will graduate
from
in '06, and they are very
proud of her.
Ethel Failey Holt has liv d in
FL ince '83. he graduared from
ch U. of Miami and did further
cudy ar che . of ouch Florida.
he married, had cwo children (a
boy and a girl) and becam a librar
ian in elemenrary chools and ol
lege libraries. he was al o a junior
high chool nglish tea her. ow
retired, he is "gercing old, living
our my year in arasoca."
lrene Kennel Pecoc had both
knc and a hip replaced in the past
four years. he attended r union
with daughter Joan Peko Pagano
'68. ee the books column of chi
i ue for a review of Joan' book,

Cormpomkm: Fran
rs
Baran, 87 Plane erect, cw London. CT
06320

Litchfield, CT, where he " o ial
izes, exercises, medirat and funra
izes, feeds che bird and warch
the car chase away foxes."
ylvia Lubow Rindskopf and
Maurice enjoyed their 6 rh
annivcr ary in April '05. Although
the avy moved chem 22 times in
30 years, they rayed pur in
Annapoli , MD, ( everna Park) for
30 year and made a final move rwo
year ago ro a reciremenr pla e. The
facility offer omerhing for every
one, in luding a swimming pool,
therapy room and lectures. ome
old avy friends arc there and chey
al o have mer many lovely people.
The best new i char they are grear
grandparent ro a beautiful I 0month-old boy.
Berry Gehrig treater and her
husband moved to Tampa, FL, 22
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ur cl had 52 percent parri iparion in the '03-04 annual fund!
Lee' keep it up!
Jean Keith hashan is rill
painting portraits based on classes
in fine arcs ar
. h us a walk
er to get around and i very happy
co have a granddaughter, born in
Dec. to her young t on and wife.
Aimee Hunnicutt Mason i
more-or-less bedridden and reli on
aides. However, he leav her apart
ment for appointments. he has a
great-grandson who i named for
her. The only use he mak of her
Ph.D. in philosophy is reading, bur
mainly murder mysreri . he hears
from hirley Rice Pallucchini,
who i living in Pen a ola.
Apphia Hack Hensley enr

tre11gth Trni11i11gfor W&men.
Ruth GilJ Dupont live in

year ago and till chink ic' a greac
place to live, wirh golf and the U. of
ouch Florida, which offers pro
grams for enior citizen . They trav
eled a loc until rwo year ago and
n w vi ir daughter on Long I land
and in eacde. Glady Bachman
Forbes saw Berey lase ummer and
reports char Berry looks great.
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Cormpondmts: Ilcnrictta
Dearborn WalSOn. I 00 Anna oodc � ay.
Apr. 228, uffolk, V 23 3 and Kay
rd M hcM1cy, 120 I lorizon Linc,
1cdford, R 97504

"Edie i in a retirement facili
in
ecer, H; he' locared g
graphically between her childrc
They all ummer on an i land i
M , where all the meal are pr vi
ed in a cookliouse. o Edie has c
b r of rwo worlds! he and I ag�
that we ar fortunate ro have retir
menc fa iliries available co us.
h
pointed our, we're the fir t genera
tion co have chi lif. cyle po ible."
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ormpondmt: Jane Worley Peak,
Vinson Hall, Apt. 306, 6251 Id
Dominion Dr., M Lr.in, A 22101,
jwpcak@aol.com

Jean Moore deTarnowsky till
travel exren ively and visits her
children and Lheir famili regularly
in VT and MA. Jean ha even
grand hildren.
Thanks to Ethel Moore Wills
for a new y hri cmas greeting.
Erhel notes char ally Ki kaddcn
McClelland has moved co rear
Barringron, MA. he vi iced chel
in Ml lase cc., and together they
drove co r. Louis and pent three
day with Ann Rubinstein Husch.
Ethel hop ro join the cl for our
65th reunion in '06.
A long lerrer from Natalie
herrnan Kleinkauf cold of her
brief vi it co
lase summer with
her hu band and daughter. They
mer Angela Price in the admi ion
office, who graciou ly invited them
inro her office and bestowed upon
chem everal gifts, including a
cuffed camel. acalie and her hu band are living in un i cy, AZ.
They have rwo great-grandchildren;
one in London, one in Y . A
granddaughter h her Ph.D., and a
grandson is rudying computer i
ence ac the . of Arizona.
An update from me, Kay Ord
McCbesney: "My' ailing kid ' vi ired me in Medford, R, recently,
and with my ocher daughter (from
nearby Talenr) and my on, from
lympia, WA, we celebrated an un
hriscmas hri rmas! Had a grear
time. We are hoping char lenn
and Al will find a pla c ro eerie, o
rhey'll be land-based in the
( ear us - dar we hope?).
"Following my alphabetical
cla
ro rer, I dialed
atalie
herman Kleinkauf. he immedi
ately reminded me char she'd writ
ten me recently. op ! orry, at!
(I've already overed her news.) at
has been crying ro rea h her room
mate Edith Patton Cranshaw and
gav m her new addr and phone
number. Edie an vered che ph nc
and I urged her co contact at. ee
how useful che olumn i in re on
necring friends!

June Perry Mack enc her annual
Valentine' Day ard wirh family
phorograph and new . n the
front of chi year' card i a beauciful
picture of June holding her great
grandson, Tucker, born to ecily
and Jason Diffin on 5/2/04, in
Hood River, R. Jun and her is
cer, Elaine heldon, traveled from
her home in lenview, IL, r HI to
vi ic some children and grandchil
dren and ighr ee. A year ago the
family celebrated the wedding of
granddaughter McKendree and
arech Mahon in VT. !
Al o celebraring the birch of a
great-grandchild
M ary
is
Steven on McCutchan. a idv
Odilia Elron join Ja ob, 7, and
Maverick, 4, in Jeff and Robin
Iron' family. Herb fell and broken
a hip, o revie Aew alone from
Wilmingron, DE, to
to see her
granddaughter, Meredith, graduat
from U Berkeley' chool of Law.
In the ummer of '03, ea h of
Susan Parkhur t Crane's chree
daughrers became a grandmother.
making ix great-grandchildren for
ue! Debbie, ch young r daughter.
has a rewarding j b as a urgical
as iscanr ro a dermarologi c. ue
rook a son, hi wife, and D bbie on
an AK crui e, and then ue and a
friend crui ed to HI, where they vi.iced ue's daughter uke ar a port
of-call in Kona. ue lives in H.
Franny Hyde Forde pent the
ummer ar the beach on Long
Island ound, and in Aug. he had
n't y r b en in die warer - a urc
ign, he says, chat he i getting old!
Her daughter,
ancy Forde
Lewandow ki 76, is working full
time at the ollege now. ne of
ancy' daughters i a ophomorc
at Yale, and the younger one, Anne.
i abour ro enrer college.
Vtrginia Martin Pattison, of
orrnandy Park, WA, i in great
hape except for some minor details.
u h as archriri and poor vi ion. he
has given up driving, and gave her car
to a grandson recenrly.

---

Verner Ucke-Ramsing, husband
of our lace cl mace, Ceci Martin
JlanlSing, is a neighbor of your class
correspandenr in mson Hall, and
h bnngs me up to dace on inny's
3criviti now and then. Verner, my
husband, Paul, and I often meet with
eight o� IO ocher resid�n in our
vimmmg pool for a vigorous and
hilarious game of pool volleyball.
I. Jane Worley Peak, your class
corr spandcnr, and my husband,
Paul. mended a re epcion in D
for C alums and parents, ho red
by chc vie pr idem for finance
and another for development. We
were brought up co dac on events
ar chc Colleg and had a delightful
rime, bur I must have been the old
C5t per on there by 20 or 25 year !
43corrt'fpo11de111: Jane torms
� cnnc1s, 27 Pinc Avenue, Madison,
0-940

Virginia Foss Po t and John are rill

living in Littleton,
, and pend
happ} umme in ME. inny has
ma ular degenerarion and a hearing
problem. he and John see Wilma
Parker Redman when in ME and
relive their
memories.
Constance Haaren Wells con
tinues co enjoy the privileges of liv
ing in a college rown, Hanover,
H, where omeching i alway
going n. he and her dog (now 91
in dog years!) anendcd our 50th,
55th and 60th reunion together.
onnie ay her swimming is now
paddling, her hiking i walking, her
tenms is now ping pong, her down
hill skiing i now cross country, and
her golf i purring. he has had rwo
hip operations.
Alicia Hender on peaker and
Ja k rill live in Bri col, RI, and
penr rime last winrer in Kiawah
I land,
, where their daughter
has a condo. Thi was a hard winrer
for RI, and it wa a welcome
reprieve co see and and un. Alicia
is an avid gardener, o pring i
ex iring for her. he and Jack are
looking forward co an environmen
tally orienred trip to otland in the
ummer. A grand on was recently
promoted co a VP for JP Morgan.
Last
ct., Eleanor Horsey
Blanmann vi iced her daughter,
who has lived in France incc her
Middlebury day . Hor ey' home i
in harloccesville,
. Her c ond
daughter, an atcomcy, lives in
Delaplane, YA, horse country.

Frieda Kenigsberg Lopatin

and Colman celebrated their 59th
wedding anniver ary in March.
Tht-y met commuting co aircraft
jobs in WW II and have enjoyed a
long and happy lifi together!

classnotes
Margery ewman Puden and
Robert divide their year between
ourh
range,
J, and Palm
Beach, FL. Daughcer Ginger
Pudern oldfurb '68 is a lawyer.
Their econd daughcer, Wendy, i a
pianisc. The Pudens have ix grand
children. Margery tran ferred and
graduated from Barnard but
attended our 50th reunion and
rreasur her
friendsl1ip .
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Cormpoll(k1111: Eli c Abraham
Jo phson, 7006 pland Ridge Dr..
Adamstown, MD 21 I 0,
ndlcli aol. om and Alice Ann Carey
Weller, t. Paul' Towers, I 00 Bay Place,
Apt. I O , akland,
9 610

Mary Ann Griffith Reed's daugh
ter has added onro her ski house in
Weston, YT, o Mimi and her hu band have been working on it ome
weekend . rand on Pecer i work
ing for Pixar in A and love it.
randdaughrer Laura just graduated from
, where he was captain
of che ccnni team.
Mildred Gremley Hodgson

has moved inro a new independenr
living complex a ro che river in
Mystic,
. Ir is not fur, bur ir is
away from the hou e and area he
loved so well.

Phyllis Cunningham Vogel

ends "loving greeting co all of my
cl mac ." he and Dick are in
reasonably good health.
uzanne Harbert Boice and
her hu band find that fumily mem
ber in ch
rlando area help chem
cope with the lo of their daughter,
mokey, last year. They are staying
in their lovely home of 45 years on
Lake Maitland. "The welcome mar
i alway out."
Dorothy Raymond Mead pcm
Jan. in FL and had the good luck co
arrend a
alumni Jun heon. he
w three cl maces and wound up
irring next co P� ident Fainstein.
n of her granddaughters is spend
ing a sem cer in Madrid.
Ruthe ash Wolverton and
Wale gathered with their entire fum
ily for their 60th anniversary in
April. ummer arc pent at their
cottage in ME. hildren in i t on
taking rum driving them co and
from MD and ME. "Hope co make
ic to the nexr reunion."

Mary Kent Hewitt

orton

rill lov b ing in pokane near her
daughter and young r grandcliil
dren. After back urgery in June
'04, he developed difficul ty breach
ing, " arry oxygen everywhere.
Hard ro get u ed to."

ancy

Troland

Cushman

wric , "Life in a caring retiremenc
fucilicy ea
all che problem old

Kent Lewandrowski '79, asso iace

hi f for linical operation in pathology ac
Massachusetts eneral Ho pica!, re eived
the annual ac.haniel Bowditch Priz in
April. Lewandro, ki was recognized for his
I •dership of che linical Proc
lmpr vement Team, whi h implemented inno
vation c.hac have improved patient care ac che hospital.
The Bowditch Prize was escabli hed by harles and ancy Munger
through ch Alfred . Munger Foundation.

William Toscano MAT '91 ha

b n named "Advisor of
che Year" by che Massachu err Association of arional Honor
o ieti . To cano has be n a hi cory reacher and acional Honor
o iecy advi or ar Peabody Yecerans Memorial High chool.
Previou ly, he caughc at Ledyard High chool in Ledyard,
for
IO years and was its H advisor for ix ye-.ir . Ile is a 1980 gradu. of Rhod I land and holds a masccr' of arts in reachac of ch
ing from

r,

age present ." They live ac
Knollwood in D . Their even
children and pou e bring 18
grandchildren to their weekJong
annual beach " ummerfesc." Twin
great-granddaughter keep chem
busy. ancy talks o casionally with
Muriel Jenn chulz., whom she
d rib as becoming more beauti
ful year by year.
Barbara Pfohl Byrnside and
Ben and fumily are well - includ
ing their first greac-grand on, who
. he and Ben
lives in harlocce,
are in cheir ixch year at Belle
Meade, a beautiful retirement com
plex in out.hem Pines,
. Mary
Lee Mach on hanahan ' 54 and
husband Tom are fellow r idents.
Margaret Roe Fisclie. moved
co the Highland Reciremenr
mmunicy in Top ham, ME, in
Aug and has mer Ann
xnard
Hardi '45 and Marie Fazzone Lierle
• 7, who live there. Peg i enjoying
the acriviti there and was happy
co attend the
ME club' annual
pring meering in Portland.
Su an Marquis Ewing and
John are till appreciating life and
their family, which includes five
grandcliildren and five great-grand
children. Lase
ummer, chey
enjoyed a v1 1r from Jane
Bridgwater Hewes and Bill. "Had
a great time caccliing up."
Barbara Barlow chaefer pent
most of the winter in Forr Myers
avoiding ew ngland's now. he

pent
hri tmas with on Brian
haefer '82 and family in Well Icy,
MA. "Brought back happy memo
ri of fun rim at roommate Anne
Standish Cheatham's home in che
'40 ." he i rill volunreering ac
e Memorial Library and che
Milford Ho pica) ER, where she is a
"golden gofer." he and her hus
band are in good health.
Edith Miller Kerrigan was
ba k in aples, FL, mi ing che
ew England now and hoping no
ocher pipe freeze will wreck her
home as ic did in '04. he had a
reunion wicl1 fur-Aung fumily in
Tenant Harbor, ME. In pt., he
enjoyed a rwo-week trip co hina
with ix friends, led by a young
hin e cai chi in tru cor. They aw
ky craper cici and rural areas in
the ouchwe t, "ending in what
cak ch name of hangri-La."
Barbara Jones Alling and
Ward till enjoy their indcpend nt
living fa iliry. -veryching is onvcn
ient and well planned. R idem are
very friendly with interesting torie
co hare. They are not mi ing the
now. Two grandchildren and a
great-grandchild graduated from
high chool chis year. All will atcend
college in che fall.

Frances

mith

Minshall

enjoyed a quiet year except for a
glorious week in France in
t. '04.
They njoyed three day in Pari ,
then off co ormandy co ee the
WWII barclefield and cemeceri .

(( '"'"' 1u,
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They rayed ar a "magnificenc"
chareau char has been in che same
fumily ince the 1 1 00s. Franny's
grand on, Werner, received hi
Marine orp wing in March ar
Pen cola, FL.

45connpo11dm1: Ann I...c,Lievrc

Hermann, 1803 Turban oun, Fon
Mym, FL 33908-l6l9,
aJhermph@eanhlink.net

reetings, classmates. Ar rim chi
"job" of being your corr pondenc
ms so illy! Here I ir ar ch com•
purer jusr a few days before Easter,
knowing char I've already missed my
deadline for ubmircing a column of
news and also knowing char we will
have enjoyed our 60th reunion before
you ever ger co read these words.
Ba k in Jan., I was cold of the
death of the Rev. Harriet Oelf)
Ferguson and Jean T homas
Lambert, individual whom we can
be proud ro hav known and who
led wonderfully full and long lives.

Elizabeth (Trimmie) Trimble
Crosman is rill working four day a

week as a computer programmer in
an Franci co and i hoping ro ger
to Reunion. he has a on living in
Guilford, CT, o char will be an
extra incentive co make the trip easr.

Patricia Feldman Whitestone

'05 i
was notified char Tegra u
again ch re ipienc of the lass of
'45 cholarship Fund in Honor of
Dean Burdick.
he is from
pokane, WA, and a French major.
I'm hoping char he will peak to
our class during Reunion.
Marjorie Lawrence Weidig i
planning co arcend Reunion. Ethel

Schall Gooch, atalie Bigelow
Barlow and Marje had lunch ar
Patricia Turchon Peters' recently.
Beverly Bonfig Cody, Ethel and

Marje also gor rogecher for lunch in
Hyanni . They were finally able co
ger our from under the now. They
had had quire a wincer on the Cape!
Barbara Avery JubelJ spenc ix
delightful weeks on anibel chi
wincer ( caping the challeng of
the leveland area' winter), and we
were able ro ger together for a long,
charry lunch. Barb had lunch in
hagrin Fall with Margery Roger
afford; Midge and her husband
have recencly moved from MA ro
hagrin Fall , H. Par Whirescone
mi ed lunch with us chi year,
because he and Dorsey came co FL
larer in the season. Boch Barb and
the Whir ron were forrunare co
have their roots in anibel fa iliri
char urvived Hurricane harley.
Frances Conover Church and
John celebrate their 60th anniver
sary in June. he had been in rouch
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with Marcia Oo) Faust McNees
and Ruch Veevers Mathieu. Fran
and John live in pokane and have
even children in their extended
family, nine grandchildren and
three grear-grandchildren. They
rravel easr annually ro keep in couch
with everyone. In '96, they formed
onover-Parrer on
Publi her ,
whi h has publi hed books written
by both of chem. Fran publi hed

Diary ofa WW! Piwt-Ambulances,
Planes, Frimds - Harvey Conover's

Adventures in France. he found rhe

diary among her father' pap rs evral year ago.
I definitely plan ro be ar
Reunion and hope some of the
apl gal will be able co rravel
with me.
ur daughrer, Barb
Hermann '70, i planning ro meer
the Providence airplane and provide
rransportarion ro the ollege.
Here i a happy rhoughr, rhe
next column will be wrirren after
our 60th cl
reunion! Until then,
cheer and good health co all.
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Cormpo11tkm: Patricia mith
Brown, 9 Ri hard Rd., Lexington, 1A
02 21
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Connpo11tk11r: Margaret
mp
chwam., 2624 Bornt Hill Road,
Endicott, Y 13760 margam_schwarcz
@juno.com
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Connpo11dmt: ancy Morrow
ee, 3 5 25th 1., an Fran isco,
9 11 , pollyam@earthlink.net

Lasr fall, Shirley Anne ichol on
Roos and asper vi ired AV Smith
Butler and Jack ar ape May
Point,
They had a grand rime,
and ir was a beautiful rime of year
there. The Roo
al o enjoyed vis
icing with Barbara Kite Yeager and
fumily and had a jolly dinner with
ancy Head Bryan t and husband,
all in '0 .

J.

Edie Aschaffenburg Wilhem

and Fred cake life easy. They walk
frequently on ome lovely "trail for
rail " in their area and regularly
arrend rhe Harrford ymphony
concerts and Hartford cage pro•
ducrion and are ardenr U onn
basketball fans.
I, ancy Morrow ee, pent
five glorious days lasr Aug. in anca
Fe, M, going co their great opera
production and vi iring with Phy!
Hoge, who drove up from
Albuquerque and chauffeured u
around. Phy! i working on a new
book and was in HI in April with
son Mead ro see daughrer Kare, who

l I 1taJ1>0'I

is finally erded in her new hou e.
of '48 ends its deep
The I
sympathy ro the family and friend
of Judy Booth Fowler, who died
on 3/19/05.
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Connpo11dm1: ale Holman
Marks, I IO Blueberry Lane, James10wn,
RI 02835

Jan Werra h, HJ Wettach's niece, i
doing a good job of keeping HJ'
friend informed of her aunr'
progre
(following a
erious
rroke). Jan regularly visits her aunt.
of Dec. '0 , HJ moved from che
ho piral ro a nur ing home in
hapel Hill,
, where he wa
walking, with help. Her left arm
had nor recovered, o he was nor
exactly on rhe golf cour e, bur he
was able co go ro her ni ce' home
for Thanksgiving. We are all root
ing for you, HJ!
Liz (Stoney) tone writes, "I
raced ar the Head of rhe hades
River Regatta, and we warched the
men's ream from
as rhey rowed
by rhe
Reunion renr cheering
ecrion." roney arrended Sally
How Stone's funeral in Well ley in
D c. '0 . ally had b en ill with
Alzheimer' for a long rime. roney
was happy co carch up with Lee
Garri on who attended, as well.
Sue Farnham Ford wrire
about eeing EstelJe Parsons: "Ir
was a joy ro ee Estelle performing
in the musical 'Harold and Maude'
ar our local chearer. he carried the
how. he was uperb. or having
een her in a musical before, I loved
her inging and dancing! We had
lunch cogecher, and I o enjoyed
catching up with her." Escelle awed
ue when she cold her that between
performanc
he enjoys hiking in
the woods nearby and working our
in the gym!
Mildie Weber Whedon i
enjoying life after recovering from
urgery for a shoulder repla ement.
h enjoyed a three-day family
reunion in Jan. ro celebrate husband
John' 80th birthday. There were 17
in arrendance, and Milidi renred
two houses ar the beach. In April,
they spent a week in London and
chen wenr on co Ireland and Russia.
peaking of London, Joan
Jo sen Bivin and family spenr
hri rmas in London, a was
reported in th pring i ue. It was
an exrra trear ro have daughrer
JoAnn Biven Wornham '85 (who
was born in London) and her fami
ly along. Afrer hri rmas, JoAnn
and family went on co Pari . Joan
and Dick vi ired all their old haunts
in London saw three play and vi ired old friend in a country village

an hour' drive away. Joan says, "I
would do ir all over again romor.
row, given the chance."
Gerrie Dana TtSdalJ moved out
of her house and into Foulkeways, a
recirem nr community in wynedd,
PA. Ar the time h wrore, he \\
r mporarily in a "sardine can" with
her po
ion heaped around her.
Her unir was nor yer fini hed.
Mildie Weber Whedon' broth r,
Hunr, and wife were in che same fix,
bur once the building is complete,
they will be neighbors of errie' ,
mucl1 ro her delight.
rrespondenr Gale Holman
Marks was up co her eyeball in
now rhi winter. Though h
claim nor ro b much of a traveler,
he enjoyed vi icing her daughter in
FL ro celebrate her birthday ar rhc
end of March. When he returned,
he hir the golf cour e!
The I
of '49 end sympa•
rhy
ro Elizabeth
Brainard
aodwick, who lo r her hu band,
William, on 2/5/05.
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Connpo11dm1: hristine Hoh
Kurn-White, 220 rcat Hill Rd.,
Tamwonh ,llage, H 03886
kurnwhite@addphia.net
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Connpo11dtms: Eleanor
uville
Levy, 5902 Mr. Eagle Dr., nit 804,
Alexandria. VA 22303,
plevy752 I 3@aol.com and Pauicia Ahearn
Berger, 3 ordonia Tree 1., Hihon
Head,
29926, pat I buu.@aol.com
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Connpo11dmts: Joan Fluegdman
'I cxler, 16 teepl tree Lane, Wayland,
MA 0 I 77 , jfw@aol.com and ue
Weinberg Mindlin, 101 �• 1 90th t.,
h"''"ee Mission,
66207,
ue@mindlin.com

After the devasraring hurricane
rhar hit FL in Aug. and epc.,
Emily Howard Ryan and her hus·
band decided ro pull up rakes and
move ro Tucson. They have rwo
hildren living in L.A., another in
Portland, R, and one grandchild
attend rhe U. of Arizona, o rhac
eemed like a ni e place ro errl .
They are hoping co rake a rrip ro
Pari in rhe fall bur gerring cab·
Ii hed in their new dig i the first
order of busin . Please conra t th
alumni office ar 800-888-7549 for
Em' new addr
and phone.
Joan Fluegelman Wexler and
Jerry were in their arasoca horn

classnotes
during Hurricane harley, so they
had a casce of preparing for chese
rorms. They were very forcunare
char che hurricane rook a lasc-minure
hifr co che ease and caused very liccle
damage in rh arasoca area.
Pat Taussig Marshall writ
from Manhattan that he has four
beautiful grandchildren ag 3, I 0,
J 4 and 15. Pac was recognized by
her church for her many year of
volunteering, and she i looking
forward co a trip co Maira rhi year.
Jane Graham Pemberton and
Jack traveled co Manhattan,
Tanglewood,MA, the ape and the
coasr of ME lase summer bur pent
mo c of their rime rending co their
Rower bed at home.
Sally Wing has cur ba k some
whar on her p ychological practice
bur still attends continuing educa
tion classes. Her late r volunteer
project i being involved wich che
archive for the Washington cace
P ychological As ociacion.
Betty John on Drachman and
Dick have been traveling the past
few year from Boscon ro eacde for
family celebration . Lase pring,
chey took a I 0-day rrip co icily
wich an art instruccor and classes.
Beery i active in a co-op pottery
gallery in Alexandria, A, and i on
the board of irs arci r' asso iarion.
Berry hopes co vi it Betsy Drake
Kausch in Ml thi spring.

tephanie Glicksberg Neuman

i busy reaching and writing. he
promises co send a longer update in
the near future.
Leta Weiss Marks rook che
semester off from teaching her licer
acure cour e co move from che
hou e he has lived in for 50 years
co a smaller pace. Please contact
the alumni office at 800-888-7549
for her address and phone number.
Many of you are moving che e
day , and your class correspondencs
would love co be notified of your
move o we can alert che alumni
office co change your addr
for
future mailings. They will be happy
to end you a Ii c of alumni in your
new area. We appreciate che
respon e co our requescs for infor
mation and welcome any new you
�ave co hare wirh classmat ar any
time during the year.
Dottie Bomer Fahland died in
Oly mpia, WA, on 4/ /05 after an
extended illnes . We end our con
dolences co her hu band, Frank,
and rhe rest of her family.
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Corr,spo11d,111: Loi, Kc:aring
Learned, IO L1wrcncc t., rcenlawn,
\ 117 0, lc:arncd.l@worldnc1.at1.nc1

arol Lee Blake Joslin and

Brooks' daughter, Dr. Elizabeth
Jo lin, married eil Monclick on
T
.
12/31/04 in Harrford,
Elizabeth is a family phy ician and
an as i cane professor at U onn'
chool of Medicine. eil i a ale
repre enracive with Hilri
America in Bridgeport. The couple
lives in Wind or,
.
Ann Reagan Weeks had a
wonderful year of travel: last March
'04 he was in northern cotland,
urveying Ar tic bird , and then he
toured York \ irh on Dan, who'
rationed in London. In
t. '04,
he and a friend went on a birding
crip co
outh Africa'
ape
Provi nee, where he found che
cenery diver e and peccacular and
the people friendly. Ann was in FL
lase Feb. and in
in May, and chis
past
hriscmas found her in
London! Ann's four children are
thriving, moving up in their career
and rai ing her ix grandchildren.
Claire Wallach Engle and Ray
also had a bu y '04. After our 50th
reunion, chey wenc co France co cel
ebrate the 60th anniver ary of D
Day and afterwards cook a boar trip
up che eine co Pari . They attend
ed an Engle family gathering in
Lanca cer, PA, co celebrate che
250th anniver ary of che fir c
Engles' arrival in the U from
wiczerland. laire and Ray were in
ew London for the �0rh anniver
a.ry of the commissioning of che
U. . Nautilus. Afterward , they
cook a ide trip co H and then
wenc on co MD co vi ir on Andy
and family. Andy continues his
career in avy medi ine. Look for
their son Tim's film, a re-make of
"The Longest Yard," due ouc chis
spring. on Rob worked on "The
Polar Express."
Carol Connor Ferris and Tom
continue co divide their rime
between M and r. roix. on
MacD married in May and live in
an Diego. Daughter laudia gave
birch co their fifth grandchild lase
year. They live in M .
Pat McCabe O'ConneU keep
me entertained via e-mail. he, coo,
has been traveling: Bio k I land, RI,
and Long I land,
Y, after
for
Reunion. he was in
hriscmas, and njoyed "a literary
pub crawl" in Ireland lase fall. Pac
keep busy with A.AUW, tl1eacer
and museum trip , "accepting any
invicacion co eat our anywhere!"

Marcia

Bernstein

Siegel

missed Reunion co accept an award
char weekend from che Dance
nncs
ociacion in Philadelphia,
che " enior ricic Honoree," and
give a peech. he' fini hing her

book on T\vyla Tharp, till writes
reviews for Phoenix and loves living
in Ro kporr, ME.
Cynthia Fenning Rehm had a
busy pring, traveling from FL co
on a pecial D Moines Arr
enter tour. he went to che
Dominican Republic with Ja k co
celebrate their oldest on' 40ch
birthday. Her biggest news came
from watching harles g od on
2/20/05. The how featured a
group of very a rive enior , in lud
i ng our own Anita Gurney
Painter! " he was hown swim
ming an elegant crawl, with her
hor e be ide the paddock, a few
do e-up of conver acion with her,
and ended wich her and her hu band in their kitchen. le was a
delighc co see and know who I was
looking at! Lee' hear ic for Anica!"
I, your correspondent, have fin
i hed all my cancer-cure therapies
and am looking forward co a bic
more curly hair co replace the cur I
have for che momenr. I look like an
80-year-old marine recruit!
adly, I have a few unhappy
not co report: Libbets Alcorn
Holt's dear hu band, Bim, died on
2/3/05 of recurring leukemia.
B id Lib, he leaves a on, rwo
daughter and four grandchildren.
We will remember hi many wirci
ci m ac che numerous reunions he
and Lib attended.
Ano Heagn ey Weimer's si cer
Lynn died in March in FL. he had
been ill for many years.
many of
you know, he and Ann were very
do e, 11 month apart, grew up in
uba and even elebraced cheir
weddings together.
ur hearcs go our co both these
ladies and their families as we offer
our inceresc condolences.
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Cormpo11dmts: Joan Bark n
Ancell, 12 rccnwood Linc, Westport,
CT 06880, janrdl@ net.net and Mimi
Dreier Berkowitz, 8 Ridge Farm Road,
orwalk, Cr 06850, mimib20@op,on
linc.nc1

ngraculation co Valerie Marrow
Rout, who re eived first prize in the

Trustees of Reservation '05 Winter
Photography oncesc. The trustees
admini cer scenic properties in MA
ur intrepid travelers, Bi tsie

Root, Frannie Steane Baldwin,
Muffy William on Barhydt and
Lu Roraback Putnam, enjoyed a

tour of Fran e lase fall. Bicsie writes
chat they were bl ed "with beauri
ful weather and managed co see and
do everything."
Cynthia Myers Young wasT fea
tured in a one-woman how, " ide
Pools," how ing her paintings

THE ANNUAL CAPE COO
LUNCHEON for alumni

and currenr parents will cake
place on Thursday, July 28, at
Alberto'
Ri rorante
in
Hyanni ar 11 :30 a.m. Tri ran
Borer, associare professor of
governmenr and expert on
South African human rights
and politics, will peak at the
evenr. Call 800-888-7549 or
e-mail alumni@conncoll.edu
for detail .

and works on paper �c the
Touchstone allery in D 111 cc.
'04. ynnie traveled co Wales and
London wich her kid in the fall of
'03 and took "an awesome trip co
i ily" in '0 .
ancy Brown Han reports on
lase ummer' annual meeting
arcended by Mary Lou Moore

Reilly,
Judy
Pennypacker
Goodwin, Helen Quinlan and

ancy. Judy and Helen are involved
in biking and kiing. " ur famili
dictate much of our cravel," says
ancy. They cay bus}' visiting chem.
Helen i gainfully employed as che
registrar of voters in Guilford and i
a docenr ac che Highland House in
rown. ancy lov to garden and i a
guide ac Harkn
Park in
Waterford.
he enjoyed an
Eld rho eel ac Frank Lloyd Wrighc'
famed hou e, Fallingwarer. Judy
works with Project Linus and the
Hole in che Wall Camp.
Frannie Steane Baldwin con
tinue co work parr cime ac a gift
hop (22 year !). he volunteers in a
bilingual class and erves as pre i
dem of a charitable organization.
he cays a cive with paddle tenni
and walking and cries "co make
every day count." Prior co her 70th
birthday, her children rook her to
Lyford ay in the Bahamas.. n
her a rual birthday, Frannie bicy
cled along the canal out ide
Bruge , Belgium, with a good
friend from Fairfield.
La t ummer, Mary Lou
Moore Reilly and John vacationed
in Austria and Bavaria with a quick
ide trip to Venice. Their }'Oungesc
on and hi , ife and their young c
daughter and her husband accompanied them. They loved V ienna,
alzburg and the Danube Valley.
Their daughter recently completed
her Ph.D. in arc hi rory, o he guid
ed them through che church and
galleries in V ienna and Venice.
horrly after they returned, their
daughter and her husband relocated
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co West Hartford,
, from
Brooklyn Heighrs, Y, and present
ed them with a new grand on,
Douglas. He i their fourth grand
child, and they really enjoy having
him dose by. Their oldest grand
child, Dan, lives in PA and will be
going co Penn cace next year.
Macchew, 8, and Jenna, 4, live in
MA. "John and I con ider ourselves
very fortunate," writes Mary Lou.
"We are also blessed with relatively
good health, considering our age."
Ruth Parker See and Malin
have lived in La Jolla,
, in che
same house for 32 year . They will
celebrate their 45th anniversary chis
ummer. on hri liv and works
in Park icy, UT, and daughter Jen,
who has a Ph.D. in hi cory, teaches
at U
anta Barbara. Malin i a
management consultant, and Ruch
con ulrs with a group of adulrs and
tudenrs who work on the local
model United arions and junior
model United acion onferenc .
Ruch writes and do ome editing.
Ruch
ee
Betsy
Gregory
Campbell from cime co rime,
meeting omewhere beTWeen La
Jolla and oronado, CA.
Gail Ander en Myers and hus
band Bob (big brother of her
roommate, Cynthia Myers Young)
celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary on June 18. To chink ic
all began ar the junior prom in che
Knowlton ballroom!
Sondra Gelb Myers has been
working on democracy-related proj
ecrs for rhe past 10 years. he is
based in D and return home co
cranron, PA, and husband Morey
on mo c weekend . In epc. '04, The
fnterdependmce Handbook, co-edit
ed by ndra and Benjamin Barber,
was published. Morey and ndra
recently returned from Ru ia,
where he poke at an international
library conference in r. Petersburg
and
met
witl1
graduate
tudenrs.They copped in Germany
on the way back for a Bach concert
in Halle, Handel' birthplace.
ndra is working on another hand
book on democracy and religion
with Patric Brodeur, formerly in the
religious tudi department.
Mary Vo Bishop moved back
co Portland, R, after 16 year in
Camas, WA, co a mall house from
a big one. In the pro
, he writes,
"I think I lo c a good chunk of
mind as well as a few ocher icem ."
he till serves on the Lewi &
lark
liege board (30 years) and
with the regon rare Parks Trust.
Fourteen grandchildren add zip co
her life. "We are lucky and know
ic," he concludes. he ends regrers
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about mi ing reunion, bur che tim
ing didn't work. he says, " heers
co che lass of '55."
After ix year of doing daycare
for her granddaughter, who i now
in fir c grade, Ajax Waterman
Eastman is finally getting back into
the environmental arena in MD.
("Ac my age," he writes, "I am
beginning co learn about my lim
irs.") An unfortunate lip while hik
ing along che Black Water anyon
in WV lase ummer resulted in a
broken hip, nee iraring a partial
hip repla ement. Ac the rime, he
was afraid that ic would bring an
end co her favorite acciviry, hiking.
Bur he i ba k at ic again, u ing ki
poles for assi ran .
Ann Fishman Bennet and
hu band Philip are busy creating
paintings to fill che wall of their
new gallery pace. They enjoyed
vi icing their children and grand
children in Palo Alto,
, and cook
a five-day break co hike in Big ur
and drink wine in the Paso Robles
vineyards.
Harriette McConnel oule
retired from her library job of 1 I
years and moved to be near her
daughter, on-in-law, and cwo
grandbabies. varian can er i being
held ar bay while he enjoys eve ry
day in lenwood pring,
ancy Johnson Head reporrs
chat "after retirement as a pe ial ed.
teacher/ coordinator/ evaluator,"
he immer ed herself in communiry
volunteer activicies. he i scarring a
term as a chool board member.
ancy and her husband travel and
enjoy their rwo children and their
families - all of whom live in H.
Margot Dreyfus Hayward
competed in a four-mile r.
Patrick' Day Race and won a tro
phy! "There was no ocher woman
in my age group who deigned to
run che race!" he enjoys five
grandchildren. The H contingent
(including son Adam, his wife and
three boy ) will be in the Princeton
area next year becau e her daugh
ter-in-law was awarded a grant at
che In titute of Higher Leaming
there. he keep in couch with
Marge Moor McAninch '56.
Doe Palmer Cowell liv in
Puerto Aventuras, Mexico, eight
month of the year and returns to
M for che remainder of the year.
Her home is on the beach on the
aribbean ide of the Yucatan
Penin ula, and he i graceful for
every day there. he has found very
fulfilling volunteer work in a
entro de alud in che cown of
Playa del rmen. The pacienrs are
poor Mayan , who would nor

\l \l\4ta 2001

re eive health care ocherwi e. A vi iring team of 30 urgeons, doctors,
and nurses from Michiga n race
recently performed 60 surgeries
chere. Vi it www.angelnorion.com
for more information.
Always ebullient and irrepress
ible, Doe dons a wig, bad outfit and
falsies on Thursday nighrs co per
form a "Dolly Mac, Mollie Mac"
how ac one of the resmuranrs. Her
partner in farce is the owner of the
restaurant, and they have a ball pre
tending they are from Troubl me
ulch, AL "Th beauty of che ocean
and irs glorious colors fill my soul,"
Doe reporrs. "I m� Jim here." Th
waiters in resrauranrs called him "che
happy man. And he was.
it i
veecer because he was here."
Carol
Hilton
Reynold
report chat her battle again c
MMM (meta cacic malignant
melanoma) during rhe past 18
month , although ucce ful co
dare, i " just not the ching on which
co expound. ucc i not guaran
teed. What che future hold i
important - 'waiting for the ocher
hoe co drop' - or just moving on
day-by-day and enjoying every day
and everyone wich great thanks. I
may have MMM, bur I al o have
LLL (love, laugh and live!}"
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8429 \VJ, rville Rd., Wyoming. DE
1993 , wemroz@snip.net and Jan
Ahlborn Roberts, P.O. Box 221, Eas,
rleans, MA 02643, jar.jrr@verizon.com
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La c fall, Sue Schwartz Gorham
and hu band Howard cook a crui e
co rhe Black ea on che ceania
Line. They vi iced Achen ,
Bulgaria Romania and pore in
Ru sia Their favorite cop was
Yalca, in che rimea. "lc's truly
beautiful and we aw where
Roosevelt, hurchill and ralin
met and stayed." After a stop on
the Greek I land of Mykono , chey
boarded an Air lympic jet for
home. However, chre hour inco
their return Aighr, che pilot
announced char a bomb threat had
been made again r their aircraft.
" peak about in rant anxiety pounding heart, dry mouth. Ir was
terrifying." Fortunately he wa
unaware char TWO Royal Air Force
jers were following the plane, ready
co hoot ic down if ic was hijacked.
After an emergency landing ourside
of London, everyone was ru hed
in ide che hangar. The plan was
ear hed, and apparently no bomb
was found. The next morning, che
orham
cook a ble sedly
"uneventful" Aighc back to
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Cormpo11dm1: Elaine Diamond
Berman, 72 tanton Lane, Pawcaruck,
CT 06379, rberman@sncr.net

We had a ad note from San dy
Horn Elstein, our esteemed 50th
reunion chair. The hu band of
andy and Henry' older daughter.
Debbie El rein Lemen ' 0 was trag
ically killed in an industrial accident
in harle con,
, the acurday
before Thanksgiving. "Debbie h a
great amount of inner crengch and
i handling each day with a lot of
support from a wonderful commu
nity of friend ," ay andy. he
urges all of us to mark our calenda�
for June 1-3, 2007 and plan co
arcend our 50th reunion. All of rile
event on campu , meals and
accommodation ar provided by
che
Uege for one Aac regi tracion
fee (currently $100), " o not only
will ic be fun, but ic i a bargain you
cannot afford to miss!"
andy reporrs chat Henry has
kept his promise not to retire and still
loves pra ricing law with their n.
andy had both hip replaced - "an
easy, not uncomfortable urgery and
am now bercer than I have been in
years." he is till enjoying volunteer
ing at tl1e Morgan Lib rary in
Bev Vahlceich DeLan ey and
Bill live in leveland Heighrs H,
and have a ummer home in
raft bury ommon, VT. They
have ix grandchildren - four in
J and TWO in ID. Aside from e ing their three children, chey man
aged co cake everal trip lase year.
Their first ocean crui e was che
mo c excen ive: 10 day on Royal
aribbean' Bril/ia11ce of the Sw
and then a tour boat through che
Pedro Miguel and che Miraflores
Locks, Panama, to che Pacific.
Bev keep in rouch wich che col
lege through Bru e Branchini, Hans
and Ella McCollum '21 Vahlceich
Pron or of hemiscry (and chair of
the department). Bev vi iced Dotty
Egan at her lovely home in ew
London, H, last ummer. Dorry i
enjoying her retirement from reach
ing ar olby ollege. Bev also w
Kate Crehan Bowman and hus
band Phil in ME, where they pend
rime at their octagonal lak ide
hou e built by Phil many years ago.
Bev says char Kace and PhiI al o
enjoy their newly remodeled master
bedroom uice ac cheir home in
ewton, MA. Phil, a master crafts
man, did mo c of che work. Kate
and Phil have five grandchildren
who live nearby. Kare continues co
work at Lasell ollege.
ur condolences co Toni 1icus
Frary, who recently r ponded co

c1assnotes
ni}' e-mail with the f. !lowing: "My and i active in many musical
belo\'ed hu band of40 year passed organizations. he al o has incerescs
a\\':II on 8/1 I /0 I . We had 1wo in arr, hi cory and che environmenc.
he plan a pring trip co England
wo�dcrful year of reciremenc
10ge1her, traveling, rafc how , with one ofher sons.
AJso "on her own" ince her hus
horse how , vi icing kid and
grandkids. l_will_ mi him forever." band died in '02, usan Miller
Toni. who lives 111 Medford Lak , Deutsch i doing well with volumeer
J. ,,ay he has been bl ed with work and cour�
at Bo con'
good healch and continue her Museum ofFine Arcs. h cravels and
intcrcsrs in horseba k riding and boughc a new house on anru kec.
art. 'Y, , I rill have a hor e and am
Carol Reeves Parke "love "
riding four or five cim a week, being recired in Ri hmond, 'A. he
vi iced Marie I elin Doebler on
dres,,1ge and jumping!"
. .
Toni r tired fr m tea hmg Ill Martha' Vineyard rhi year and
1cdford Lakes five year ago and e pecially enjoy her younge c
now has cime for her own arr. he grandson and family.
.
Patricia teiger Salazar wm
has four commission from friends,
1eaches an co retirees and gives arr from Lima, Peru, char he and her
I ons ar a local church. he ees hu band are now grandparents of
Mimi Prosswimmer Longyear five. h cea h and ings in a
and Ru every ummer ar their women' group and would like co
cabin in the Berkshires and Aew co se anyone from our class who gees
Dallas co vi ir chem in April. Toni co Peru. Afcer arcending her 50th
ha!> three children, all married, and high chool reunion in J , Patsy
in '08.
each couple ha cwo children. looks forward co our ar
la s Agenc
hair Jean
"They all lead happy, a rive liv .
ac more could a parenc ask for?" Tierney Taub reporc chac our
ancy Keith Lefevre informed annual parcicipacion is well ahead
us 1hac Diane mith Leland, who oflase year' . Thanks co all!
Joan Waxgiser Goodstein
11'3.!> a member ofour class fr hman
and ophomore year , died on de ribes her crip wirh Bobbee
amuel Hir ch on a riverboat
1/1/05. Diane mec her hu band
while rudying abroad ar che U. of from Paris co ice lase summer. In
icnna and was a '57 graduate of the fall, he participaced in an arche
Wa hingron U. ancy Stevens ological dig with Eard1warcl1 . on
Purdy and Connie Stein Higgins Easter I land in the ouch Pacific.
were among Diane' good friends. Boch crips are highly recommended.
Jane Maurey argent gleaned
ndolen es co Diane' family.
new from her annual fund call :
Arline Hinkson-Trinche is
Cormpo11dm1: Judith
chriving as mu i chairperson ofthe
Ank.tmran rson, 17
Id I !arbor Rd.,
Wesrbury Y, publi chool . he
\X'c rpon, IA 02790
finally gor her ceinway, has mas
The apl area of FL and ianci
ter's degrees in arr and music educa
Cl are rill home for Baroara Bearce rion and play violin in rwo or hes
Tun ki and Bob, who welcomed a rras.
granddaughcer lase year. Barb acrended
Jane Hou eman Beckwith
a apl
alumni evem, the only liv in Dallas bur may move closer
member of our class there. he also co her children on rhe Easr oasr.
saw an exhibic by risropher Zhang,
Lynn Jenkins Brown liv on
who raughc painting and drawing ac
, and show
r. Helena I land,
during che full semester. Barbara her arr in Beaufort.
1 impressed chac uch a high-ctlibet
Barbara (BJ) Jenks Harris liv
armr was acrracred co che Uege.
in
with her daughcer. he uffer
culpcor Ann Feeley Kieffer from the effects ofan '02 croke.
collaboraced wich husband Will on
Barbara Kalik Gelfond i ch
a memorial co che ivil War Barrie primary caregiver f. r her husband,
of old Harbor, VA, where several
harles, ince hi rroke om year
of Will' ancescor died. The carue ag . They have chree children; the
can be viewed ac che Tredigar young c was married chi pring.
Mu\eum in Ri hmond, A.
Jane and Bob vi iced family in
Rhoda Lichtig IOeid and Denver and th n cook Bob'
Richard have lived in Palm Beach
hin e exhibit (hi grandfather'
in e '97, where h is a docenc ac che phoco from che early 1900 ) co
Orton Museum of An. he occa Rapid icy and Deadwood, D. In
ionally sees Peggy Goldstein Marx Aug., Bob will be in hina wirh a
and loves crave!, reading and bridge. group of chool cea her , where
AJrhough Ruth Luken Potter rhey will crave! much of the 1903was widowed horcly afcer moving 0 route ofhi grandfather.
to Rome, GA, he remained there
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Travel in the Footsteps of Michelangelo

Rome • Perugia • Florence
Including a private tour ofthe istine Chapel

March 15 - 25, 2006

With Joanne Toor umming '50 Profe or of Italian
Roberc Pr ccor and hi wife, arci t Marcha Wakeman.
o t: 2,975 double occupancy plus airfare. Mo t meal
included. For more information, please concaa Prof. Robert
Proctor, onnecricut ollege, 270 Mohegan Ave., ew
London,
06320, repro@conncoll.edu, 860-442-6146
Judy Ankar tran Carson and
David made che wrenching de i
ion co ell che schoolhouse in Vr
and pend their wincers in Vail
Valley,
, where bod1 kids live.
They will spend pring through fall
in Wi cporr,
.
I wane co thank everyone who
returned the po ccard wich new
for chi column, clas pre idenc
Marilyn Leach Cassidy for her
inspiring annual lercer, and rhe
alumni office ar
for enclo ing
the cards with thac lecrer.
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Cormporulmu:
rolyn Keefe
.tk , 3333 � arrcnsville ncer Rd.,
Apr. 12. hakcr I !eights. H 4 I 22,
nanaoakes@aol.com and Patricia Turley
ighswandcr, 3700 Albemarle r., W,
ashington, D 200 I 6, nighs@aol.com

Editor's Correction: Ann Collver
EIJiot i a recired parole officer, noc
a patrol offi er, as was lisced in th
pring i ue of the magazine. ur
apologies co Ann and che '59 I
correspondents for che rror.
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Im 1otes Edi,or, C:
Com1«1in11 Coll,gr /lfag,umr, 270
T
Mohegan Ave., cw London, C 06320
mvhow@conncoll.edu
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Cormpo11dt11u: Breni Randolph
Reyburn, I 8 edar I I ills Dr., '- roming,
RI 0289 , cmbrcnt@aol. om and ancy
z.icr \'<fhit omb, I 9 rarbuck Rd.,
anru kct, M 02554
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I received a bio of Laun
Cunningham Wilson, who has
been very busy ince graduation. A
phocographer and journali c, he
publi hed her lacesc book, Avedo11
at Work, in '03. le concain phoro
graph and journal enrri c vering
ix year as phocographer Richard
Avedon's a si cane while he was
working on hi book /11 the
American \\rest. In rhe fall of'OO, he
publi hed Hurrerius of Mo111a11a,
which won everal awards. Grit a11d
Glo ry, publi hed in '03, is abouc
high cho I football player from
wesc TX. Her work has appeared in
The ew Yorker. The Washi11gto11
Post Magazi11e, Texas Momhly
Magazi11e and London'
1111day
Times Magfl2.i11e. Laura and hu -

band R berr live in Dallas and are
che parencs ofthree boy : Andrew, a
director, and Luke and wen, big
name Hollyw d rar . If you ar
incer ced in a more expanded view

c, ,u,,1,n,1r1ollll,I \t-\t.HIM

l I ...
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WY. Bonnie and ancy mer for a
quick apr
ki vi it in Jackson in
Jan., and ina joined ancy for a
ki holiday in March.
Your correspondent , Lonnie
and ancy, are eager co receive your
new . Ir' been two year ince our
lase reunion and we'd love co know
what you've all been up co in c char
rime. Please, please end us your
new ! Letters or e-mail notes will
be grar fully received.
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Com:1po11dn11: andra Bannister
Dolan, I
nlx:rra t., lystic, CT
06355, bbdol@ onncoll.cdu

of Laura' accomplishments, look
h r up on rhe W, b. We are very
proud of Laura and her ac om
plishment .
ue Snyder John on has
retired from the World Bank in D
a a enior information proje cs
officer. he i now f, cu ing on
music, golf and cenni . he do a
lor of writing for the
mpo ers
ociery in MD and also plays piano
and sing with mall ombo and
two choral groups. he has been
married co econd hu band Doug
for 14 years. ue has chree children
from her fir c marriage, who work
as a phy ician, a o ial worker and a
restaurant manager. he also has
rwo granddaughter .
ancy Cozier Whitcomb wel
comed her econd grandson in June
'04. he works part time as an inter
preter for ch
antuckec Hi rorical
ociation, leading walking tours
and guides through everal hi tori
home . he and her hu band went
co the alapagos I lands, Patagonia
in Argentina and hile. Then they
wenr around
pe Horn on a 50p enger v el. ancy said it was a
"omber and thrilling experience."
Paula Parker Raye and her
hu band have retired co the ape so
they gee together with ancy and
her husband. Boch men are Ay-fi h
ing enthu iast .
Colleen Dougherty Lund and
husband Bill cook an excen ive
vacation for their 40th wedding
anniversary, fir c co the ouchwesc
for three weeks.
Ileen and Bill
returned home in rime for the birch
of granddaughter mily and ch n
hie the road again for fiv weeks co
England, Pari , and Romania. Then
they went co Bucharest and cook a
boat trip up the Danube co Vienna.
Please end more new .
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orrnpo11dr111: Kay rewan
8 0 I

P. . Box I 126, Layron,

r

rill,
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om:,po11dr1111: .mcy Holbrook
Ar "· 907 Counrry idc 1.. lclc.in.
VA, 1210 I. nharers@,1arp0\\er.n<1 and
Lonnie Jon chorer, 9.H0 Old Burke
Lake Rd., Burke, VA 22015, lonnic
schorcN'aol.com

Martha Joynt Kumar, a prof.
of political ience at Towon . in
MD, i writing a b ok about the
White Hou e communication
op ration and was recently quoced
in The New York Times aying
Pre ident Bush "could be the fir c
president in e Ei enhower co hold
more news conferen c in hi e ond term than in hi first."
Roberta lone mith, who
pore d the article in The New York
Times citing Martha, i
till
involved in volunteer work and
pur uc her intercscs in rug hooking
and knitting. In April, he travel d
with friends co helburne, VT, co
ee the annual rug how at the
Round Barn.
Ed
and
Carole
Hunt
Iwanicki pent che winter month
in their ondo in cuarc, FL. They
hav de ided co make FL their per
manent r idence and will pend ar
lease ix month a year there.
Although retired from her job as a
middl s hool prin ipal, arole i
an educational con ultant.
In
arah Wood
c.,
McCracken and husband Bob cook
a driving trip ouch, vi icing
Poquo on, VA, and
harle con,
. It was cheir fir c real vi ic co
harlescon sin e their hildren were
born there. ally and Bob continue
co love sailing and enjoy reaching
ch ir grand hildren co ail. L-c.r
year, the biggest event for the fami
ly was celebrating son Bob' u c
ful omplerion of the lronman
Triathalon in
ur d'Alene, ID.
Bonnie Campbell Wauters,
ina Heneage Helms and ancy
Holbrook Ayer concinue c tear

up the ki I pc in Jackson Hole,
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orrnpondmt: u.s.1n P k
Robinson, 173 '- itherall Ln., .Manch ter
.cnrer, VT 05255. rcrob@ma .com
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ormpo11dma: Polly Luca,
Pierce, 30 Pierce Rd., Deering, H
032 . piercek@conkner.com and lkl5C)•
taples Ilarding, P. . Box 702, Ja kson,
H 038 6, ,pharding@aol.com
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Com:1po11drm: ndrca Hri ko,

2�06 21 r r., anra lonica,
ahricko@ usc.cdu

90405,
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Corrnpo11dmr: Ph)'lli lkn n
Beighl ·, 6 Id Mill oun.
lumbia,
29206, bcighlep@'lx:llsouth.net

hirleyanne Hee Chew i ecurive
director for economic development
for the hamber of ommerce in
HI. on Jonathan is doing an MBA
at
LA, and daughter Jianna
works at Bloomberg afcer cudying
hinese for a year in Taiwan.
hirleyanne has been in couch with
Susan Lasovick, who works at
Bloomberg.

Mary Anne Fuller Graharek

lives in Raleigh,
, with husband
Bob, a railroad consultant. he i
director of the Tea hing-Learning
enter
Durham le hni al
ommuniry
llege and run distan e education cl,
and rhe high
school-ro- ollege initiative .
he
would love co hear from Olhers with
imilar inter cs (grabarek@mind
spring.com). n Rob i a carrogra
phcr near hi go, and daughter
Julie i in linical resear h in
,
where he live with hu band
hannen and son
Jean Wrnan Fi her and hus
band
erry Lanrz. moved co
Th rncon, PA, where he i manag
er of informacion ervice ar
,
TV' home shopping n rwork. Inc.
T hey enjoy hor
ountry in and
ar und he ter ounry.

Roberta

Ward

Hollem an

Ginger

Puder

Goldfarb's

retired from reaching and became a
PA in '04. he i learning Feng
hui, y ga and "12- trand D
th rapy.� randdaughter ierra Faye,
was born in '04. Roberra had a great
visit with Donna Johnston in pt.
daughter Janie (Brown '97), a gl
arri r, was married on 3/29/0 . on
Andrew ( eorge Washington U.
Law
hool '02) clerks for ch
D
Appellate Judge Robert M.
ros . on Je(f, a junior at Duke,
p nc a em rer abroad in Florence,
Italy, and n Kem, a high chool
enior i awaiting college applica
tion results.
ue Mabrey Gaud rill works
at Kraft, bur husband Henry has
retired from Pfizer. Daughter Emily
i a enior at the . of olorado,
Boulder, and son Henry aud III
'07 major in ar hireccural rudi
and i on rhe varsiry rra k ream.
Lesley Guyton pra ti es immi
gration la� in t. Paul, M . h
became a grandmother in '04 and i
thrilled char her daughter and fam
ily have moved co M . After fin
ishing law chool, her daughter will
intern in her office. Her on is a
ophomore at UMass, Amher r.
Juliana Thorp Ratliff had an
eventful year with her daughter'
wedding in April and h r own retire
ment as a high hool college coun
elor in June. After they complete
oncology fellow hip at Duke, her
daughter and n-in-law will join a
medical pracri e in
harranooga,
T . n Jamie works for a finan ial
management firm in ashville.
Pauline
owick h, retired
from tea hing after 32 year in the
van con, IL, s hool and now
tutors in the hicago public school
with rhe o hild Left Behind Act
and volunteer at the
hicago
Borani
on David
arden.
er rein, a junior at the Eastman
chool of Music in Roche rer,
recently played at
rnegie Hall in
rhe ew York tring r h tra.
Leslie Levin Dangel runs her
own marketing con ulring/ onrra r
ing busine in Bo ton.
n Ju tin
lives in Bo con and has his own
investment firm,
nb k Dangel.
Daughter Julianna lives in L.A. and
works for a production ompany.
Dorcas Hardy run a govern
ment relation /con ulting firm
fo u ed on enrirlement is ue .
Hu band am pagnolo, a pulmo
nologist, is profes or of medi ine at
eorge � ashingron Hospital and
eteran Medical
mer in D .
They have four grandchildren. he
was appointed by President Bu h co

classnotes
chair the '05 W hite House
Conference on Aging.
leis Chartoff Leonard plan co
retire chi year as admissions direc1or at che Farbrook chool in horr
Hills, J. Daughter Emily com
pieced her MBA at olumbia and
works at U Trust in Manhattan.
on Andrew lives in Bo con where
he works at Analysi Group. Lase
ummer, Iri hiked with friends
from Budape t, Hungary, co
Karakul. he and husband Jay vi ic
ed with Kathy Doyle Wetherell
and Tom in chenecrady,
Y,
where they both have parencs, pick
ing up right where they lefr off 20
years ago.
Ruth Kirschner Young had rwo
productions chis year and a book
publi hed in Jan. on er and mak
ing erhical choices for teens.
Daughter May, 15, is thriving in high
school. Ruch ees Judy Irving often.
Joyce ewman recencly left her
position as direcror of broadcast
for
media
lncerner
and
Environmental Defense Fund and
is now doing freelance consulting
on Web and media projeccs for her
old employer, Con umer Reporcs,
while looking for a new executive
role. Her family i doing well and
her kid are all grown up.
Pamela Berky Webb has been
directing a parenr education pro
gram for young parents for the lase
1 5 years. Hus band Perer has a der
macology practi e when he' nor
running
marathons.
Alli on
(UCLA '00) is a second-year med
ical rudenr at U. of Miami with
Marcia McMeen Deign an's son.
Pamela and Marcia enjoyed getting
reacquainrcd. Hilary i a sopho
more at Tulane. They rry co ee
Kathy Hensler White and Ken
whenever they visit ew rleans.
Tyler (U. of an Franci co '03) is an
aspiring hip-hop mu ic artist. T hey
traveled co Ru ia, Finland, Poland
and the zcch Republic lasr epr.
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Corrr1po11dr111: Judi Bamberg
�lariggio, 1070 ugar ands Blvd. #384,
Riviera Beach, FL 33 0 , jgmariggio
@bellsourh.nc1
Linda Abel Fos een wa hired
(wicl1 four days' norice!) co reach an
incroductory psychology cla ar a
college 30 miles from her Houston
home. ''I' v e never taught before! I
received my graduate degree in edu
cational psychology buc had co do a
quick brush-up. I'm lirerally one
sentence aliead of my studenrs. My
dissertation is now a book chapter.
' chool Uniform in Middle
chool : Enhancing ldentiry and
ecuriry' in Evnlunting Public chool

Unifomu: A Decade of Resettrch, to
be published later chis year."
Don and Ellen Aronoff Kent
went on a three-week rrain journey
co Japan in the fall in celebration of
their 35rh wedding anniversary.
"We till love living in FL. We've
rented a house in Rockport, ME,
chis summer and hope co give Ellen
Lougee Simmons a call."
Cordalie Benoit was appoint
ed director of community garden
for the ew Haven Land Trust.
"\Y/e have about 50 garden in ew
Haven. T he land crust also has a
con ervarion ide wicl1 almo c 60
acres in preserves. I would love to
hear from anyone involved in imi
lar endeavor ."
One of che benefics of Susan
Cannon's job is chat he visits early
childhood program around the
counrry. he pent a lovely winter
weekend in L.A. with Linda McCoy
Burnett. "The rains lee up in rime for
us co enjoy Descanso Gardens and
the Huntington ardens."
Randi Freelon-Vega lives in
Baltimore, MD, wich husband Jim
Perry and step on Jo h. T hree chil
dren from her fir r marriage are all
grown, married and parencs chem
elves. "I am a grandmother co eight
beautiful children. I have my dream
job, direccor of cultural affair for
Baltimore icy, working on urban
revicalizarion through rhe arr ,
among ocher things." After many
years "away," Randi i eager co
reconnect with her
family.
Living in the Dominican
Republic, Donna Hicks de Perez
Mera has een a number of large
Dominican firms and infrastruc
tures purchased by
hine e,
Brazilian, Mexican and Arab inter
esrs. Her rran larion/ interpretation
business ( anto Domingo Speakers
Bureau, .A.) rhriv , expanding
with the lncernec co in lude rran na
tional firms in China, rhe U.K.,
anada, ouch America and U . .
"My husband, erm:in, and I lead
an otherwise quiet life dedicated to
home, our cwo Rorrweiler , music
and nieces and nephews, with trip
co rhe races co visit family and have
medical checkup . I would love co
hear from any
cl mares travel
ing through che aribbean."
Ellen Robinson Epstein's bu i
ness Concierge America Inc. con
um the bulk of her time, but "we
did rake a trip to Australia, and I
spent my birthday in Tasmania." Her
fucher recently turned 85, and Ellen
"can't believe I am now older tl1an my
parents were when we were at C."
Sally Yerkovich recently had
her fir r rrip co Ireland, where he

addressed the Irish Museum
A ociacion. he was appointed
president of the Tribute Center, a
museum and vi irors center ar the
World Trade enter sire rhar will
open lacer chis year. " ince Sepe. 11,
I have been involved in a number of
c1v1c projeccs in and about lower
Manhattan. I have lived there for
19 year and led the ew ]er ey
Hiscorical ociery' ' hanged Lives'
project chat is documenting rhe
impact of9/l I Oil
Ann Barber writes, "E-mail is a
wonderful way to help people stay
connecred." h keep in couch
wirh Donna Hicks de Perez-Mera
and Alice Wellington.
nd an e-mail co a long-lo r
classmate, or use chose free weekend
cell phone minur co reconnect.
Alumni addresses and phone num
bers can be found in the directory
mailed prior co lase year's reunion and
on the Alumni nline mmuniry
on the
Web, and chis correspon
dent i also very happy co assist.

r
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o=po11dm1: Myrna handler
old tcin, 5 '- oods End Rd., Lincoln,
MA 01773, mgoldsr@massm«l.org
A I prepare these nores, on che
evening before my 57th birthday,
we in the orcheasr are once again
expe ring another nowsrorm. A
wearher forecaster announced chat
tl1i winter was one of che nowie r
in hi tory. Ir i very comforting to
know char by the rime these note
appear in print, chi endles winter
will be over. (By the way, back in
'70, I never could have imagined
chat I would one day be 57. ow, it
doesn't eem so old!)
PrisciUa Chrisanan ewbury,
who lives in Brooklyn,
, lead the
residential lending group in a pri
vate bank. "Dealing da.ily wirh high
end real esrare transactions leaves
me, mo r rimes, feeling as though I

have ju r given birch (again), and
cl1is feeling recur about 10 times a
week!" Pricilla' husband, Bill,
retired bur oncinues co work as a
consulrant. Oldest daughrer u-zy
graduared from Oberlin chi spring.
ophie i a freshman at olby.
" he's become very much the cow1rry girl, even co the point of consid
ering geology as a major." And,
ordelia, her rhird daughter, will
attend high school in
C.
Alana Flan1er Fodeman and
hu band Alan, celebrated 35 year
of marriage lase ummer. Her hus
band till works full-rime pracricing
law. "I married him for berrer or
wore. oc lunch." In '03, son
Morri married Farin
ha in.
Andrea Cox Hin, one of Alana'
bridesmaid , attended che "gala cel
ebration" in Manharcan. Farin i a
Brooklyn di crier arcorney. Morri i
an as i cane U . . attorney wirh the
Ju rice Deparrmenr in Brooklyn.
Alana' daughter, ydney, i a mas
sage therapi c and birch coach who
lives in Boulder,
he is che
mother of Alana' grand on, Jake.
Alana is president of Fairfield
Hadas ah, a fundraising group of
700 ladies (300,000 nationally),
raising money for projects in Israel.
And, she erves on che national
Board of Israel Bonds.
Karen Blickwede Knowlton,

of Lake Villa, IL, srill works parr
time as a home-based travel con
sultant. Although her husband's
busy chedule has made ic difficult
for tl1em co travel, last full Karen
and Kim were able to pend five
day in an Diego. "Enjoyed lot of
good ighr eeing (zoo, historic area
of rown, couring the aircraft carrier
U Midway)." Last fall, Karen was
elected ecrecary of rhe hicago
chapter of the aribbean Touri m
rganiz.acion, "which i dedicated
co promoting aribbean couri m
and providing charitable assi ranee

ll tl'" l(lllll1Ulllc,l\l"'•Ul'-l
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co che people of the
ribbean,
e pecially tho e in orphanage ,
nur ing homes and ocher social wel
fure in cirucion . " Karen id char
che hicago hapcer "ha been
named hapcer of the Year everal
rimes in che I c decade by che gen
," which i head
eral board of
quartered in
As for ch
old rein , after
almo r 27 years of working ar MIT,
Mark "retired" on April I to devote
hi full energi to his po ition
founding chief of ado! enc medi
eneral
cine at Massa hu ere
H pical (which he began in '03).
We are al working on our book on
midlife healch issues, whi h will be
publi hed by quare ne Publishers.
ur son, Breer, is working full
time while earning a ( cond) mas
ter' degree in computer cience, and
our daughter-in-law, arah, i rudy
ing full time for a master' degree in
public health. amancha is in her
fourth y r of a five-year Harvard
Medical chool program. Ac pr enc, he i inter red in a career in
pediatric international health.
Please end me your updar
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orn,spondent: ancy Jam ,
110 Paradise Av ., 1iddlcrown, RI
028 2 and harloue Park r Vincent.
5347 ainsborough Dri\'e, Fairfax. A
22032, charloue_\'in cnt@alum.con
ncoll.edu
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Cormpo11dent: ally
Ma Laughlin hier, 808 urh Main
r., eneva, Y 14 56.
soli, ier@r h tcr.rr.com

A pecial thank you co ally
MacLaughlin Olivier, who ha
agreed co erve a cl, orrc pon
denc. Please end her y ur new ar
the addr es above.
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Cormpondmts: ancy Jen n
DC\·in, 1365 East lain Rd., Portsmouth.
RJ 02871, najd"' aol.com and Mary
Ann ill ircdy, P.O. Box 207," ycombc,
PA 189 O. masircd) ircdy.com
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Corr,,po11dr111: heryl 1-rec<lman,
970 'idn y far us Blvd., E, Apt.
1104, danta, GA 30324, cfrecdman
@rylcrco.com
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Cormpo11dr111s: Miriam
Josephson Whirehou , P. . Box 706 ,
pc Porpoi , ME O O I , casablan a
@addphia.net and ancy Gruver, 2127
Columbus Ave., Dulu,h, I 55803.
nJ.ncyg@ newmoon.org

Mark Warren will ride in his 11th
Pan Mass hallenge (PM ) bicy le
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o,,1enctff(lll£{,I M\ '21 I

event Aug. 5-7 to rai e money for
che Dana Farber ancer In ricure
(DF I). Lasr year, rhc PM , the
country' large t ingle arhlccic
fundrai er, gave 20 million to rhe
Jimmy Fund, whi h in turn ends
che money to the DF I, which
upporc pediatric cancer re earch
and creacm nc.The PM has raised
122 million in its 25-year hi tory.
If you are o moved, please go to
www.pmc.org and end a donation
on b half ofMark, rider 05120- .
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Cormpo11dmts: Kennc,h Abel,
334 " . 19th ,., Apt. 28. New York. Y
10011. k nn6l 6@aol.com and usan
Hazlehum lilbrath, 5830 . alcna r.,
80 I 11,
rccnwood Village,
hmilbrath@aol.com
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David Alden, wife Anne and fumily
are moving co T hailand for a few
years. He i head of marketing, sales
and ervice for Ford in Asia and
Africa and has worked for Ford for
27 years. Twin daughters will attend
the International chool in Bangkok
for their senior year. Prior to leaving,
they will visir
char both girl
can see the campus and interview.
John Alderman and Nancy
Si inky Alderman celebrated
Mardi ras in Bronxville,
, at
che home of Guy Morris and wife
Pam. Al o in arcendance were
Matthew GelJer and Diana and
David Ro enthal '78 and Leslie.
John and ancy recently drove ro
Id aybr ok, CT, ro meer furure
rudenr, Philip Loucks Warren,
born in Jan. ro Mark Warren '75
and Lissa Loucks Warren '88.
alJy Apfelbaum has photo
graph in the exhibit," ncemporary
Photography and the
ardcn:
Deceits and Fantasies," traveling ro
museums around ch country. A
book with che same citle was pub
Ii hed in conjunction with ch how.
Linda

Bordonaro

D wyer

{with husband Jim and daughter
Maureen, I 6, and Diane, I I) ran
into Maria Moumouris MitcheU
and family at their husbands' 30th
reunion ar rhe
oa r
uard
Academy last
t. Maria had
arranged for the blind dare between
Jim and Linda during the pring of
'73 when Linda and Maria lived in
the Vinal co-op. While in cw
London, rhc Dwyer vi ired
hu
Pr fi or Emeritus harle
and wife Berry. harl gave Linda
rip on rea hing foreign languages
char had rhe children pending the
r r of the weekend re icing in
hin e, "As soon as I have money,
rhen I buy beer.
on as I buy
beer, then I drink the beer ... "
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lim Cates i rill pracncmg
ur logy in Wilmington, DE. Wife
ally i now a full-rime real escace
agent for Remax of Wilmington
and i finding it quire fulfilling. on
Burke, 17, a self-described comput
er nerd, just gor firsr place for best
Web page in a national roboti
tournament. Kjell, 15, i a fresh
man at Wilmington Friends hool
and play la rosse.
Craig Chapman i rill a partner in ch
office of law firm
idley Au tin Brown & Wood,
where he' been for more rhan 20
years. He and wife usie become
empry nesrer in the fa.II when
young r daughter Louise goes to
lgare. ( Id r daughter Jane will
be a sophomore ar
). "Marrin
Lammert '77 and I had grear eats at
Busch radium in r. Louis ro warch
the Red x win the World ri . (I
was happier wich the result than
Marrin)." Wich hi new freedom,
raig hopes ro ee more of
cl mac , including Marrin, Michael
Ridgway '75, Ted chime '75, Jay
DeZeeuw and Bill ordon '77.
Prudy Cheney Dorazio and
hu band Ernie arc finishing a major
remodel of their home in oank,
CT. "Ernie and I will be elebracing
our 25d1 anniversary chis year, and
our oldest child is abour to turn 21.
I've been working for Pfizer in ew
London in on ology resear h and
development ince leaving Yale. We
enjoy anibel I land, FL, to help
break up the ew ngland winters".
Lynn Cooley lives in uilford,
, with hu band Ted Killiam and
daughrer
Eleanor, I 0, and
harlorce, 8. he works at Yale
M dical hool as a profi or of
geneci . The fumily enjoyed kiing
rhi pasr winter.
Pat Dingle, who works ar
larion . in PA, held an exhibition
ar rhe Main rreer enrer, in
larion. "The Paradi
·hibic" was
funded by larion'
ollege of
Education and Human ervices. Par
i also directing "A checic Awaren
Day, Arc A rivid for hildren" and
tl1 .. mpecirive Edge Academic
Excellence Project." The programs
are funded through rhe larion
Universiry Foundation In . and che
race y rem of Higher Educarion of
Pennsylvania, re pectively. On
3/7/05, she presented a
ion tided
" raying Alive in the Arc lassroom"
ac rhe
acional Art Education
1anon nvention in Bo ton.
Lisa Dintiman i living in the
hadow of Mr. hasra, Mr. Lassen
and the Trinirie in
orthern
alifornia. he i an o reopathic
fumily phy i ian, incrodu ing airer-

native approach while crying ro
keep her sanity in an accirudinal
environment quire oppo ice ro chat
of onnecricur liege.
Ginny Hemlock Hajek and
son Michael, a junior ar lastonbury
(Cl) High hool, attended che
Alumni ns and Daughters program ar
in Feb. rganized b,
the alumni and admission offi ,
che weekend provided an excellent
inrroduccion ro
, as well as
invaluable informacion abour the
admi ion proc in general.
Robert Hoffman lives outside
Wilmington, DE, wirh wifi
Barbara and rwo on , ag 12 and
9. He i rill produ ing relevi ion
commer ial and infomercial and
is a parrner in a dire t-co-consumer
produces company. For the past
three year , Roberr has also been
pending one week per month in
Vancouver, B , where he works as a
celevi ion advertising con ulrant for
a relecom company.
Dave Palten i passing on rhe
rradirion. After graduating
from
, son James Palcen '04 is
now working at P D porres in
Bri col, CT. Although cheir middl
daughter defecred ro
olby.
youngesr daughter Emily will join
che
family chi epc.!
Peggy Powell works ar
in rhe library archives and pecial
collecrion , and he cakes cl e
there as well. he i till with Zed,
her boyfriend of the past ix year ,
and i al o rill a uaker. Her mom
passed away in '90 from a broken
hip and Jzheimer' , and her dad i
srill perky and cogent ar age 81, liv
ing in rural ME.
Rich Primason's book, Choi«
Pnrroring (iUniverse), is doing well.
He' afraid to ler his kids see ir,
though; chey could reveal che rruch.
Kevin mith conrinues to find
joy and excitement in botanical
research and rareful Dead music.
He lead the For r ervice Research
project char he worked for as an M
rudent ar
H. He lives in ouchem ME, is happily married for 11
years (d1e econd rime around) and
is learning to be a grandpa.
lired of working for ochers,
usan Hazlehur t Milbrath and
husband Don have gone into high
gear as entrepreneur , rarring three
busin es. ing her crapbooking
kill , u an has been designing and
making custom album for others
since
er. '03. B csy Payne
hannon '45 is one of her clients. In
'04,
usan and Don rarred
uburban
ylinder
xpre
Denver ouch, a Fran hise concept
bringing che propane rank

---

classnotes

change directly ro the cu romer.
A]so last year, they became I H P
franchi e and opened their first
, and
resraurant in Longmont,
hope to open more.
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Cormpondmts: Kimberly-Toy

R<"\·nold Huh, I000 . Lake horc Dr.,
pt. 05, hicago, IL 6061 I. KimToy
@Caol.c om and l'aul (l'ablo) Finmaurice,
01- E"an hapd Rd., Baltimore, MD
21211, rwipl prodigy.net, Dan Booth
ohcn, danbcohen@r n.com
o- orre pondenr,
las
cw
Dan (Iron Lung) Cohen reports a
broad pecrrum of maruriry and
pro periry from clas mare as we
reach the chronological half-centu
ry mark rhi year.
David argent's on, Tucker,
in rhe fall.
will be a freshman at
David lives in a beautiful hou e in
Vf, rides horses and run a busin
in archirecrure and graphic design.
He enjoys watching hi younger
children, Tim and harlorre, peed
down the slop .
Ch k our Bob Zwick's digs ar
www.dondoric.com. ice, Bob! Bob
and hi former roes recommend
avoiding brown recluse piders.
Ali a Gold Jacobs lives the
married good life in eacoast H as
a full-time morher of cwo, ages 8
and 13. he volunteer for many
nonprofits and cakes tl1e occasional
paying client as a marketing con
ultant. he' a five-year breast canngrarulacion !
cer urvivor.
The Reverend Deacon Ann
Rumagc Fritschner lives 30 min
utes from Sheila aunders in western
. Her rep on attend
Brown, and her 16-year-old rep
. Ann
daughrer is considering
volunteer ar a church for the
heville. he' in
homeles in
touch with tuart adick.
Eva Fellows and Alan Kane
report char '05 is a lor berrer than '04.
Their kids are well, hurricane damage
is repaired, business is rebounding.
and joumali m standards keep ink
ing ro more lucrative levels.
David chonberger i big in
r I estate. Wat h these pages for
more derails.
through t. Loui ,
If you p
stop at Lammert' Furniture for a
good deal on a eccional sofu or bed
room er from rhe Marrin 5
olleccion. Martin Lammen V,
wife Karen and son Martin Vl are
rdinal fun . They ho red
huge
raig hapman '76, who Rew ro t.
t. to ee rh Red ox win
uis in
the World eri . D pice raig'
anr1 and refusal to I ve the radi
um for hours after the game, larrin
remained a good pore.

Ted von Glahn lives with his
wife and children in an Ra.fuel,
. Ted know everything about
managed health care.
For the next i ue, nd your
tories of omerhing you thought
was bad char turned our to be good,
or omerhing you thought was
good char turned our r be bad.
n a somber noce, Ken Tobler
nt in the following: " andy Leith,
David Fiderer '79 and I planned a
weekend reunion for Walter Palmer
this p c July. Walter had been suf
fering with liver can er for the past
two years, receiving treatment at
Yale- ew Haven Ho piral, while
raying with hi parents in Rocky
Hill,
. I Aew in from c. Loui .
David somehow managed to find
rickets, and andy hosted che group
in Dedham. We took Walter to the
x game at
pivotal Yankees/Red
x in the
Fenway - won by th
bottom of the ninerh on July 24. It
was great to be together wich Walter
and we all rayed in close contact
with him until he died on cc. 22."
of '77 ends sympaThe I
thy co Walter' fumily and friend .
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rrie \'v'ilson,
31 Brookview Rd., Hollisron, MA 01746,
newbold@aol.com and usan Calef
Tobiason, 70 !'ark Terrace East, Apr. 41,
cw York, Y I 0034, srobiason
@webrv.net
Cormpondmu:

Isabel Borras Mar£n has moved co

a farm in che countryside ofYauco,
Puerto Rico. he al o completed
her doctoral degree in guidance and
coun cling at the . of Puerto Rico
la c year. onracr I abel at cielo
mar4@yahoo.com. Plea e conracr
the alumni office at 800-888-7549
for I abd's new addr
When asked co recall anti from
his
days, Tom (TI{) Kadzis
recalled when he and some friends
were making "loud noises" ar ru
dents heading for dinner in che Plex.
A passerby rook exception ro rh
commotion and knocked on TK's
door. Hi friends hid in the closer,
leaving TK to fuce the ]-Board alone.
When ch board peculated char
Tom was nor alone, he confessed
char he , • parr of a group of
prankster . "Then name name ,
please," he was rold. Unwilling to
nicch, Tom' puni hment was dou
bled, bur his reputation confirmed.
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Cormpo11dn11: Michael Fishman,
7 raigmoor Road, '- 1 Hartford, CT
06107. michacl_b_fahman@uhc.com

Jim Garvey was recently promoted

co associate dean for development
hool of Denral
Penn'
at

Medicine. Jim i al o completing
raduare
hi do rorare ar Penn'
hool of Education.
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Cormpondmts: Elizabeth Hardie
cl n, 12 hurch 1rcc1, Brisrol, Vf
05 3, ehnclson@togCLher.net and Tony
Lirrlelicld, I08 Hilltop Dr., h renown,
MD 21620, tlinlelicld2@washcoll.edu

The I of '80 is deeply saddened
by new of the death of Donald
Lemen, husband of Debbie Elstein
Lemen. Donald died instantly in a
tragic industrial accident on
11/20/04. Although her family all
, Debbie is finding a
till live in
grear deal of sola e in the love and
arrencion of her very many friends
and neighbor in Mount Pleasant,
, where he has lived for the past
16 years. The class sends sympathy ro
Debbi and her fumily, including her
mother, andra Hom Elscein '57.
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Cormpondmtr. Jeffrey Michaels,
jmichacl capa ccss.org and L.aur:i Allen,
232 ummir Avenue, Apt. WI03,
Brookline, MA 02446, !alien@

invest.com
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Kevin uHivan recently moved co

Wickford, RI, wirh wife Ann and
on pencer, 7, and Brendan, 5.
Hi ons play ho k y while Keven
coaches. "We wenc all the way co
rhe race finals - ir' a lirtle easier
co go co che rare final in RI than
mo r other rates!" Ann works ar
Pfizer in rocon, CT, while Kevin
ullivan & ompany, an
overse
adveni ing and de ign firm in
Providence (number of employe
three). "I ee James Kellogg, who
rill live in Manhattan, and ail
amp on Leichtman '80, who lives
in Lexington MA."
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Cormpondenu: Deborah

alomon mirh, 236 Lori Lane, orwalk,
CT 06851 and Eliza Helman Kraft, 3707
E I th Ave., akland !'ark, FL 3333 •
ejhquigley@aol.com
ngrarularions to Andrew Chait
and Hedy Harrman on che birch of
Jeremy in Feb. He weighted 9 lb .,
8 oz., and was 21-1/4 inches long!
Everyon i doing well.
Lynne Rothney-Kozlak rill
liv in Harleysville, PA, (40 mil
norrhw r of Philly) with husband
Paul and their cwo ca and is limb
ing the corporare ladder in managed
care (and has die gray hairs ro prove
ic). he i till auto- r ing ar the
L II and
national level (
Pro lo) in either their '97 Porsche
hevy
911 or rheir faithful '89
Camaro. Lynne i "winning again r
rhe boys," including her hu band

Congratulations to thefallowing
alumni who had children or
grandchildren in the graduating
Class of2005:
Miriam Brooks Butterwonh '40,
granddaughter Teal Buccerworch

Jane Holcombe Dewey '40,
granddaughter ara Dewey
usan awyer Earle '72,
daughter Katherine Ann Earle
Patricia herwin Garland '73,
daughter Rebecca Garland

Edna Roth Griffith '42,
grandson Daniel

riffith

Valerie Zucker Holt '70,
daughter Rachel Holr
Roben Huebsch.er '76,
daughter Emily Ro e Hueb cher

Deborah Rifchin McDowell '74,
son Andrew McDowell

Laura

ash '70,

daughter Corinna

ash Beal

Diane Cecrulo Savage '73,
daughter tephanie avage

David human '74,

daughter Maria

uadra

Lisa Allen Spencer '77,
daughter Abby pencer

Billie Fanjoy Staub '53,

grandson

achaniel caub

Amy Lewis Tabor '72,
son Adam Lewi Tabor

Mary Gamble Taylor '77 &
Peter Taylor '78,
daughter

laire Taylor

Florence McCrea Wright '62,
on W illiam M

rea Wright

(alrhough Paul won a national
champion hip in '04, and Lynne
didn't). he i downhill kiing and
has fond memories of our 20th!
Ben Robin on w che featured
illu ioni r recently on the Hi rory
hannel' Behind-the- cen original movi , "The French Revolution."
H recreated the dreaded guillotine,
except there was a happy ending in
his performance. Ben has finished a
new book, Tht Magician, after I 0
years of writing and research. His
hcarr is well; it has been more than a
year since his last operation.
Randall Klitz is in FL per
forming with the orchestra for the
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national road how of "The King
and I." He's loving the weather.
Stewart Saltonstall lives in the
sunny ouch, just minutes north of
Jacksonsville, FL, in the beautiful
coastal cown of c. Mary's (the sec
ond oldest cicy in the U. .). If you
are ever in the area, please stop by
and say hdlo.
Liza Helman Kraft had a nice
visit with Lynn e Rochney-Koz.lak
and Paul in Ft. Lauderdale in ov.
"I enjoyed catching up with my
classmates during the annual fund
drive, either by phone or e-mail,
Mark
including
(Kram)
Dannenberg (four kids!), Jerry
Schanz (still secs Jim and Rich),
Meg Garvey, Linda Stone
Neuenhaus, Grant Ward and John
Pearson. Of course, Kim Jaeckd
'83, Peter Bernson (married with
cwo kids in CT) and Chris
Fascione (bringing 'Literature co
Life' all over che U. .) are always in
the mix!" Li1.a is scill in Fe.
Lauderdale, juggling work, kids and
husband, waiting for Bob McBride
co come vi ir again, and dreaming
of a horse furn.
After 20 year of working 24/7
for Death car- iz.ed adverri ing
agencies in
, John Pearson
realized he had an amazing fumily
he barely aw: a great wifi , Lorrie,
and three uper kid , ooper, 12;
laire, I 0, and Annie, 8. o he
decided co run rafica roup, a
"creative boutique" ad agency min
utes from hi home. "Three hour
of commuting a day down co 0
minutes. weec!" ay John. The
Pear on fumily pends chi extra
rime sailing their Beerle c off rhe
bea h of their summ r horn in
Barn cable, MA, and skiing in the
wincer.John i till good friends
with Grant Ward. John can be
reached ac: jpear on@grafica.om.
Former edicor of CC Magazine
Carrie Crosson Gilpin writes,
" rill happily raising my three chil
dren in car dale, Y. I wrice fea
ture new cories for The cnrsdale
lnquirtr and do lot of volunteer
work for the hool . Husband Ted
rill works all the way downtown, as
the F of an in urance company.
He and I b ch love Y , and we
go in ofcen and cake the kids, coo.
We pend the ummer in RJ, where
we bought a mall (very, very mall)
corcage righr near my i cer and
brorher and their fumilies."
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Cormpo,ukm: Elizabeth rccne
Roo , 5 Bu han Road, Andover, 1A
01810, lizandmikeroo,@comcasr.ne1

Herb Hoitt married
ancy
cafli r, lase ummer in Italy.
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Edie Taylor Rathbone i
deputy gen ral coun el ac the
Massachusert
Department of
Meneal Health. he :mended
graduation chi year co
laire Taylor, graduate. laire ",
born during our senior year.
Dominic Colonna live m
Li le, IL, with wife
lie, Lily, I ,
and Joe, 9. They o casionally ee
Ali on romwell '82, who lives in
Lin oln ParR with h r husband and
daughter. Domini ord red ev ral
copies of Tom Lee's ('82) cory
celling D chis hri rmas and lase
after eeing it adverci ed in the mag
azine. He highly recommends it.
La t ummer, Dominic vi iced
Loui e Zeitlin How mon '8 and
her delighrful fumily in berlin,
H. He i chair of che theology
department ar Lewi U., a mall lib
ral arts hool in Romeoville, IL,
and was recently granted tenure.
Jeremy Kramer and Becca
Davies live in
with rewarc,
14; Edward, 12; Dai y, 9, and
eorge, 6. Their hedule is h tic
with hool, acriviri and work. The
boys go co
llegiacc chool, and
Daisy goes co pence (like Becca).
Their interests arc quite diverse musical cheater ( tewarc), baseball
(Edward), cenni (Edward, Dai y
and eorge), piano ( ccwart and
Daisy), arc (George) and inging
( tewarc and Daisy). Jeremy has
been ar eube rger Berman for 12
years, first as a securiLies analyst and
now a porrfolio manager.
Leanne Pedro Gravel and Jim
Gravel moved from Portland co
carborough, ME. Leanne i head
coach of
asral Maine Aquati , a
U A wimming lub, and tea hes
Larin at c. Pacrick'
chool in
Portland. Jim i a dire tor ac
and
tea he
numProvident
a counting at Husson
ollege.
Danielle, 15; Robby, 13; Kip, 12,
and Jerry, 9, are all swimmers and
parci ipace in meets from ME co A.
Anna Li a Erickson aw Anne
Merrick Kellstrom and fumily in
lenwood prings,
, chi winter. Anna Li a lives in the ail
alley, and Anne and family were
vacationing in nowmass - o they
plic the difTerence and caught up as
they oaked in che hor prings in
lenwood.They talk co Andrea
Watt frequently and hope co all get
cogecher oon.
Meredith Drake and G regg
Hartvigsen are enjoying their 20th
year of marriage in pscate Y.
regg i an asso iace profe or of
e ology at
Y
en eo, and
Meredith i a freelance writer.Tom,
I 0, and Ph be, 7, and many pets
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keep them bu y. onca c chem at
harrvig@gen eo.du and mdrake
@g 11 o.edu or visit their Web ice
ar www.geneseo.edu/ �harrvig.
Bech Lennan Becker and hus
band eil have their own real escac
law firm in Wescporc, T. on
Jordan, ixth grade, appeared in hi
school' production of d1e musical
"Honk!" Jo h, third grade, swims on
the Wi rport Water Wrat team. Bech
enjoyed her annual autumn visit
with &lie Taylor Rathbone and Liz
Greene Roo .They missed Tanah
Kalb, who was with her fumily
proudly watching n Max win an
award fi r his robori ream project.
Tanah Kalb won a gold medal
in the women' mascer four evenc
at che Head of the harle chi past
full. ongrats co Tanah and her
boar for all of their hard work!
Anne Schulson Young lives in
Riverdale,
, and tea h
ond
grade ac lumbia rammar chool
in
he returned to the I, r m chre years ago after working
as an admission dire cor at
lumbia rammar. ( he has been
ac Columbia ince college.) During
ummers, Anne is co-direccor of
mp K'Ton Ton at the 92nd c Y,
for 3-5 year olds.Jason, 15, and
Daniel, 12, accend
olumbia
hool, and
rammar and Prep
Anne and ceve will celebrate their
20th anniversary chi June. ceve is
dir ctor of athletics for ch
happaqua ntral hool District.
Loren Shapiro vi iced wich
u an Rocacori M uliffe '82,
Jocelyn Taylor Dezell and Jim
Dezell ' I during chool vacation.
They met at ue' parents' house in
Wi c Hartford, so all their kids could
play cogecher while the parents did
some much-needed catching up.
Loren also saw Mark Fmnegan
and David Kaster ac a book recep
ti n ho red by Herb Hoitt. Herb
ho ced the re epcion for Minnie
hurchill, author of ir Winston
Omrrhi/L· His Lift and His Paintings.
Betsy Gorvine Abrahams i in
her ninth year as executive dire tor
of the Youth ouncil in a hua,
H, and i in che final cages of a
three-)' ar fellow hip with the
Roberc Wood Johnson Foundation
to develop her I ader hip kill
around reducing ub ranee abu
among youth. he and daughter
Jane carke, 14, live in Merrimack.
For more information, v1 1t
, vw.cheyouchcouncil.org
and
www.developingleader hip.erg.
Eric Brunstad represented E.
Pierce Mar hall a hi appellate
coun el in the Anna icole mich
litigation in
. "Thi past Dec.,

the urc of Appeal for the inch
ircuit threw out Anna' claim
again c my diem and vacated an
89 million judgmenc." Eric tea hat Yale La, chool. He and hi\
wife live in Avon, CT, with Eri ,
13, Rob, IO, and Alexandra 8. Eric
has worked on 18
upreme
ourc cas , arguing cwo of chem.
Cynthia Cunningham had an
arcicle publi hed in the Feb.i ue of
The Harvard Business Review. The
ne
arci le, "1',vo Executive ,
areer," fo uses on her experience
job haring an cucive po irion at
Fie t Bank for ix year . "I co
authored the article with my jobhare partner, and we plan to con
tinue our careers rogecher, which i
generating a loc of inreresc. The
Boston Globe i doing a feacure on
us lacer chis month, and PR may
al o do a srory). In addition, we
have co-authored a hapter for a
book, £11/ighrmed Power: Wvmm

Trn11sfarmi11g the Pnth to leflfkrship,

publi hed by Jo ey-Bass."
le was great co receive so man}'
newsy e-mails. The school d
not
have currenc e-mail addresses for
many of you (and, therefore, neither
do I). Please send me your new e-mail
addresses, and I will forward chem co
the alumni office.Your next deadlin
i Sepe.I for the Fall issue.
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Cormpo11dm11: Lucy larshall
andor, 251 Katydid l.n.," ihon,
06897, lucysandor@aol.com: heryl
Edwards Rajpoh. 1- Pheasant Ln.,
Monroe. CT 06468, srajpol�.ibm. om:
and Liz Kolber, 00 Eas1 71 1 1., 5L.
ew York, Y I 0021, lizkprinc@aol.com
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ormpondmu: uzanne Hann)·
Ru II, I 56 Id Farmers Road. Long
Vallc:y, 1 J 07853. uzrussell@com 1.net
and Ka1hy Pax1011-\l ,lliams, 2126 E
macilla r., Portland, R 97202,
KachyP I l@aol.com

An drew Young, a clinical ocial
worker and a captain in the U..
Air orce, writes, "I re endy com
pieced my Ph.D. in adol cenc male
development and in April hould
be finalizing the adoption of my
12-year-old on, hri . Three years
ago, I a cepred a commi ion in the
AF.The Air Force will be rran ferring me co the .K. for three
year , where I will run a family
advocacy program and a ub ranee
abuse linic."
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Cormpondmr: Barbara
1almbcrg, 560 il"cr ands Rd., Uni,
1303, East Haven,
06512,
malmbc rg2@aol.com
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Connpomk11r,: Jenifer Kahn
Bakkala, 51 Wesson Terrace,
orthborough, MAO1532
jKBandP@aol.com and Jill Perlman
Piernkos, I 03 Barn Hill Lane, ewingmn,
06111, jrperlman@lsnet.ner

e

Born: ro Jennifer Kolber White
and Charles, Benjamin 12/9/04. He
joins Manhcw, 4, and Andrew 2.
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Corrnpo11dmr,: Anira adelson,
9733 49th Ave., e:mle, WA 98115,
anira@threebythree.com and ancy
Seaney, 925 utter t. #20 I, an
Francisco, CA 94109, nbeaney@aol.com

9

Cormpo11dmt: Deb Dorman
Hay, 5821 . 22nd t., Arlington, VA
22205, ddorman@alum.conncoll.edu

Born: ro Warren Cohen and
Ali on, Ruby Mikayla 8/5/04; ro
Jamie Glanton Costello and John,
Delaney Bech 9/ 16/04; ro Dodie
Sutro Crawford and Perer,
Catherine Amelia 4/5/04.
Jusr imagine - in about a
month ir will have been 20 years
since we all fir t met! On that note,
raige Margules Tobin has asked
me help her recruir volunteers ro
assisr her with the organization and
planning of the nexr reunion. In the
"haze" (call it what you want, Paige)
of rhe la t reunion, she was
appointed reunion d1air and needs
lots of help. You can contact her at
paige_robin@hotmail.com.
Jay Gilberg lives in L.A. wirh
his wife of five year , Julie.
Daughters ophie and Emily, 11
month apart, just turned 3 and 2,
respectively. Jay is in commer ial
real estate finance and development.
He sees Jonathan Shambroom,
who lives in an Franci co, and al
Blangiardo '88, who lives in an
Antonio with his wife and daughter.
Jay had breakfust with Andy Karp
and Mike cryker '86 when they
were in L.A. for an event honoring
Andy. (Read abour Andy's award on
p. 53 of the pring issue, vol. 13, no.
4.) Lase summer, Jay saw Kristin
KisscU Miller and her husband and
daughrer, and he keeps in couch
w,ch Abbey Tyson '91 and Diane
Strarron '9 I. He would love ro hear
from anyone in the L.A. area.
Jamie Glanton Costello's son
Xavier ha welcomed new baby
Delaney Beth "with open arms,
when he is not trying to hurt her."
Noelle ffihin lives in NY and
Works for pirir rui e . ongrar
ularion on her promotion ro direc
tor of food and beverage for the NY
Metro operarion!
Mikkel Lippmann, who lives

in openhagen, enjoyed a v1s1r
from icholas tark '88, and he is
"in a good e-mail dialog" with Erik
mith '88 and Tom Laughlin '88.
Helen Bird traveled from Paris
co visit Paige Margules Tobin for
New Year's Eve. D pite having
Paige's hu band, rwo kids and dog
in row, they managed a fairly wild
ew Year's celebration, complete
with a dance par ry on Paige' front
lawn in uburban, ciruare MA.
Helen wore cloth only appropri
ate for a Paris nightclub and wowed
Paige's preppy neighbor .
Ir's taken Alison Mitchell I 6
years to write, bur he says she reads
everyone else's postings, «of course".
Alison got married in May '03 and
had a baby girl in Jan. named
Frederica. She works in land con
servation in J. he was sorry to
miss Reunion '04 but hopes ro
attend the nexr one.
Dana Reid is executive produc
er on the movie, "Roll Bounce," ro
be released in July by Fox. View the
trailer at: www.apple.com/crailers/
fox_ earchlighr.
ongrarularion co Michael
Scheman on hi recent acceptance
as a lyrici t in the advanced pro
gram of the BM! musical-theater
writing workshop.
Jonathan Small writes, "I gor
married in epr. co a wonderful
woman named Diana Harlin. We
ju t bought our first house here in
L.A. I still DJ from time ro time, but
l make a living as a magazine writer
and ediror, mainly for Maxim, Stu.ff,
Redbook and Blender�Look for my
advice column - ½sk Him
Anything' each month in osmo!"
Sarah Wilson enjoys life in
north central CT. After I 5 year
working wirh the women's move
ment, she rook a sabbatical and
hiked a chunk of the Appalachian
Trail ro raise $20,000 for pancreae
i cancer research. he' now an
operations manager ar FedEx. ara
and her parmer of nine years live in
the house chat "Ella built" in
Windsor Locks, CT. Ella rasso,
former CT governor, built the
house, raised her fiunily and ran for
governor aJJ from the colonial.
arah keeps in rouch with Jennifer
Caulfield Johnson and Kate
Grant Glennon.
Annika Bruhns Petersson and

husband Mikael welcomed Sam
Jesper in epr. '04. «we are both
musical cheater performers working
in the German production of
'Mamma Mia.' I am casr as the
aJrernace lead role Donna." T hey
live in Han1burg, ermany.
The Class of '89 sends sympa-

thy co Larry Friedman on the death
of his wife, Elisabeth Todaro, on
2/2/05.
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Com,1po11dm1: Kristin Lofblad,
531 Franklin c., ambridge, MA 02139,
kJofblad@comcast.net

Born: co ro Tamatha Kuenz Blair
and Edward, kylar de Brerceville
11/8/04; to Alicia Garda-Abrines
Romanacci and husband, Olivia
Grace 7/29/04; to Linda Garda
Abrines Isaacs and John, Gregory
Beck 8/4/04; co Frances Griffin
Phillips and Jack, Jane Hawlely
1/20/05.
Tamatha Kuenz Blair writes,
" kylar i baby sisrer ro proud big
brother Tristan, 3. We've been liv
ing in and loving London for the
pasr four and a half years."
Josh Meyer writes, "William
Jo eph entered our lives on Feb. I 5.
He i a beautiful child who fills our
hearts with incredible joy and love.
imilar co his ister, Elizabeth, and
brother, Benjamin, William is a
very large inranr. He was 22 inches
long and 9 lb ., 3 oz. ar birth. We
are blessed ro have him."
Kristin Lofblad returned to
chool of
Harvard Graduate
Education {where she earned her
Ed.M. in '97) ro set up and help exe
cute the straregy for how the school
leverages technology in reaching and
research {e-learning). And with a
one-mile commute ro work, her
hardest deci ion each morning is
whether co walk, bike or scooter!
Beth Salamone Beshaw and
husband Rob welcomed laire
Eileen lase cc. he joins big si rer
Lauren, 2. "We certainly have our
hands full and are sleep deprived!"
Twin isrer Alicia Garda
Abrines Romanacci and Linda
Garda-Abrines Issacs gave birth co
their first children lasr summer. n
7/29/04, AJicia gave birth to Olivia
Grace, and only six days later (on
Aug. 4), Linda gave birth co regory
Beck. Both moms are taking a break
from reaching ro be full-time moth
ers. Stacy Larrenaga Pena often vis
its the rwin and their newly expand
ed family in CT. When our for
breakfast ac their fuvorice cafe in
Westville, Alicia and Linda often run
imo aul Fussiner '89 and his wife.
ongrarularion co Frances
Griffin Phillips and Jack, who
recently had a baby girl, Jane
Hawlely, in Jan.
Dana Pierce bought a home in
the an Diego area and reaches high
school math at Bishop chool.
Matt Sancen and wife racy
report: "Our son Benjamin Walker
joins big sister Emily, 8, big brother

5 minute walk to Oak
Bluffs, Martha's Vineyard!
2BR/l. 5BA condo built in
'04, W&D, TVNCR, fully
equipped kitchen, dish
washer, grill. Sleeps 4-5.
June $1100/wk, July
$1200/wk, Aug.
$1300/wk. Contact Alison
Mitchell '95, alison_mitchell
@yahoo.com, 617-7768968.
Riley, 6, and Will, 2. He's a great
looking kid, though he has the ame
receding hairline as hi father."
Eric Stem was recently named
chief coun el ro MT governor Brian
chweirur. Eric managed his cam
paign for governor -Schweitz.er
became the first democratic gover
nor elected in MT in 20 years.
T hanks, Eric!
Louise Van Order writes, "Just
got back from traveling in Lndia
with students doing chariry work.
Also spent a day with Niki Markoff
Neviaser and her three daughters.
Lots of fun!"
Kahla T hompson Nelson is
living in uzhou, China, with hu band Eric and three children.
"Ourside of caring for our kids, I
have been an ESL reacher in tl1e
U . . and in Asia for the past 10
years and, more recently, have been
involved in cead1ing Childbirth
Education co new parenrs. I keep
up with Leslie Pelton Nichol,
Susan
Lee
and
Marina
McClelland.

For new of Wendy Osgood
Murphy, see the '91 notes.
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Connpondmt: Amy Lebowitz
Ro man, Amy Rosman, 120 Round Hill
11577,
Road, East Hills,
rosman@arr.net

15TH REUNION June 2-4, 2006
Married: Todd Ritter ro Janene
Ratner 12/31/03;
Born: to Craig Low and Amy
Loi, Dylan 11/1 J/04;
Jill and Rich Stever-Zeitlin wel
comed amantha on Thanksgiving
morning. he weighed 9 lb ., 10 oz.!
Rich still loves nis job as a brand
manager ar GeneraJ Mills, though
having lived in MN for more than
seven years, he finds himself saying
"yaaaa" fur coo often. "Hope to see
friend any time they come
old
through Minneapolis!"
Scott Murphy and Wendy
Osgood Murphy '90 live in
Madison, CT. with Andrew, 8;
Abby, 5, and Jessica, 3. He has
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GETTING MARRIED?
EXPECTING?
We'd like ro help you cele
brate, bur we can't print
new about anticipated
wedding or babies. When
your plans become reality,
plea c Ice your class correpondent know, and we
will gladly print your new .
worked ar Accenture for the pasr 13
years. He i ba k inging again in
hi church choir. "Unforrunately
they are not che
Beaux."
Li a and Mike andner wel
comed Madi on ail lase ov. he
joins Molly, 5, and Michael, 3. In
Jan., Mike was made hareholder at
the law firm of Pickrel, chaeffer
and Ebeling, where he practices
civil defen e licigacion. He is rill in
Dayton, OH, and keep in touch
with Amy Ma
'92 and Jon
KwelJer (who is practicing law in
). He would love to reconnect
with Matt Sisson. ontacc Mike at
sandner5@sbcglobal.ner
MichelJe Lambert lives in ME,
works as a consultant and enjoy
every minute of being a mom.
tacey McFarland m.ich and
David celebrated ch ir 10th anniver
sary in Jan. They have two sons, Alex,
4-1/2, and Ty, 2. racey is an occupa
tional cherapisc and che rehab service
manager of a 265-person retirement
and healchcare facility in Boise. They
traveled co Boston last June and visit
ed Jen Qazilbash Hartm.an and
family in Camon, MA, and Jill
Avery Maver and her family. racy
would love co hear from
mels in
ID; chey have a guest room! "If any
of you cherapi cs need a job in the
region, I'd love to hook you up. My
email i me mich@msn.com."
Sharon Mansur received a John
F. Kennedy
ncer Local Dance
mmi ion grant, premiering a
new solo at che Mill nnium rage in
ov. '04 wich lighting d ign by
Catherine Eliot.
haron al o
received a choreography fell \ hip
from ch Virginia Commission on
che Arcs and comm· ioned a duer
with Associate Professor of Dance
David Dorfman MFA '8 I. he
earned an MFA in dance at eorge
Mason U. and will continue co direct
and choreograph in the D area.
Shannon Range writ , "I'm
working on a A A mission; very
bizarre for a 'government' major! I
present co high hool cudencs and
reacher about Ein rein' Theory of
Relativity and how we're testing it.
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During che presentation, I pin a
baskerball on my finger - a kill I
learned ar
! I'm living in an
Fran i co with my wife, Laura, and
son, William, 2."
Anton Malko and Hilary
Magowan Malko '94 celebrare their
fifth anniver ary in epr. They were
hoping ro ee Mikkel Lippman '89
on an April vi ir ro openhagen.
The couple will take their fir t
cro -country �rive across che U. .
lare chis ummer.
Craig Low and Amy Loi wel
comed their
econd daught r,
Dylan, in ov. They ar enjoying
life in
Y .
ontact them ar
clow@leeandlow.com.
Todd Ritter and Janette Ramer
were married on 12/31/03 at the
Ritrenhouse Hotel in Philadelphia.
Kevin O'Brien and Marco
icolini arrended with their wiv .
Kevin, Marco and Todd all lived on
che
ame floor in Branford
Dormitory their freshman year and
till keep in do e coma r. After the
wedding, Todd and Janette Aew to
Tahiti where they took a week.long
crui e ro French Polynesia and
pent a week on an over-water bun
galow at che Bora Bora ui R ore.
They built a new home in
Poughkeep ie, NY. The couple trav
el abroad frequ ncly - co Beijing
and hanghai in March - for
Todd' busin
Kevin O'Brien and wife
Veronique had their wedding recep
tion in a beautiful French chateau
in che country ide. They now live
jusr outside Pari in Villennes-sur
seine wich bilingual sons lemenr
and Eliorc. Todd and Janerre vi ired
chem in Dec.
Marco Nicolini and wife
Michelle were married in a beauri
ful ceremony overlooking the warer
ac che Ariel ands in Bermuda.
Marco has lived there for four year .

ancy

orthrop Wolan k.i

ju c fini h d oursework for her
MBA ac John on & Wales U.,
where he al o works in the
mmunity ervice enter.
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Com'1po11dn11: Liz Lynch
heney, Connecticut College, 270
Mohegan Ave., cw London. CT 06320.
dchc@conncoll.edu

Dan Love and wife laire wel
comed daughter Vivienne lasr July.
he was vored " utes1 Baby Ever"
by a panel of biased grandparents,
has a lovely inging voice and can
divide by zero. Dan build custom
Web-based application and, in hi
spare time, reach compurer class
to che elderly.
Marla Rihner-Lance married
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Andy Lance (a parrner at ibson
rurcher law firm) in
Dunn &
epr. '00. An arcorney in Y ,
Marla is caking rime off co cay
home with daughrer
hloe alen,
almosr 3, and Kayla Abigail, almosr
2. he would love co hear from
Camel in che
area, especially
chose with young children.
ncacr
Marla at marlarib@aol.com.
Jamie Fisfis wrire , "From Dec.
'04 ro April '05, I was rationed in
Luanda as a political consultant co
rhe former warring parries of
Angola. During mosr of '03, I lived
in Belgrade, erbia, working imi
larly with che po t-Milosevic
regime, and had good times rhere
with Vladmir kero 'O 1. Kevin
Dodge '92 was groom man at my
wedding in er. '03. I also correponded with raig 1imberg '92 in
ouch Africa chi pasr year. I have
been able to ee a lor of the world
with my wife, ukhjir. I am re-roor
ing my life in the U. . bur till trav
el abroad for on ulcing. It would
be grear to hear from folks from che
lasses of '92 and '91 and any
alums who like ro climb or hike!"
Jessica Berman Bolger and
husband Mike welcomed chird son
Devin Joseph on 3/21/05 (big
brochcr Ja ob' birthday!). He join
older brothers Decla11 and Jacob as
well as new friends Kieran rowley
( on of Maura Shea Crowley and
rephen rowley '90) a11d Alden
Bure ( on of Jon Burt), all born
wichin a few weeks of each ocher.
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Com'1po11dem: Michael
rson,
143 Apple1on rn,cc. #2, Boston, MA
02116, carson.mi had@comClSt.net

Born: co

hanning,
11/18/03.

ara Schlo

Stave and
tranon Braun Asror

Jonachan Morris srill lives in
Takoma Park, MD, and is direccor
of che D
hapcer of che American
ompo er Forum, a nonprofit
arrisr ervice organization. He se
Barry Margeson, who works near
by, haron Mansur '91, and Jen
Katt Matis. Jon es Garth Ross ar
the Kennedy
nrer' Millennium
cage a few times a year. Jon's mo c
recenr
performance
ar
the
Millennium cage was with the
Play round, an improvi arional
dance en mble, on 6/24/04. Jon
has been writing and performing
music for chem for two years.
rhy
Elior '91 was che lighting d ign r.
Emmet Day graduated from
ocre Dame Law hool in May '02
and works for Doherty, Wa.llace,
Pill bury & Murphy, a law firm in
pringfield, MA. Emmet gor mar
ried in Mar h '04 ro a law- hool

classmate, Kare Aercker, in Tampa.
teve Humphries and wife Bab
were in from Denver, Mark
and
(Grainrnan) Turner from
Chris imo from L.A. "Kare and I
had been our co Denver for rcve'
wedding in ct., which was held at
the beauriful Red Rocks hapel."
Jen Ianniello is finishing her
masrer's in somaci psy hocherapy
and will begin her clinical internship
ar a body-based psychocherapy clinic
in an Francisco chis Aug. "I will be
in the ierras for che ummer, doing
bodywork and healing."
John Faigle and Charles
Hibbard were in Geo nelJint
wedding lasr June in Jackson Hole,
WY. Afrer, John and harles rayed
for a week ro do some rock and
mounrain climbing, which includ
ed climbing rhe
rand Teron .
ince then, they've been doing a lot
of ice climbing in H and VT.
Pete Festersen was appointed
depury chief of staff to che mayor of
maha in 'O1, and they are gearing
up for reelection in che fall. Pere
married Paige in '00, and Anna
phia was born 7/22/02.
Maria Padro married Eric
Kusseluk, an MD, in Mar h '03 in
Philad lphia. Pete Francis and wife
Kri ren, Rick Guthke, Randy
(Tex) cott and Marr Kelly '96
joined chem for rhe celebration.
The ouple moved ro Manhattan
lasr July, where Maria works as a
child and adoles ent psychiarri r ar
aint Vincent' Ho pical.
Sharon LePage was married
lasr ummer ro Philip Planre, a firefighrer in Fairfield,
, and tarred
reaching
middle
chool
in
Trumbull, CT.
Dan Machews wrires, "Earlier
chis year, I was arrending a performance of the
eil imon comedy
'Rumors' at the
en Angels Theatre
in Waterbury, CT, and was pleasant
ly hocked when ybil Haggard '94
was crutcing che Aoorboards in che
final enc.
cral weeks larcr, I was
fonunare ro arrend che premiere of a
suire for tuba and oboe, composed
by Anrony Paasch '94, ar Dana Hall.
The uite was performed by
music instructor ary Burrery and
wife. or long afrer, I was watching a
performance of • weeney Todd' in
ufficld,
, and was bowled over by
teve Wandzy's scene-srealing work
as Tobias."
Jennifer Yuan and Joe Auch '91
welcomed Emma Yuan Auch on
9/8/04. he was born ar Bech Israel
Ho pical in Bo ton and was 19-1/2
inch long and 7 lb ., 5 oz.
Colleen Shanley Kyle and
Booth Kyle welcomed Devin

c assnotes
Elizabeth lase June. he was 7 lb ., 7
and 20 inches long. T he ouple
both work at Deerfield Academy,
where BoOlh is director of financial
,1id and Ileen teach hi cory.
Kathy Porter Contreras and
rhomas welcomed Erica Adi on
l,L'it July. he joins big si cer Alaura.
"We are all doing great."
ara Kaposts Tamm and Eric
welcomed Alexis Caleigh last cc. in
Manhattan. " he's almo c 2, and
doing just great, the joy of our lives!"

oz.
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Cormpo11dn11: lika Manin, 1628
�uth Wi g;,ce Ave., Apt. 210. Los Angdcs,
(,,\ 90025, tikamarrin@y:ihoo.com or
('1tl1ds94@yahoo.com
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cep hanie
\\ ,Ison, 50I Park len Rd, Ape. 325
\c., Louis Park M 55416,
"' ii n@bazoo mer.com
Born: to Deirdre Hennessey
chauz.ier and ha e chauzier
'97, Leo Ryan and Locklyn Edie
4/11/05.
Anne Mas oni had a piece,
"Memoria," a cepred co rhe In
l·ocu : Photography Technique
and Trend exhibition ar the Target
Gallery at the Torpedo Factory Arr
Center in Alexandria, VA. The
,how was juried by arah Kennel,
i cane curator of phorography ar
the ational allery of Art in D .
Anne' piece was one of 25 pieces
selected from 405 entered. The
show went up on June 9.
onnpo11dr111:
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Correspondent s: Lisa Paone, 27
C,Jrden c., Ape. 7, Bo ton, MA 0211 ,
p.tone96@y:ihoo.com and Gretchen
Shuman, 40 Fleet creec #5, Boston, MA
02I 09. gshuman7005@y:ihoo.com
10TH REUNION June 2-4, 2006
I was coasting through " elebriry
1. k Alik " on Boston.com, when
there he was! Bob Cavilla!
·omeone had enc his photo in,
claiming that he was easily mi tak
en for Tom Hanks on a regular
basi . Can't say char it ever occurred
ro me before, bur depending on the
movie, there ould b some rruch
co chat!
In pired by Bob, I po ted my
photo on the " clebriry Look
Alikes" page and now am gercing
rl'gular work as a srunc double for
therine Zera Jones. Jusr in case
that doesn't work out, though, I am
enrolled in the Publi hing rrificace
Program ar Emerson
liege and
am hoping co head inco a full-rim
masc r' program chi full.
Jennifer Bilotti Chamberlin

lives in Aclanta with new hubby

Jo hua. (They wer married on
10/9/04.) "Ir was an honor for me to
have long-time friends and alums
Megan Pribram and Allison
Kowaloff in attendance and hare
'rhe Big Day' with me." The
Reverend Jean
k Brown '58 con
du red the ceremony. Jennifer
writes, "Jo h and I in rancly dicked
wich her, and chen in conversation ir
came out char she went co
! he
gave us a ceremony char was so bcau
ciful and personal - ir was meant so
mu h co me! he' an amazing
woman and made me proud that I
was educated at che same insciru
rion." pon returning from her
honeymoon, Jen was promoted co
arr dir tor for WebMD. h i
alway looking for d igners in the
Atlanta area and en ourages
alums or rudents co conra r her.
Glenn Fitzgerald married
Deborah Livingston on 7/10/04 in
Morris Plains, J. Fellow camels that
w re present ar the wedding included
Adam Gelling, Emma Grant, Ben
Ratheau, Andrew
le '97, Robyn

ish Friedman '97, Dave orris '97,
Meg curiano '97 and raccy Beach
'99. len and Deborah pent their
honeymoon in Australia and are liv
ing in Hoboken, J. lcn is direcror
of information technology for
ndam
rporation' real estate
franchise group and also i working
on hi MBA at Fordham .
Katie Houlihan Poole retired
from redic ui e First Bosron ar
the end of May. he has decided co
cay at home with little Ryan. Karie
and Greg Poole are fine, and they
tell me chat Ryan i a very affec
tionate and happy baby with a lor
co ay! Have fun, Kacie!
Anne Bamford married con
mich on 7/24/04 ac Harkne
hapel.
alums in accendance
included Heather Parker orton,
Charity Bonelli Brower, Desiree
Rosario-Moodie, Lori Aument and
Allison Ameill. " rt and I plan co

ray in the Bo con area. I teach first
grade in Westwood, MA. ur dass
room has a beloved camel mascot!"
Alex
Gold mith married
Ashley Douglas on 7/10/04 in
Bridgehampton, Y. Alumni ac the
ceremony included lay Rives '97,
Winston Miller, Margot Murphy
'99, am Bigelow '99, Elizabeth

Glynn Fahy, Jeremy Barbin,
Matthew Malone, Melissa Gauss
Malone and Dhuanne chmirz

Tan ill '64.
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Connpondmr: Ann lkv:in
Hollos, 29 arden c. 11519, ambridg ,
MA 02138, annbe"an23@'yahoo.com
Born: co Chase Eschauz.ier and

BECOME A LUCE SCHOLAR
Rl.111 c; FROM rHE 01:A ' FFI L I wane to inform you of
an in redible opporrunicy to experience an intern hip in Asia
d igned specifically for you on the basi of your interests, back
ground, qualification and experience. The range of as ign
ments i every bit as broad as the range of talents and inter t
of the people who have become Luce cholar - architects,
journali rs, veterinarian , ecologists, e onomists, doccor and
political analy ts.
Are you a recent graduate of a master's or Ph.D. program?
Do you want a new cultural experience before going into
your professional field? Are you fully immersed in a career
but want to add a new cultural perspective? If you answer

"yes" co these question , then I urge you to consider rhe Luce
cholar Progran1. The program is open ro all
graduates
under the age of 30. If you are incer ted, please e-mail me ac
bgkow@conncoll.edu.
Beverly Kowal,
ociare Dean of che College
& Internacional rudent Advi or
Deirdre Hennessey Eschauzier '95,
Leo Ryan and Locklyn Edie 4/11/05;
co Alexandra Castro and Francisco
Sanchez, talina 12/28/04.
ew mom, Alexandra Castro,
can be rea hed ac aleca !@bell
ouch.net.pa.
Jamie Kleiman was married co
Andrew Brooks on 10/16/04 at the
Lyman Hom read in Middlefield,
. Jamie fini hed her ixth-year
professional diploma in school psy
chology and completed her intern
ship in Id Lyme, . Andrew and
Jan1ie live in Madison, CT with
their dog, Tiger.
Jessica Haynes married Evan
McDaniel in ept., at che Milton
Academy chapel. Alums in atten
dance included Meg Ryan, ara
Ewing,
Courtney
Minden,
Carney Maley, Tamara Siebert,
Emily Cobb Henry, ick Henry,
Chris Martin, Brendan Largay,
are Jacques Largay, Alli on

Arneill '96, Jen John on '96, Ben
mich '96, Jo h chawbel '96 and
Amy Braddock '96, and Laura
Abineri '00 and Jenny Greeman.
An article on J and her baby pho
cography bu iness appears in che
"Lives" secrion of chis magazine.
Brendan Jones is till in
,
working for Bear reaITL'i. He sees
James Gimbel {who is also at Bear),
Meg Tucker, cc:ve Bartlett, Rich
Grasso, Jeremy Beard '93, John
Bartlerr '93, Jamie Gordon and
Adam imbel '91. Ed Vietor '99 is
also in ch ciry, but Brendan says, "H
pends mo t of his timed chained ro

his d k at Bank of ew York" John
Facenda and Asrush Shah made it
down for Jan1 ' 30th in Feb., and a
good time was had by all.
Carter Page and her husband
bought the Ice ream muggier in
Denni Village on pe od. The
bu in has been operating su c fully for 25 years. ome visit and
enjoy the fine t homemade ice
cream on the pe!
Angela Grande married Philip
Wasserman ( ornell '89) on
6/26/04 in Bayville,
. mel in
aHendance included Kate Wilson
Grijns, Natalie Hildt, Janine
Caval(u7.zi, Maya Dworkis '00,
Ryan Oakes and Emily Joyce
Oakes. Angela i fini hing her mas

ter' in early childhood pecial ed. at
Teacher
ollege, olumbia U.
Angela and her husband will mov
to Long Island this ummer and
hope that
friends visit.
Chase Eschauz.ier
rudcnt
taught chi year ar Heights
Elementary chool in haron, MA,
through imm n
llege' rad
uare chool of Education. John
Biancur vi iced from Braintree in
Jan. and had lunch with hase and
Ryan
Eschauz.ier.
Deirdre
Hennessey Eschauzier '95 and hase
have had visits recencly from Jen
Hollis '95 and Jill Devito '95.
Deirdre is doing well as a senior sal
direcror with Mary Kay and picked
up her first pink dilla lase Jan.
Ryan and hase had a D A test
recencly, and, after chinking char they
were fraternal twins all their liv ,
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Two Camels - a student and a young alumna - recenUy followed their dreams to the
summit of the highest peak on the African continent, the fabled Mt. KilimanJaro. Katie
Jones Kozin '03 (left), who had wanted to climb 19,340-foot "Kill" since she read
about it in an eighth grade social studies class, tackled the mountain with husband
Kevin from 12/29/04 through 1/5/05. "I am changed for having climbed Kilimanjaro; I

they found out they are identical!
Irene Grassi lives in
and
works as direaor of a contemporary
arc gallery, Faggionaco Fine Arc,
which i based in London. he
hangs out with Ashley tevens,
Anna Snider and Jen Morton, who
all live in
. Irene also keep in
couch wich Stephanie Walker, Tara
Whelan, Julie Berg Krinnman,
Sare Jacques Largay and Li a

Hawkins Taylor.
Nathalie Hilde joined che raff

of Congr man John E Tierney
(D-MA). he is the community
development director, working in
hi di trice office north of Boscon.
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Cormpo11dmts: Alce Todd, 6000
Windham Drive, Raleigh,
27609,
artod4789@yahoo.com and Abby lark,
9 Humboldt Lreec, Apt #2, Cambridge,
MA 02 t 0, abigailbclark@hotmail.com

Elizabeth Lee married David Kore
lase Oct. in Manh
c, Long Island.
mel in arcendan
were Ben
Hayes, ick Henry '97, Emily
bb Henry '97, Rebecca Libert
Alesia (maid of honor), Rebekah
Morin,

Elizabeth

Johnson,

hristine Hole '97 and Katharine
Loughlin. Liz and David live in
Astoria,
, and Liz teaches cheater
in a performing arc program h
ncral
helped cart at Valley cream
High chool on Long Island.

Krissy Geisbecker T beo
fanides and hu band James wel
comed their fir c child, Maggie
race, lase Aug. T hey are tremen
dously happy and enjoying parent
hood. Maggie keep in couch with

Erin McKenna, Li a Geraghty
Paddock, Christina Noe Martin
and Van a Kass.
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Cormpo11dmts: Mq;.n 1i pper

Rasmu n, Kent chool, I Ma edonia
Rd., Kent, CT 06757, tepperm@kemhool.edu and Danielle LeBlanc
Ruggiero, djleb6@hmmail.com

Married: Christopher Adams co
usannah Murphy, 8/22/03.
Born: co Christopher Adams
and Susannah Murphy Adams,

harl Jackson 10/4/04.
Jessica Rogers moved from
Philadelphia co
maha co be the
assistant technical director/ master
carpenter for the
maha Theatre
mpany for Young People. " far,
thing;; are going well, although I do
miss my proximity to the ocean."
Dana Leveston algado gradu
ated from the ew England
liege
of pcometry lase June. In ct., he
married Marlon algado Barrio , a
panish demi r whom he met on
rotations. They live in the U. .
Trevor West a cepced a po i
tion at Wesleyan collaborating with
acqui itions and collection develop
ment in their lin Library. He will
pursue a master's degree in the grad
uat lib ral studies program at
Wesleyan, focu ing on "oblique
conversation." Hi inter t in fin
arc cu tom framing will conunue
with private con ulcing.
Maya Dworkis writes, "( still
work at ike in ch Americas region
in Logistics/ perations gr up. I have
been doing m traveling co uth
America, nam ly hile, Argentina
and Brazil. I have been raking a
panish cl
co help communications with che uch Americans!"

Mimi Crume de Carbonnel

married Antoine de arbonnel last
May. he left her fashion PR job in

l MMll ZIG\

am humbled, inspired, and incredibly grateful. It is a place that I will remember by its
sights, smells, textures, sounds and above all, wildness, forever," says Kozin, who
works for the Appalachian Mountain Club. Tesandra Cohen '07 (nght) hiked to the
summit over spring break with her father, in celebration of his 60th birthday. Their
father/daughter achievement was chronicled back home in The New York Times.

co cake a trip around the
world. "We have visited Japan, ew
Zealand, Australia, Hong Kong,
ingapore and T hailand. Wi have
been interviewing in ia and hope
co continu our prof. ional lives
there taning chis summer."
Curran Ford writes, "I ju c
moved co Worcester, MA, with my
brother. I am teaching and coaching
cer and lacrosse. I would like to
say congrarulations ro am Bacon
'09 on his acceptance co Conn."
ince graduation, Laura Hook
has been working in operations
planning and pur hasing at Tower
Laboracori Led. in enrerbrook,
T. "le was great eeing Kim
Schoenbacher and icole Peters
at Reunion lase year." Laura would
love co hear from Keith Bowman,

Katie Fleming-Ives, Laura Badger
and Kathy Krukowska Kieltyka.
Shari Darman i "officially

paying rent, doing my own books
and being an official bu ine woman for myselr' as a mas age
therapist in Albuquerque. You can
vi it her at www.omc.biz.
married
Nevin
La11ra
hri copher Anderson on 7/19/03
in Branford,
. Wendy Spencer
and Amanda Abraham Pilletere
were in th wedding party, and
Kim Mueller, Dave Abrams and
n
Rory O'Dea attended.
6/11 /04, Laura and
hris wel
comed on Ryan.
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Cormpo11dmts: Jami D anti ,
h 1nu1 Tree Hill Road. uchbury,
064 8. jldesanris hmmail. om and
Karie ceph nson, 278 Meridian treet,
Ap1. t 5, roton, CT 06340,
k.sce78@hotmail.com
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Jonathan Ro es and Karen Kirley

were married at the
ochran
hapel at Phillip
Academy
(Karen's alma mater) in Andover,
MA, on I 0/ I 0/04. Karen i a VP at
Bank of America. Jon is a chemist
at Millennium Pharma eutical in
ambridge.
T hey
live
in
omerville, MA. "Practically our
enrire wedding parry and a good
number of guests were
nn alum
ni, o I choughc it might be nice to
provide an update on everyone."
From Jonathan: Claudia
Goodrich i working on a master'
in neurobiology at BU and lives in
Fairhaven, MA.

Elizabeth

Lyons

Horne

(maid of honor) and husband core
live in Mar hfield, MA, wher
Elizabeth reach fourth grade.
Kri tyn McLeod parcicipaced
in the uccessful campaign co elect
John Lynch the g vernor of
H
and is now retired from politi .
Amanda Bowles i ba k m
after earning her masters at
the London
hool of Economi
in '03. he is a political analy c for
the Con ul eneral of Japan.
Zach Barber is studying for
hi degree in phy ical therapy at the
U. of W1Scon in, Madi on, and i
training for his tryout for rhe
ingapore Table Tennis Association.
Carolyn SilJs recently fin
i hed recording an album for her
band Bo Tweed (with
erard
Egan 'OI ) and i playing regularly in
che Y area.
Ethan tewart lives in anta
Barbara, write for The 11nt11
811rb11m Jntkpmdmt (which fol
lowed the Michael Jackson trial)
and surfs a lot.

classnotes
Bristow
co11ti1111edfrom page 44

char in 1998 the property was propo ed
for inclu ion in che ha he-Limpopo
Tran frontier on ervation Area ( iruared
at the confluence of Zimbabwe/ ourh
Africa and Botswana) as ore Wildlife
Area. Participation in the TF A has been
helved while the di pure over the owner
hip of the land i orred our.

What brought you to Zimbabwe?
I came ro Zimbabwe c live with my
beloved igby in 1988. We mer on a
three-week camping trip through rhe
wilds of Botswana. Hi love of the bu h,
wildlife and farming - and our determi
nation ro ee enrinel Ranch protected keep me here.

How has Zimbabwe's Land Acquisition
Act affected you?
First, ler me ay rhar I support land reform
as laid our in rhe 1998 Donor
Conference on Land Reform: ir mu c be
done in a tran parent, fair and con cruc
cive manner and it should nor be allowed
co undermine the very basis of che
Zimbabwe economy (agriculture).
Unlike thou and of commercial farm
er and their workers, somehow we have
managed co stay on our farm. Of course,
when white farmer carted being mur
dered, and ocher forced off their farm
under horrendou ly rraumacic circum
cances, we felt terribly in ecure.
Then the Ii c of commercial farm
scarred being publi hed. The fir c had over
750 farm on it, and entinel Ranch was
number one! uddenly agriculture crum
bled. Tide de d were no longer acro
sancr, and banks refu ed ro accept furm
properties as collaceral on crop loan .
Development ceased. In d1e past four
year there have been more than 280
amendments to the constitution and Land
Acqui icion Act, making ic easier and easi
er for government co rake property.
urrent legi lacion ay rhe govern
ment need only publi h your property in
the government new paper co confirm it
intention co acquire your farm. After pub-

licacion, farm owner have only five days,
including aturday and unday, co
respond. ven d1ough the law rill requir
char the compul ory acqui icion of a farm
need
to be confirmed 111 che
Admini cracive
ourt, thou and of
landowner have been evicted under the
"Fasc-crack" proces without fair hearing.
Offer of compen ation are generally five
co IO per nt of the property's marker
value regionally, in local currency, payable
over five to IO years. Meanwhile,
Zimbabwe has one of the wor c perform
ing currencies in the world!
In August 2002, my husband was
arrested with 78 ocher furmer country
wide for "remaining on an acquired furm."
He pent cwo nights in d1e local police ra
tion in an unfurni hed cell under horrible
condition . He witnessed brutality and
beating at the hands of the police. When
he was released, he rank of human waste
and was covered in lice.
Ye , we were cared. Bur encinel
Ranch i a rare and beautiful property, and
it would be a travesty to walk away from a
piece of land char, under the right circumrances, could be poi ed to lead rouri m
development in uch an impoveri hed
area. We have the will and the backing we imply need ro convince the govern
ment that ther i more to be gained for
the nation by keeping entinel Ranch a a
wildlife ancruary.

Can you talk about your safari business?
We operate a hunting afari busine s on
both properrie . We were forced to top
our afaris [by rhe government) at the
end of 2002, and as a result had to wind
up our anti-poaching ream completely.
In the cwo years rhar we didn't hunt,
there was no income on entinel Ranch
at all, and poaching rocketed. Water
point and springs were riddled with wire
and cable snares.
Poacher from the communal area on
our boundary ravaged the eland herd
using podighc , dogs and spears.
Directly after the Mugabe government
lo r ir referendum on constitutional
reform in 2000, war veteran were active
ly engaged to move onto furm "in protest

against colonial agendas' and "We tern
imperialism" in Africa.
These "beneficiarie " brought 2,000
head of cattle and hundred of goat and
ocher live rock [to enrinel Ranch].
Drought hit and there was a massive die
off, nor only of grazer uch a eland,
wildebeest and zebra, bur ju r about all the
cattle! The war veterans appointed to
entinel them elves aw the futility of cry
ing to farm cattle in chi arid environment
and became concerned rhac poaching of
the only viable r ource on the property
was gercing out of hand, o they asked
Digby co return to the property to control
the poaching in rerurn for the right to
continue managing and hunting the prop
erty in a uscainable manner.

What was your experience at Connecticut
College like?
1 went in not really knowing what direc
tion I wanted co cake. r cook up ian
cudies when I dropped an economi
cour e. Tom Havens and Ed Brodkin
made Japan and India come alive for me,
and I will never forget the Japane e din
ner Tom u ed co throw at hi hou e, hav
ing made u leave our shoes at the door co
assume eat on the caccer cu hions on
the floor!

Is what you're doing now related to your
studies at CC?
or at all! I majored in Japane e and ian
rudies. Perhap I should have stuck co my
original plan and majored in anthropolo
gy or zoology, bur who was co know I'd
end here?
onne ticut ollege prepared me for
life and everything ir throw at you. We've
certainly had co chink on our feet th e
past few year , and my time at
cer
tainly armed me with a sen e of confi
dence and an appreciation of freedom and
ju rice with which to cackle d1e world.
For more infom,ation on the political situa
tion in Zimbabwe, visit Human Rights
Watc h online at www.hrw.org.
Bristow may b e contacted thro ugh
Chuck Larsen of High Adventure at
c.larsen@mindspring.com
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77,e Offiu ofAlum11i Rrlations would like to th1111k thr fallowi11g alum•
11ifar the timr a11d effort thry romributrd to r1,rnts 011- and ojfc,m1pm
duri11g thr spring sm1mrr:
Pan I di u sion, "liberal Am in Action: Communicating Through
Fdm" Februt1ry 18- Lee Eisenberg '99, V incenc brrdl '96, · :an
fine '96, Jenny Mmhick '99, Jonathan McBride '92, ·nmothy L.
Surron '92
Panel discussion "The Bottom Line: Young Alumni in Banking
Fmance" M11rrh 4 - htrzin A7..irm '92, Richard Carrer ·92,
Thomas Grasso ·o I, 'kddy Grec:n pan '92, Chris kDanid '94

and

Boston Alumni Networking Recc:ption with the Clas.s of '05 April

9 - Sabrina Badwey '00, Kure Brown '03. Raul Jimenez '02, Mike
Muller '00, Daniel Pincus '01. Patricia 'inaiko '02, Katherine
. klar ky '03, retchcn Thies '02, Jared Wallace '01
Annual CC Club of Maine Spring Dinner April 13 - Bridget
Healy '66, Leigh Palmer '78, Connie Russell ·91, Liam Russell '90

G.O.LD. (Graduates of the Last Decade) E'ttnts April 28 l lie feinberg '02, Parricia inaiko '02 (Boston); Hilary Bi hop '00

(Chicago); Alexandra Band '02 - former cruscec, ech Tinkham '04,
Lilia Tyrrell '02 (D ); Lisa Gladkc '95 (I lartford); Adam wrkey '0 I
(Los Angeles); Pam Geiger '03, Abby Simmons '04, Mike Hasenauer
'03 ( YC); Jade C. Dalton ·o I (San hanci o)

Making Connections: Art Students and Alumni RL-ception Mny
/4 -Patricia herwin Garland '73 P'05, Anne 1.cighcon Ma.'>! oni
'95, Jess HaynL'S McDaniel '97
87th Commencement Manbals M11y 22 - Betsy Biddle '58, Holly

Camcroca MAT '98, P'08, Jessica Diec-, '00, Kika Elias '04, Paula
farina '98, Libby Friedman '80, 1argaret Ormond '77, Louise
Pinaway '76, Muhammad Qadir '94, Li,abech Quinones '00,
Edward amul '94, Angela Simo '02, Michele Snitkin 1A ·75
MAT '92, Rusty pears '81

Billy Joyce also lives in anca
Barbara and works for I abelle
recn & Associates, a sustainable
landscape ar hicecrure company.
con Lemke i a paralegal at
Palmer Dodge in Bo ton and
recently ran a half marathon with
Jon Ro es' wife, Karen, and Emily
Shield. Emily works ar che race
House in Bo con, lives in the onh
End and i pur uing a master' in
public policy ar UMass, Bo con.
Kim Bender is in her second
year of law hool at Tulane.
Matt Kane i in hi econd
year of law chool ac Bo con liege
and i living in omerville, MA.
Amy Bergan ceache fir t
grade in Wesrford, MA, and mar
ried Mike Elli on '04 in April.
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Mitch Polacin live
m
Bo ton's Back Bay wirh wife i ki.
Mike Smith lives on
pc
Cod and teaches biology and envi
ronmental
ience at Barn table
High chool.
Julia Greenleaf is in her second
year of law school at the U. of Maine.
Rachel Riley is pur uing a
masrcr' in nursing at Regis liege.
Husband Shaun Foster is a parale
gal at Ro , Marrel and ilverman
in Bo con, and i cudying for hi
law degree at uffolk U.
Jason Lilien recently moved
co FL from Bueno Aires and works
ar hi parencs' pizza hop and plays
a lot of tenni .
usie Davis liv in D .
arah Stebbins i an associate

l:MMI& .IM\

editor at In tyk magazine in
and voluncecrs for the o iece aint
Jean-Bapcisre de Montreal, advocat
ing Queb�oi independence.
U e Teeters-Trumpy i in h r
second year of law chool at che
of Maine {with JuJia Greenleaf).
Dan accardi i in his fir t
year at
, pursuing a joint mas
ter's degree in public policy and
bu.sin admini crarion.
Kristen Bell i rudying for
her master' in child development at
eorge Wa hington U.
Tom Richardson lives in Y
and will attend law school chi fu.11.
Mike Tacconi recently moved
co omerville, MA, from Icaly and
was working in the hotel industry
before caking a job at a I cal casino.
Rob Quist lives in Ball qua.re
in omerville, MA, with John
O'Donnell, who i working ar
Fidelity lnvestm ncs.
Jay Eno works ar Mcdilich in
neon and i studying for an engi
neering degree ar UMass, Bo ron.
Chuck Halsey i in hi chird
year of veterinary chool at Auburn
U. in Alabama. He and wife Day
recently became the proud parents
of a baby boy, Austin.
Ben Robin on liv with hi
wife Kim in
and is working ar
an archirecrure firm and pursuing a
career as a freelance phorographer.
Hilary Bishop lives in hicago
a.nd is rudying for her master's in
social work at the U. of hicago.
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Cormpo11dmu: John Banista, 774 Austin uttt 112D. For t Hills, NY
11375, jgbat@hotmail.com and Jordana
Gusrafson. jordanarosc@hotmail.com.

5TH REUNION June 2-4, 2006
arah Ryan Black '65 has been
working wich Joe innott, who i a
recreation rherapy assi cant at
Hollygrove, a r idencial childr n's
treatment
facility
in
.A.
Approximately 60 children bcrwecn
the ages of 6 a.nd 13 live 1.here. Joe
works with the older boy , and he
has in rigacecl a program with a.rah
and the rearer West Hollywood
Food Coalition to have hi boy help
feed the homel on a regular basis.
For kid who've been abused and
abandoned, interacting with very
needy people has been rewarding.
Tim Sheff.in would like to ay
he competed in the ldicarod lase
year, but he appears to have been
living quietly in omerville, MA.
Kristian Gratton i planning
on becoming a phy i ian' assi rant
and pursuing a master's degree in
bi chemi try ar the U. of Alabama.
and
Gerard Egan lives in

plays in everal bands, notably the
un ' Ro es cover band, Mr.
Brown cone.
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Corrr,po11dm1: Amanda
avarroli, Verndale t., Apt. ,
Brookline. MA 024 6.
amanda_na,-:irroli@hormail.com

03

ormpo11dmts: Melissa Iliggins,
1302 Commonwc:ihh Avenue, Apt #17.
All ton, MA 02 I 3 , mchig@conncoll.edu
.llld
lie Kalka, 42 Fran csca t.,
mervillc, IA 021 4,
ljkal@conncoll.edu

()4.

Cormpo11dtms: Kelly Mc all,
kjmcc@' onncoll.cdu and Elizabeth able.
cssab@conncoll.edu

We hope all of you who made it
back co Floralia had a great time,
bur for rho e of you who didn't,
here's a little update on what our
fellow Camel are doing:
Mike Elli on works at McLean
Ho pica! and lives in Waltham,
MA, with wife Amy.
After graduacion, Josh Duclos
caught a course on an ienc reek
philo ophy and culrnre in the
Advanced rudies Program at c.
Paul' chool in H. Last Aug., he
I EF.
began an intern hip with
conducting research on the viability
of enli ring world religiou organi
zation in an effort co realize child
rights and welfare. In Feb., he cook
a volunteer po icion with hanti
Ashram, a andhian organization
that tea hes rural people kill for
sustainable, independenr living.
Jo h is in imbacore, India, in che
state of Tamil adu (where the
t unami hit) and i helping to
develop collaborative leader hip
program for young villagers. "In
my free time the local boy a.re
doing cheir besc co teach me the
finer points of cricket. I mi
buc my younger brother i a opho
more there, o forrunacely I'm till
somewhat in the loop."
Justin Chiu ceaches third grade
in Brooklyn; Chri topher Percy
teaches high- chool pani h in J,
and Lauren Valla teaches ixth
grade in augaruck, CT.
Ethan Powell is a corporate
banker wich Brown Brothers
Harriman &
mpany in
working with middle-market compa·
nies. He lives with Ben Berger on the
Upper Ease ide. Ben works for the
Audit roup, doing financial conulting for the h pical industry.
Tag Boyle is a travel 001 ulcant
for o Al1ead Vacacion. He is also
serving the cliencele their dsinks ar
Big icy in Allston, MA.

-Ely a Bri tol i a clinical
r earcher ac Mass. eneral, work
ing on a mdy with children who
have ADHD and bi polar di order.
Man Preston i putting his
dassi degree co u e with the Long
I land Ducks, an independen t
I gue baseball team.
We hope you all are enjoying
the change of seasons, and keep us
po ced on your life hang !

f Obituaries
Elizabeth Edwards Spencer

'30, of Manchester enter, VI�
died on Jan. 31. After gradu,1cion,
he worked as a ecrernry for the
pr ident of Pimey Bowes. Lacer,
he married Frank pencer and
rai ed a family. Her husband passed
away in '02. urvivor include on
·on C\VO granddaughters and ever
al nieces and nephew .
Marjorie Platt Murphy '3 I,
of La ro e, WI, died on Feb. 9.
Ruth Raymond Gay '32, of
Keene, H, died on Mar h 2 . he
worked as a librarian for many
years. The widow of William ay,
he leaves one daughter.
Mildred {Micki)

olomon

avin '32, of Bloomfield,
di d
on March 17.·
Janet Paulson Kissling '35, of
Hilton Head,
, died on Feb. 1 ••
Alice Cobb Larrabee '36, of
Salinas,
, died on Feb. 10. Wife of
the lace ocl Larrabee, she is survived
by one son. he was active in the
Framingham (MA) Women' lub
and served as president of the race
Federation ofWomen' lubs. In '98,
she was honored by che Massa
chuscccs House of Rcprcsencacives for
her 52 years of service co the
Framingham Women' lub.
Ruth Earle Brittan '38, of
Woodbury, CT, died on 10/17/04.
he leave a daughter, Barbara
Briccan Taylor '66:
Beth McUraith Henoch '38, of
Cloverdale,
, died on March 6. ·
Alice Scarritt Kelley '38, of
hawnee Mission, K , died on
Mar h 5. he i survived by a
daughter and four grandchildren.
he was predeceased by her lim
husband, eorge ordon, and ec
ond hu band, John Kelley.
Charlotte Schnee Kaufman

'38, of Win con- alem,

, died
on Feb. 13. he received a degree in
1ournali m from che U. of
ichigan, where he met her hus
band, William. harlorte helped
her hu band wich hi n,edical prac
tice and researched and edited hi
writing projects. he was dire tor of

public relation, for
l'.ircm
Friends of RcwdcJ ( hilJ
r 11 nd
founder and e ecu1hc J
1 r tor 0
he
� bmily l ife cmer in ( I. In
89 the couple mmeJ to \X'in
ton
alem, where ( harlune foun
Jro
T-1V, the area· publk- c
ration. After her hu h.mJ' .) ch
in ·oo. Charlo!ll' org.1nizcJ 11,
ir
papers for the Dr. William nd
harlottc Kaufnun l nd,m 111 111
Fund for Library lcd1nolt · t th
. of \1 1chigan. \h1: 1 ,uf\ j\ d h\
'
on i t1:r and three 111ecc .
Dorothy ewell W
agn r ' 0,
of umbcrl,md, \1[ . died on Id,.
6. he earned her ma ccr 111 lih,an
cience from the . of South r;1
Maine and w,l!> ,1 chuol sc n:tal)
and librarian for many Har .
urvivor, indude t\\n ltughtcr,
one brother, three granddau�htcr
and chn:c great-grand hilJrcn.

c assnotes
END!
COME HOME FOR FALL WEEK embers

amily m
Alumni, current parents and :f
of Connecticut
n
io
rat
•.. : ,r a weekend celeb
2
. , , , • September 29-0ctober

a cappella concert.

f,., .•,. 1,-r,tures, sporting eventsf
more! Watch your
,. ,. _ ..qt.-st and much
ion\ daestions?
mat
;. ' . ,! frJr more infor
r) •• ••.

mail in late
Call the
888-7549 x2649.
,yi Al11mni Relations at:(a��)
'ct" ork Schoo l as a vice presid�nt
in 1 c. Lauderdale befoce rec�r�mg
02.
111 C 1 for cancer treatments 111
He i, urvived by his pare1�cs,
Lcon.ird and Yoland Lundqu1 c,
anJ one brother.
Pamela Hartman '80, of
, died cra�i
Manicou prings,
c:tlh- on March 10 in an aucomob1le
a idcnt. ·he was with her parmer,
Jc�nne Kcrcchanin, who also died in
the crash. The couple were heading
w Beloit, WI, for the funeral of
Hartman' brother. Their friends
gathered on Marci, 11 co hike a cm.ii
111 , 1anicou in their honor. Pam and
Jeanne both worked as managers ?f
Poor Richard
Re taurant tn
ColorJ<lo prings. They had C\VO
,ons, Eli Hartman and Mike
(,erbig. In a memorial service on
\larch 19, cla mace Andrew
Dreyfus '80 said about Pam, "When
we first met in '77, I thought you
\\ere the picture of Midwestern
inno en e, but I confused inno
cence with openn . You welcomed
people into your life and your heart.
f"ve never been the same."
Benjamin Geoghegan '99, of
l-nlield, H, died on March 26. He
worked ac MB Mocor pores in
Con ord,
H, for many year .
Benjamin leav hi rather and tep
mocher, Thomas and
helley
Gt.'<>ghegan ; his mother and tepfu
ther. Pri ilia coghcgan and Ernest
Labombard; his grandmother, Helen
Pooler, cwo brod,ers and numerous
aunts, uncles and cousins.

Dorothy lem nu Downing
'39, of lop,ham, \11 . d1cJ on

April 19. She is surv 1vcJ h) a ',(Ill, .1
daughter and four granJd,ildrcn.
he was predecea.wJ hy hn hu •
band, Monon.
ancy Marvin Wheelock ' I,
of ushing, Ml., died on \pril t.
After graJuacion, ,he ,Hirked .11
Massa hmem Eye .ind br Infirm•
ary, researching the c.m e of hiind
n in premacure infant,. l 11cr, . he
was a member of the l.ad1c
mmiccee of the Boston ,\lu\Cum
of Fine An and �m.:d on the
board of the !'am wonh ,\rt
Museum, where he \\.l-s .1 d0<.elll.
he is urvivcd b)· her hu-,hand, Dr.
Frank Wheelock, rwo daughu.:rs. a
son and five grandchildren.
Elinor Weisse ' 2, of �loor.:
Haven, FL. died on Jan. 12. She
leaves her husband of 60 years. Dr.
Harri Wei e. he and h r hu,b.md
enjoyed R ing and ouidoors J��iv
icics and spent C\\O years au1,1ng
_
ribbean. ·uf\·ivors .1bo 111·
che
lude one s 11, one daughter, 1hrcc
si ters and C\VO grandchildren.
Alice McEwan Perkins '45, of
Walpole, LA, died on pril 15._
urvivors include her hu band ol
61 year , Allan Perkins. three_ som,
C\VO daughters, t 1 grandchildren
and one greac-grandchilcl.
Wilda Peck O'Hanlon ' 5, of
ilver prings, 10, died n March
10. In the '40s. he w . rh-d Jt the
f1i e of nsorsh1p. Lacer, he
ati . nal
w�· employed at the
In timce of Health and American
niversicy. he is urv(vecl by th�-e
son' One daughter, LX granclc:h1lI rcn.
drcn and C\VO grcac-gran cl h'ld
,..__._er Head '48, .of DC
Janev.uui•
u
died 011 April 7. urvivors meId

I• ,

I,

of
1 •
s1an
. She

Loi Munton, who worked as a
housekeeper ac
for many year ,
died on 11/11/04. he was 71 and
a resident of Uncasville,
Bernice Falman, of Of\Vich,
( T, died on Feb. 20. he had
worked in
' dining erviccs for
23 yea.rs.

ompuccr

• Full obituary 11nn11nilable flt
time ofp11blicntion.

PHOTOS. View alumni snapshots at http://cconline.conncoll.edu/photos
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